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This thesis explores the role and concept of the sage in Cheng Xuanying's 
I 

commentary to the ZHllangzi. The concept of the sage will be examined in light of Cheng 

Xuanying's participa~ion in the Buddho-Daoist court debates held in early seventh-

century China. It willi be argued that some aspects of Cheng Xuanying's commentary on 

the Zhuangzi may be irelated to developments within the court debates. Nevertheless, it 

will also be argued tbjat many "Buddhist" elements of Cheng Xuanying's conception of 

the sage cannot be enfirely explained by his interaction with Buddhists in the court 

debates. It will be shdwn that much of what constitutes his conception of the sage can be 
! 

explained by the presence of sinified Buddhist thought in the early developing stages of 

Daoism in the fourth,! fifth, and sixth centuries. 
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Introduction 

In the early Tang fg dynasty (618- 907) a form of exegesis known as "Two-fold 

mystery," or Chongx~lanxue £1r~, was in vogue among Daoist intellectuals. The word 

"Chongxuanxue" is qerived from chapter one of the Laozi *T, which says "Render it 

mysterious and again!mysterious, the gateway to the myriad wonders (1rzX1r, ~~)Z 

F~)."l The very nam~ "Chongxuanxue" appears to be a restatement of this phrase xu an 

zhi you xuan, "rend+r it mysterious and again mysterious." What makes Chongxuan 

unique is the fact that it uses a form of dialectic reminiscent of the tetralemma, or "four 

propositions" (siju ~ 15]) from Madhyamaka Buddhism. The tetralemma is a form of 

dialectic where each Iphrase negates the one prior to it (i.e., something exists, does not 

exist, both exists and Idoes not exist, neither exists nor does not exist). A variation of this 

dialectic was used to; interpret the Laozi, and the Zhuangzi M-T as well. In the Laozi, 

however, the tetralemma was applied to the phrase xuan zhi you xuan; the first xuan 1r 

comes to signify the! sage's non-attachment to being and non-being, while the second 

xuan signifies a third! move beyond the former position of non-attachment to being and 

non-being. Like the tetralemma's fourth proposition, this dialectical reasoning is meant to 

convince us that not~ling remains after the second xuan is eliminated. The difference 

between Madhyamaka and Chongxuan thought, however, was that "Chongxuan" for the 

latter served as a prescription for ending one's state of ignorance. In this sense, 

I 

I Translation by Sharf based on a Chongxuan reading of the Laozi. See Robert Sharf, Coming to Terms with 
Chinese Buddhism: A Rea~ing of the Treasure Store Treatise (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 
2002),52. 
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"Chongxuan" beco~es much like a remedy for ignorance, and signifies how an 
! 

individual must conti~1Ue to try and move beyond his or her current position, to transcend 

the state of understan~ing one possesses at that very moment. 2 Due to the presence of this 

style of tetralemma-~ike interpretation in Chongxuan texts, most studies in English 

pertaining to Chongxuan thought have usually focused on the exegetical and 
I 

philosophical relationlship between Chongxuan interpretations of the Laozi and use of this 

variation of the "tetra1emma" therein. 3 

, 

Previous stud~es of Chongxuan thought have thus tended to dwell on terminology 

found in Chongxuan : texts which might appear to be derived directly from Buddhism. 4 

The common theory for explaining the presence of Buddhist terminology in Chongxuan 

thought is that the dhongxuan Daoists were in competition with the Buddhists in the 

court debates of the e~rly Tang. Moreover, it is claimed that appropriating the tetralemma 

occurred in order fo~ the Daoists to be able to compete with Buddhist argumentation. 

This thesis proposes I to take a different approach to Chongxuan thought, through the 
I 

conception of the sag~ as found in the "Commentary on the Zhuangzi" (Zhuangzi shu M 

TlfAt), written by Cheng Xuanying P~1r~ (fl. 631-652). My endeavour here, however, is 

to go beyond a mere !description of Cheng's conception of the sage. I hope to show that 

2 Ibid., 65. 
3 See Sharf 2002, 61-68, Friederike Assandri, "Understanding Double Mystery: Daoism in the Early Tang 
as Mirrored in the FDLH ~T 2104) and Chongxuanxlle," Journal of Chinese Philosophy 32:3 (September 
2005),427-440. 
<\ Terms such as the "thred vehicles" [sandzeng .=J~], "Dao nature" [daoxing m'~±'J, or "law body" [jashen 

I 

y.t~]. In Buddhist thougHt, the "three vehicles" are the triyana (three vehicles which carry living beings 
across over to nirvana), Af for the other three, "Dao nature" is like "Buddhanature" and "law-body" is 
borrowed from the conceRt of the dharmakaya. For further details, see Sharf 2002,68-69. 

I 
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many attributes of qheng Xuanying's conception of the sage often do resonate with 

Buddhist conceptions! of the buddhas and bodhisattvas, but cannot always be reduced to a 
, 

direct Buddhist "infl~lence" upon his work, or to him borrowing, pilfering, or actively 

appropriating Buddhi~t ideas in order to "compete." Tme, it is tempting to assume that 

the majority of Buddhist overtones in Cheng's commentaries might be the result of him 
I 

actively appropriating such concepts for his own defence in the debates, but do we have 
I 

direct evidence to claim that the Daoists were really at a disadvantage? 

I will explore I this question throughout this thesis, but on the whole I will try to 

emphasize that Chongxuan Daoists were not the first in Chinese history to be suspected 

of pilfering Buddhist! ideas. That practice had begun as early as the late third and early 

fourth century, when the "conversion of the Barbarians" story was adopted as a polemical 

I 

scheme to discredit ~uddhism as being nothing more than Laozi's second rate form of 

Daoism.5 Moreover, ~t is arolmd the fourth century that the Lingbao scriptures appeared, 

and many of them ~eem to have appropriated Buddhist concepts and teachings en 

masse-because if Ilaozi had spread Buddhism in the western regions and founded 

"Buddhism," then th~ tme Daoism of China should have equal claim to such teachings. 

Among the many thi~gs the Daoists appropriated were ideas of all embracing salvation, 

and the presence of benevolent and compassionate celestial entities and deities in the 

heavens, wishing to "~ave" all beings. Interestingly, many of the same qualities are found 

in Cheng Xuanying'sl conception of the sage. This raises a number of questions. For one, 

! 

5 Livia Kahn, Laughing at the Tao: Debates among Buddhists and Daoists in Medieval China (Princeton: 
Princeton University Pres~, 1995), 11-14 
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how do we know t~at Cheng Xuanying and the other Chongxuan Daoists had not 

appropriated a variati~n of the Madhyamaka dialectic under the same rationale?6 Would 

this not make sense ff they spent so much effort trying to prove that tetralemma-like 

dialectics were prese~t in Laozi's Daodejing? 

Moreover, Fri~derike Assandri suggests that the Chongxuan Daoists may have 
I 

had other links to D~oism in general outside of the court debates, yet it is unknown in 
I 

what shape of from this relationship existed.7 My investigation will begin with a related 
I 

question: to what ex~ent are Cheng Xuanying's ideas pertaining to the sage, as seen 

through his commenthry to the Zhuangzi, related to other Daoist literature? For there is 
I 

evidence to suggest ~at Cheng was interested in Lingbao Daoism (with his commentary 

to the "Scripture of S~lvation" [Lingbao duren jing :m: .. J.j[)d\~] as proof of that). If this 

is tme, then perhaps the presence of salvific ideas (such ideas as the compassion, 

kindness, and the alli embracing affection of the sage) in Cheng'S commentary to the 

Zhuangzi had less to: do with a direct influence from Buddhism per se and more with 

Cheng'S role as a Dapist cleric. If we can accept the notion that Cheng had inherited a 

Daoism that already contained similarities with Buddhist thought, then the presence of 
I 

salvific concepts in his commentary to the Zhuangzi may appear less scandalous or 

suspicious than we m~ght initially believe. Of course, the above arguments do not change 

6 This is not to say, of course, that I believe the Chongxuan Daoists were in any way nascent Madhyamaka 
Buddhists or using the ted'alemma in the same way it was used in Indian Buddhist texts. As I will show in 
chapter one, even the Budtlhists who incorporated Madhyamaka thought into their own were hardly 
consistent in their use of t~e tetralemma, often creating their own variations in the process. The issue here, 
however, is how the Daoists appear to have made a historical claim to the tetralemma as being originally 
"Daoist," which was part bf the general agenda to make Buddhism appear as a second rate form of Daoism. 
7 Assandri 2005, 430. I 
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the fact that we williencounter the odd phrase or term in Cheng's commentary which 

does contain more "Bluddhist" connotations. Generally speaking, the goal of this project 

is not to debunk OF trivialize the implications of Buddhist terminology found In 

Chongxuan thought discussed in other scholarship, but to explore other avenues or 

theories as to how sudh terms and phrases may have arrived there. 
I 

In chapter one I will introduce the general scholarly opinion of Chongxuan 

thought among scholhs like Friederike Assandri, Robert Sharf, T.R. Barrett, and Shiyi 

Yu, who feel that the I majority of Chongxuan texts may in fact be heavily influenced by 
, 

Buddhism, especiallylMadhyamaka. Assandri's work goes further, however, and suggests 

that much of the surviving Chongxuan literature from the seventh century is derivative of 

the form of Daoist thought that was used in the court debates in competition with 

I 

Buddhism. Assandri lDalances this approach by making the point that the extent to which 

Chongxuan was invo]ved with Daoism in general is still unknown.8 In the case of Cheng 

Xuanying, however, ,I will suggest that the very existence of his commentary to the 

Lingbao duren jing utay indicate that he took a great interest in other Daoist texts which 

already contained sinified ideas of Buddhist salvation. This text, which likely originated 

at the beginning of the fifth century,9 was read by both the elite Daoist clerics as well as 

lay Chinese in the Tang. lo Moreover, I will suggest that the presence of the Madhyamaka 

dialectic found in Ch~ng's commentaries to the Daodejing and the Zhuangzi may simply 

8 Ibid. 
9 Stephen R. Bokenkamp. !Early Daoist Scriptures (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1997), 374. 
10 T.R. Barrett, Taoism U~der the Tang (Floating World edition, 2006 [1996]),81-82. 

5 
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be a result of Chong~uan authors making another logical step in the "conversion of the 

barbarians" theory. 

In chapter t~o I will attempt to show how Cheng Xuanying and modem 

commentators made attempts to deal with the composite nature of the Zhuangzi-the 

many different stran~s of thought in the text which often present contrasting visions of 

the role and function pf the sage. First, I will show how the Zhuangzi accumulated more 

layers of interpretation and interpolation Olver time. This will enable us to understand how 

the process of accretfon brought with it many different names for the sage-many of 

which are defined or I explained differently from one another within the Zhuangzi itself. 

Second, I will attemp~ to show how, in Cheng's conception of the sage, all these names 

became "epithets" fot the same ultimate or ideal individual, and hence explain why he 

seems to make no distinction between them throughout his commentary. Despite Cheng's 

vision for harmonizing the sage epithets, I will explore a few examples where we can 
I 

detect Cheng' s dissat~sfaction with certain passages of the Zhuangzi. 

In chapter three I will provide some background information as to how, over time, 

aspects of the Chinese conception of the sage and the Buddhist bodhisattva or buddha 

were eventually "read" into one another. I will discuss how, before Buddhism had arrived 

in China, sages were; also thought to "respond" to stimulus, but that it was not always 

clear what the object: of their response was, or how the object was affected. Moreover, 

that there were a variety of different ways in which pre-Buddhist texts presented the 

figure of the sage. Some, like the Zhuangzi, emphasized otherworldly (or reclusive) 

6 
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attributes for the sagef while others, like the Huainanzi nt [$.I T, focused on developing a 

theory of the ideal sa~e-kings of antiquity. Thus, the sages were those who respond and 
I 

I 

adapt to changes, maintain good government, uphold order, and, most importantly, 

I 

placate the heavens. through the potency of their ritual action and sacrifice. I will then 

examine how these themes appear in Daoist and Buddhist literature, seen through the 

metaphor of the mirrqr. Afterwards, we will examine how Cheng conceives of the sage's 

response to the worl4, along with certain terminology and phrases which can be traced 
I 

back to Buddhist liter~ture. 

In chapter four I will try to prove that Cheng Xuanying was interested in texts that 

were not considered "Ilegitimate" in the court debates by exploring his commentary to the 

Lingbao duren jingo I I will review what is known about the political and institutional 

concerns of the Bud4ist and Daoist debates, and how the court put severe restrictions on 
i 

what texts were al1O\~ed to be presented in debate. I will then discuss how the issue of 

textual legitimacy in ~he debates makes Cheng's commentary to the Lingbao durenjing 

all the more interesting, and reveals that he took an interest in texts not sanctioned for use 
I 

I 

in debate with the Bu~dhists. Then I will explore how, in the Lingbao durenjing, 

salvation is not broug~t by the sages, bodhisattvas, or Buddhas, but the celestial deities 

and beings of the Daqist heavens. This chapter will suggest that we may have proof that 

Cheng was well acqu:!linted with such "illegitimate" literature, and thus we may be able 

to speak of a Lingbaoi influence in Cheng's conception of the sage rather than a strictly 

Buddhist one. In this 1W'ay, it is possible that notions of salvation in Cheng's commentary 

7 
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to the Zhuangzi have J;nore to do with his profession as a Daoist cleric than his 

involvement with Buqdhists in the debates. In other words, by exposing the extent to 

which ideas of "salva~ion" were as much a part of the Daoist tradition as the Buddhist 

tradition before the T~ng dynasty, I hope to suggest that Cheng Xuanying's use of the 
I 

concept of salvation in his commentary to the Zhuangzi may not have been inappropriate 
, 

or uncommon for his ~ime. 

8 
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Chongxuan and Cheng Xuanying 

Introduction 

The goal of t~is chapter is to locate the author of the Zlzuangzi shu (commentary 

to the Zhuangzi), nanned Cheng Xuanying, in his historical context, namely the early to 

mid-seventh century.: First, I will explore the work modem scholars like Livia Kohn, 

Robert Sharf, and FriFderike Assandri and their attempts to relate Cheng Xuanying and 

his commentaries to la "school" or intellectual tradition of textual exegesis known as 

"Chongxuanxue." r Will also discuss one of the more interesting features of Chongxuan 

thought, namely how iauthors like Cheng Xuanying often draw on quotations or allusions 

to the Laozi ~7 (Of Daodejing mtt#~) in conjunction with a style of interpretation 

reminiscent of Madh~amaka Buddhist dialectical logic, in particular the "tetralemma" or 

"four propositions." rlwill then examine recent work by Sharf and Assandri, who attempt 

to relate Chongxuan tlhought to the context in which it was most active: the formal court 

debates between Buddhists and Daoists in the seventh century. While much remains 
I 

unknown about the dlebates and how exactly the texts and their authors relate to them, 

scholars of Tang Buddhism and Daoism like T.H. Barrett, Sharf, and Assandri suspect 

that these Buddhist irlflected interpretations of the Laozi and the Zhuangzi were used in 

(or partly originated ftom) those very debates with the Buddhists. 

After surveying the available scholarship on Chongxuan thought in English, I will 

explore alternative r~asons as to why this exegetical tradition may have appropriated 

9 
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Madhyamaka though~, the tetralemma in particular. I will suggest that appropriation of 
, 

the tetralemma by ~he Chongxuan Daoists may also be related to fourth century 

developments in earl~ Daoist thought-where it was believed that the Buddha had in fact 

been Laozi, and thusl Daoists were free to appropriate ideas from Buddhist thought en 

masse. That is to say, the early Daoists felt that whatever could be found in Buddhist 

scriptures was in facti originally Daoist in origin. In addition, I will briefly examine what 

I 

is known of Cheng Xluanying's life and his interaction with Buddhists in the capital, his 
I 

relationship with institutional Daoism, and the implications of his commentary to the 
I 

"Scripture of Salvation" (Lingbao duren jing) -a Daoist scripture which was not 

sanctioned for use inl the court debates. Overall, I will review how Cheng's affiliations 

with Daoism outside of the court debates may have been equally influential in the 
I 

development of his thlought. 

The Possible Origins of Chongxuan Thought 

Near the end bf the Tang dynasty many Laozi commentaries were categorized by 

Du Guangting 1±:7't~ (850-933) into several different groups. He tried to distinguish 

between commentariqs which used the Laozi for different purposes: political thought, the 

body, principles of cause and effect (in relation to phenomena), Chongxuan thought, and 

regulation of family imd state. I I While it is unclear why he chose to categorize them as 

such, we do know that he considered those affiliated with Chongxuan thought to rank 
, 

11 Sharf 2002,52-53. 

10 
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second among the fite. 12 Early scholarship done by Isabelle Robinet and Livia Kohn 

suggested that the La,ozi commentaries categorized as "Chongxuan" by Du Guangting 

may have represented an actual school or sect of Daoist thought. 13 The notion of an 

existing school, sect, or even lineage, however, has come into question in recent research 

by Robert Sharf and IFriederike Assandri: both seem to agree that "Chongxuanxue" is 

more a convenient name for a host of related exegetical commentaries and works from 

the late sixth and ear~y seventh centuries than evidence of an existing or self-conscious 

"school" or "lineage.,,!14 

I 

The term "Cj:J.Ongxuan," however, appears in a number of early Buddhist 

materials as well. The presence of this term in Buddhist materials is a good example of 

the extent to which dlinese Buddhist and Daoist texts often shared terms and labels with 

a family resemblance I to one another (though not always identical in usage or meaning). 

Robert Sharf points O~lt that the term can be found in early Buddhist works by Zhi Dun 3t 

~ (314-366) and Semgzhao 1~~ (374-414), and the list of Buddhist authors and texts 
1 

which Sharf provide~ actually traces the use of this term all the way to the Tang 

dynasty. 15 Of course,. this does not necessarily prove that both Buddhists and Daoists 

were using the term ih the same way-whether in the preceding centuries leading up to 

the Tang or during the debates therein. Sharf simply uses this evidence to make it clear 

that the court Daoistsllike Cheng Xuanying did not have a monopoly on the use of the 

12 Ibid. 
13 Livia Kahn, Taoist Mys1ical Philosophy: The Scripture of Western Ascension (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1991), 189. 
14 Sharf 2002,59-60. I 

15 Ibid., 59-60, 302 n. 1091. 

11 
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word "Chongxuan" iIi their writings or the use of the graph xuan -~ in their names (like 

"xuan" in "Cheng Xdanying).16 One seventh-century Buddhist of lillcertain date named 

Xuanyi!l: ~1, for example, wrote with the specific aim of critiquing Chongxuan 

thought. 17 In other wd>rds, the terms "chongxuan" and "xuan" were fashionable among 

both Buddhist and D~oist authors, and use of the either term in an author's name or in a 

text did not necessarily determine one's allegiance to either Buddhism or Daoism in the 
I 

Tang. 

The terms "M~dhyamaka" and "tetralemma," however, are usually conceived of 

as something belongling especially to Buddhist thought and exegesis. The story of 

I 

Chinese "Madhyama1ca" begins with the translations of the Kuchean scholar named 
I 

KumarajIva (Jiumoluoshen ;h.~~1!1t[? 344-413]), who was brought to the capital of 

Chang'an in 401. 18. Through KumarajIva's translations and teachings the Chinese 

disciples who gather~d around him were first introduced to the Madhyamaka texts and 

the dialectic of the· "tetralemma." As I mentioned in the introduction above, the 

tetralemma appears t? exhaust all logical possibilities, where each step is refuted in a 

reductio ad absurdum argument. In this sense, the four steps or propositions are thought 
I 

to represent the negation of all logical possibilities: something exists, does not exist, both 

exists and does not exist, neither exists nor does not exist. The most prolific of 

KumarajIva disciples,: Sengzhao, used variations of the tetralemma, or tetralemma-like 

16 Ibid. 59. 
17 Ibid. 60. 
18 Ibid., 5. 

12 
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, 

interpretation, in man~ of his treatises, which were collected in the "Treatises of Zhao" or 

Zhao/un. The followinlg may serve as an example: 

The Utmost I person's [zhiren .:t A 1 mind is empty .. .lodged in 
Existence hel is not existent; dwelling in non Existence he is not non
existent; dwelling in non-Existence he is not non-existent. Dwelling in 
non-Existen~e, he is not that which is not; Lodged in Existence, his is 
not that whi~h is. 
x:tAr!JL.L.fifi lJ.JWi;~/F~ 0 FtU~ /F JfL 1* ~ /F~ 0 i5j(f~}j~ 
~o ~~/F~ 0 r!i!£/F~fj~~.19 

, 
I 

Though Chinese Madhyamaka thought dwindled by the end of the fifth century, by the 

sixth century it was revitalized through the work of Buddhist exegetes like Falang ¥! ~A 

(507-581) and his disciple Jizang E~ (549-623).20 By the seventh century texts like 
I 

W6nhyo's JG~ (617~686) commentary on the Pusa yingluo benyejing if~I~f-e*~U~ 

began to make use off the term "chongxuan" in conjunction with dialectics specifically 
I 

reminiscent of Madhyhmaka.21 

By the late siJdth century, however, it would appear that the Daoists began using 

variations of the tetra~emma in their own literature. It is quite clear that Chongxuan-as 

Assandri and Sharf ate quick to remind us-owes much of its rhetoric and content to 
, 

Buddhist Madhyamak~ logic, namely the tetralemma.22 Assandri points out that this style 

of interpretation can The traced to several early Chongxuan sources which date from the 

19 Words in italics are my bwn. Translation by Liebenthal. Walter Liebenthal, Chao Llln: The Treatises of 
Sellg-clzao (Hong Kong: riong Kong University Press, 1968), 117. T 45,1858, 159c. 
20 Ming-Wood Liu, Madh)lamaka Thought in China (Leiden, New York, Koln: Brill, 1994),85. 
21 See T.H. Barrett, "Taoist and Buddhist Mysteries in the Interpretation of the Tao-te ching," Journal of 
the Roval Asiatic Society (11982), (I): 38-39; Sharf 2002,62. 
?1 w I 

-- Assandri 2005, 436 n. 4., 

13 
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late sixth or early seventh century,23 but Cheng Xuanying's commentary to the Laozi 

called "Preface and c<1>mmentary in interpreting the Laozi" (Laozi kaiti xlljue yishu ~·:-f 

r~ i~~J¥¥:R::&ME) rank$ among the first known commentaries to make extensive use of 

dialectics which see±n reminiscent of-though not identical to-the tetralemma. 24 

Variations of the te~ralemma appear occasionally in Cheng's commentary on the 

Zhuangzi?S Overall, Sharf points out that the Chongxuan thinkers used variations of the 

tetralemma as a "rem~dy" for one's position or state of understanding, and thus "each of 

the four propositions I is a corrective to that which precedes it, and none is considered 

absolute. The adept must ceaselessly aim for the Way (tao) of the middle by striving to 

transcend his or her cllrrent position. ,,26 

Thus, Chongxilian texts may inspire a number of different impressions. As I will 

discuss in chapter twd, modem exegetical and philosophical scholarship focusing on the 
, 

Zhuangzi has rarely, if ever, considered the commentaries by Cheng Xuanying worthy of 

extended study. Paul I}.jellberg admits that scholars and modem translators are somewhat 

indebted to (or even influenced by) Cheng's commentary to the Zhuangzi, but he still 

considers Cheng's corpmentary to be ovedy Buddhist.27 As for historical scholarship on 
! 

Chongxuan thought, scholars of Tang Daoism like Shiyi Yu have also found that some in 

23 The Benjijing ;.js:1!*,*,(t "kcripture of the point of genesis," and the Slzenxuanjing ft-id;<j~, "Scripture of 
the profound ascension." Fbr further details on these texts, see Assandri 2005, 431. 
2-1 Ibid., 429. ' 
25 For example, see Guo Qlngfan !j~Pllj, ed., Zlzuangzi lislzi ilI-=fUHi (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2007), 
78. 
26 Sharf 2002,65. ' 
27 Kjellberg actually goes sp far as to refer to Cheng Xuanying as a "Buddhist," see Paul Kjellberg, 
Zlzuangzi and Skepticism [cjissertationj (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1993),36,38. 

I 
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Chinese history, like izlm Xi *::1 (1130-1200 CE), were not convinced that the Daoists 

knew how to propdly read their own literature, and that Buddhists had somehow 

smuggled their thought into Daoist interpretations of the Zhuangzi and Laozi.28 
I 

Our task hete, however, is not to question whether Cheng Xuanying's 

interpretation of the· Zhuangzi was "accurate" philosophically, but to explore what 

historical circumstan4es may have played a role in developing Chongxuan thought. On 

the surface it may sedm that the Daoists were favoured in the Tang. Indeed, shortly after 

the Tang rulers came~ to power they claimed to be the descendants of Laozi himself, for 

their surname "Li *" was believed to have been Laozi's, the traditional author of the 

Laozi (Daodejing). Thus, by way of this association with Laozi, in the year 625 or 626, 

they declared that Dlaoism should be ranked first. 29 Be that as it may, there is little 

evidence to suggest that the first two Tang Emperors, Gaozu ~f..E!. (r. 618-626) and 

Taizong "* * (r. 626-649), showed any personal interest in the religion. 3o There is 

evidence to suggest,! however, that the Tang rulers declared Laozi their ancestor and 

made Daoism the state religion primarily to cover up the fact that their family line was 

not entirely Chinese.: Prior to the downfall of the Sui ~1f dynasty (581-618 CE), the 

homeland of the Li cl~n was located near the northwest border of China, and it seems that 

18 See Shiyi Yu, Reading the Chllang-T~ll in the Tang Dynasty (New York: Peter Lang Publishing 2000). 
123. 
29 Barrett 2006, 23. 
30 Barrett 2006, 23, 29. 
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they had often intermiarried with many of the nomadic clans there.3l Early Tang society 

was quite aware of tHis fact, mainly because the Li's were known to possess excessive 

facial hair and an interest in foreign culture (such as importing Central Asian music at 

court). 32 Thus, establishing themselves as descendants of Laozi supplied the Li clan with 

a respectable family lineage and all the credentials and social status fitting for legitimate 

political rule as "Chi~ese." In other words, though Daoism was ranked first among the 

three religions (Daoistn, Confucianism, Buddhism), it is possible that the Daoists did not 

feel as secure as they would have hoped. The debates, then, would have been one of the 

few arenas where thejy could attract the attention of the early Tang rulers and hopefully 

attain more than simply a cursory ranking as the state religion. 

Thus, it is equally possible that the debates in the early to mid-Tang dynasty were 

themselves a major catalyst in developing Chongxuan thought, and the reason why the 

Daoists borrowed from Buddhist thought and terminology. Barrett also suggests that the 

Daoists may have found themselves at a significant disadvantage when it came to 

philosophical rhetorit in the debates, for Buddhist literature possessed a far more 

systematic and sophisticated set of terminology.33 Sharf goes further, and suggests that 

scholars should be s~lspicious of the overbearing presence of tetralemma-like exegesis 

31 Charles D. Benn, Taoism as Ideology in the Reign of Emperor Hsuan-Tswzg (712-755), Ph.D. Diss. 
University of Michigan (Ann Arbor: UMI Dissertation Services, 1995), 16-18. Also, see Barrett 2006, 27-
30. 
32 Ibid., 17. 
33 Though Barrett is not specific as to which texts were in circulation at this time, we do know that many of 
the more sophisticated Bu~dhist philosophical texts were translated a century or more prior to the Tang 
debates. Madhyamaka texts had been translated by Kumarajiva in the fifth century, while the South Asian 
tigures named Bodhiruci (!>uti liuji ~:tkt~TE5[ [sixth century]) and Paramartha (Zhen di ~;}\'jf [499-569]) 
had begun translating Yog~cara texts in the sixth century. See Barrett 2006,27 and Sharf 2002,5. 
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and Buddhist termimblogy (like the "three vehicles" [sancheng -= *], "Dao nature" 

[daoxing :iIH1], or "l~w body" fJashen 1!5i ]34 found in Chongxuan literature . 

... a Buddhist scholar casually glancing through the Tao-chiao-i-shu, 
I 

the Pen-chi !ching, or the works. of Li Rung and Ch'eng Hsuan-ying 
might well Iconclude that these works were composed by nascent 
Buddhists whose familiarity with canonical Buddhist doctrine left 
something to be desired ... .It is unlikely that such large-scale 
borrowing lS the result of peaceful coexistence and benevolent 
intellectual exchange. Given the political and social stakes in the 
seventh and i eighth centuries, with both Taoists and Buddhists vying 
for prestige: and state patronage, [such texts] may represent the 
concerted attempts by both sides to lay exclusive claim to a common 
conceptual terrain. Both could plausibly argue authority over the 
spiritual ver~ties of the sages, expressed .. .in a pastiche of Buddhist 
and Taoism terms and motifs.35 

As Sharf explains, th~ interesting flip side to this argument is that eighth century-texts of 

Chan Buddhism, lik~ the Treasure-store treatise (Baozang fun • ~ ~Jfij), contain 

extensive allusions to Daoist texts like the Laozi and the Zhuangzi. 36 Chronologically 

speaking, he sugges~s that if Chongxuan thought represents the response of Daoist 

debaters to the B'ud<1thists in the seventh century, then eighth-century texts like the 

Baozang lun may represent a Buddhist response to Chongxuan thought.37 Overall, Sharf 

reminds us that Chongxuan literature. when placed in its historical period, may no longer 
I 

appear as a simplel evolutionary result of peaceful Buddhist and Daoist cross

fertilization. 38 The geheral point here, however, is that we must pay equal attention to the 

34 For further details, see Sharf 2002, 68-69. 
35 Sharf 2002, 71. ! 

36 Ibid., 70-7 I. 
37 Ibid., 76 . 
. 18 It is unclear, however, whether all texts identified as "Chongxuan" contain these terms or conceptual 
schemes that modern schoilars today might identify as being directly borrowed from Buddhism. For 
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possibility that the Da?ists had to pilfer ideas from Buddhist thought in order to be able to 

compete.39 

The question, however, is whether the Chongxuan Daoists were really at such a 

disadvantage in the e~ly Tang, and if this forced them to be exceptionally creative in 

interpreting the Laozi! and Zhuangzi. Even so, why would they choose to focus on these 

texts-and others lik~ the Benji jing and Shenxuan jing-in the first place? It is true that 

the Daoists also had d plethora of texts at their disposal at this time as well. Be that as it 

may, one of the majpr issues in the debates was whether the texts presented by the 

Buddhists or Daoists I were in fact legitimate classics or scriptures that could be traced 

through the dynastic liistories.4o As far as we know, all other texts that were not recorded 

in the official catalo~es and histories were not used, for if there was no evidence that 

they had existed for some time then they were suspected of being forgeries. 41 Of course, 

the only classics tha~ could claim such status in this manner-and which the Daoists 

seemed interested in using-were the Laozi and the Zhuangzi. It is lmclear, however, why 

the Benji jing and Shenxuan jing were accepted as legitimate texts in this regard. 

Thus, there are now three primary theories as to why Chongxuan thought often 

focused on the Laozi and the Zhuangzi through Madhyamaka-like interpretation in the 

example, in my research on Cheng's commentary ItO the Zhuangzi I have not found many of the same terms 
and concepts Sharf found In the "Pivotal Meaning of the Daoist Teaching" (Daojiao yishu .iJ;t~:m~ii1i). 
Terms such as the "three ~ehicles" (sanclzeng =*), "Dao nature" (daoxing .iJ;t'I1), or "law body" (jaslzen 
~.t~). Further research wlll, however, have to verify whether these terms appear in Cheng's commentaries 
to the Lingbao ell/ren jing ~nd the Laozi. It may be that the Daojiao yishu dates from the later half of the 
seventh or early eighth ce*ury, and represents a later development in Chongxuan thought. 
39 BalTett 2006, 26-27. , 
~o Assandri 2005, 435. . 
~l Ibid. 
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debates: First, the Da<j)ists may have felt that being ranked first among the three religions 

would not last if the 'rtang rulers were only using Daoism in order to legitimate their own 

rule. Second, the Daoists could hardly focus on other Daoist texts if they wanted to 

appear legitimate (anq not have their arguments undercut by being accused of presenting 
, 

texts that were considered forgeries). Third, once the Buddhists began presenting more 

sophisticated texts42 (!With some being interpreted through Madhyamaka logic) it seems 

likely that it would Ihave been in the best interests of the Daoists to begin a re-

examination of their qwn classical texts, the Laozi and Zhuangzi; finding passages which 

could be read in mucli the same way as those from Buddhist texts but through a variation 

of the tetralemma. 

Be that as it Iillay, how do we know that that the Chinese of the early seventh 

century would have £ound Madhyamaka thought more persuasive or impressive in the 

court debates? MoreolVer, even if we assume that it was more impressive to the Chinese 

in debate, it is unclean when those involved in the debates-the Emperors, court officials, 

gentry, and Daoists-!began to consider dialectical rhetoric like the tetralemma as more 

"sophisticated." Befote trying to answer the question of why Chongxuan might adopt 

variations of the tetrallemma, however, I believe we should further explore what is known 

about the early debates (and general history) between Buddhism and Daoism. 

It is important to remember that it was the Buddhists, and not necessarily the 

Daoists, who were at la significant disadvantage from the fourth to sixth centuries in the 

42 According to Assandri the primary texts used by the Buddhists were the Lotus Siitra, 
MalziiprajiiiipCiramitii Siitr'p, and the Vimalakirti Siitra. Ibid., 431. 
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court debates. The problem began with a theory that developed in the second century, 

called the "conversion of the barbarians," where Buddhism was explained away as being 
I 

founded by Laozi himself after departing for the west. It was based on Laozi's biography 

in the Shiji .3::"5[; (Hisltorical Records), where Laozi is said to have left China due to his 

dissatisfaction with tp.e decline of virtue of the Zhou Jt.J dynasty (1022-256 BeE).43 

Second-century CE tex-ts like the "Biographies of the Immortals" (Liexian zhuan 37U1tlJ{t) 

added further narrative to the story, and depict Laozi as converting the barbarians of 

Central and South Asia to Buddhism.44 As far as we know, at this point the Chinese did 

not consider the forei~n religion to be a threat. By the year 300, however, the "Scripture 

on Converting the Bmlbarians" (Huahu jing it. m~) appeared, and the "conversion of the 

Barbarians" theory whs then used by the Daoists to discredit Buddhism and bolster the 

cultural superiority of the Chinese.45 The Daoists apparently made extensive use of this 

story, and presented it in such a way as to undermine Buddhism as a legitimate teaching, 

for if Laozi had simplly converted the Barbarians to a lesser form of Daoism (Buddhism) 

then what was the use:of Buddhism for the state when the "authentic" Daoism had always 

been present in Chinal? Two centuries later the debate over the origins of Buddhism was 

still a matter of contention among the Buddhists and Daoists. In the year 520 of the 

4.1 Kohn 1995, 11. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Kohn mentions that one iof the possible reason for this was the fact that, in the third and fourth centuries, 
the Chinese were becoming increasingly afraid of the power and presence of non-Chinese present in China. 
For example, a Xiongnu ruler had laid claim to the Chinese imperial throne, there were massive amounts of 
non-Chinese immigrating into China, and the Huns had increased their military activities. See Kahn 1995, 
12. 
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Northern Wei pJil, dypasty, however, the court held a similar debate, and one of the 

"scriptures" that the baoists presented, called the "Scripture on Opening the Cosmos" 

(Kaitian jing rJfJ ~~~~, was proven to be a forgery in the eyes of the court, and was 

subsequently destroy~d. 46 Though the "conversion of the barbarians" theory endured, 

later debates and treatises attacking Buddhism-like Fu Yi's f~* (555-639) "Memorial 

on Reducing Buddhist Institutions and Recluses to Enhance the State and Benefit the 

People" 47 -seem to, have taken a different approach, and were more interested in 

convincing the court that Buddhism was economically harmful to the state.48 

Due to the elements of the pre-Tang debates between Buddhists and Daoists 

discussed above, is it possible that the presence of tetralemma-like logic found in 

Chongxuan texts is si~ply the result of Daoist thinkers making another logical step in the 

"conversion of the b¥barians" theory? That is to say, is it possible that appropriating 

tetralemma-like interPretation seemed logical to Daoists because, according to tradition, 

Laozi had in fact spr~ad Buddhism in India? If Laozi had written the Laozi (Daodejing) 

and then headed west to spread Buddhism (a "lower" form of Daoism) than how could 

Madhyamaka and its teachings of the tetralemma not be an integral part of the Laozi as 

well? Daoist polemicS claiming that Buddhism was little more than a foreign version of 

Daoism can also be traced back to the Lingbao Daoist scriptures of the early fifth 

46 Ibid., 16. 

47 The Chinese title is Jian$/zeng sita sengni yikuo limin shi ~)~'fi'~H~{~ Jd.fi~. Wl,fU ~ *. 
48 Fu Yi's memorial compllains that monasteries and temples, among many other things, are a drain on the 
state because the manpower and money used to maintain them could be used elsewhere. Also, it should be 
noted that the idea of Buddhist monks and nuns being unmarried is no longer attacked as if it is an affront 
to Chinese family values, But that if they married the throne would have a hundred thousand new subjects 
every year ready to serve t*e nation. For more details, see Kohn 1995, 180. 
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century.-+9 The Lingbho scriptures, however, were the first Daoist corpus to have freely 

I 

borrowed Buddhist ~deas, mainly because the authors were convinced that whatever 

could be found in a Buddhist text must have originated from Laozi's original teachings in 

the western regions. 5P In other words, it is equally possible that the Chongxuan Daoists 

had come to the same conclusion regarding Madhyamaka thought, and thus appropriated 

the tetralemma for t~eir own purposes. This theory, however, win require more direct 

evidence and far more research in the future. 

Regardless of where or how Chongxuan thought originated, a cursory reading of 

the earliest texts reve~ls that the literature had already established itself with a full blown 

claim to cosmic authority, perhaps as early as the late sixth century. This occurs in the 
I 

Benji jing and Shengixuan jing, perhaps the oldest texts containing Chongxuan exegesis, 

both of which were used by the Daoists in the debates of the seventh century (besides the 

Laozi and Zhuangzi).; It is possible that they began to circulate as early as the end of the 

sixth century.51 The tact that the Benji jing was accepted in the debates as a "legitimate" 

text (as opposed to a "forgery") may be significant here, for in it we find an excellent 

example of how the presence of "tetralemma-like" interpretation in Daoism was granted 

cosmic authority thrqugh a conversation between two Daoist celestial beings, named the 

"Tme One of Great iPolarity" (Taiji zhenren *;fri~JtA) and the "Sovereign of Great 

subtlety" (Taiwei dijlin *1~*;6). 

49 Bokenkamp 1997,8. 
50 Ibid. 
51 Assandri 2005, 432. 
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Taiwei dijuI) asked ... "What is it, that which is called chongxuan?" 
Taiji zhenreh answered: "The man with correct vision first makes all 
being empt)('; thus there is no clinging to being. Then he eliminates 
[the clingina; to the concept of] emptiness ... Then he who practices like 
this does ndt cling to emptiness or being. This is called xuan -p;, the 
mysterious. :Then he eliminates this xuan, and nothing that could be 
obtained ren(1ains. This is called chongxuan, the gate of all mysteries.52 

The "gate of all m)(,steries" is an allusion to chapter one of the Laozi: "Render it 

mysterious and again!mysterious, the gateway to the myriad wonders C~zX 1r, ~fr')z 

F5).,,53 In other word~, the very name "Chongxuanxue" is a restatement of this phrase 

xuan zhi you xuan "t zX 1r, "the gate of all mysteries," which likely meant, to the 

Chongxuan Daoists, tp.at the Laozi was indeed the origin of the tetralemma. 

Cheng Xuanying 

Investigating ~he biography and commentaries of Cheng Xuanying may provide 

us with further clues 'as to how Chongxuan thought developed. Cheng is considered the 

most important exponent of Chongxuan thought, though this may have more to do with 

the fact that most ~f the work of other Chongxuan Daoists is no longer extant. 

Unfortunately, the 4tant biographies of the Chongxuan Daoists provide very little 

information either. In other words, we know very little about those who were involved 

with this style of Daoist interpretation and what roles they played in the debates with the 

Buddhists in the earlyr Tang. Assandri has pointed out the interesting, though somewhat 

perplexing, fact that the Daoist tradition seems to have preserved little information on 

I 

52 Translation following Assandri, see Assandri 2005, 432. 
53 Translation by Sharf ba~ed on a Chongxuan reading of the Laozi. See Sharf 2002, 52. 
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these authors and thdr works, while the Buddhists who participated in the debates appear 

as heroes in Buddhistlhistorical writings.54 

Though many; of Cheng Xuanying's commentaries are still extant, the information 

on his life is also limited, and what we have at our disposal is circumstantial at best. The 

"New Tang History"! (Xin Tangshu j~JT m.) mentions that he was called to the capital 

(Chang'an) by imperial decree 55 around the year 631. In another source, the 

"Continuation of Thel Biographies of Eminent Monks" (Xugaoseng zhuan ~.~1~1') by 

Daoxuan :@ '8 (5961-667), we find that he participated in at least one debate with 

Buddhists around 636.56 There is some evidence that he managed to defeat the Buddhists, 

and as a result Emperpr Taizong decreed that Daoism was superior and had the temple of 

Laozi restored. 57 ad the other hand, Daoxuan's account in the Xugaoseng zhuan 
I 

mentions that Cheng'lost the debate and left the court infuriated. 58 Shiyi Yu has also 

suggested that because he was, as far as we know, still active in the capital around 643, 

he may have been involved in the Buddhist and Daoist disagreements concerning the 

Buddhist treatise called "In Defense of what is right" (Bianzheng [un ¥~f.TE~ia) by Falin yt;; 

Iff (572-640).59 The Bianzheng [un was ill fact one of the largest treatises to appear in the 

Tang that attempted, to defend Buddhism against the latter's critics, and the text 

54 Assandri 2005, 431. 
55 According to Shiyi Yu, ~his was another way of saying that a particular individual was "discovered" and 
selected by the Emperor himself. See Yu 2000, 53. 
56 Ibid. 56. 
57 Sharf 2002,55. 
58 See Yu for a translation bf Daoxuan's account, Yu 2000, 55-56. 
59 Yu 2000, 56. 
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incorporated many mfguments from earlier Buddhist treatises that were used for similar 

purposes in the sixth and seventh century.60 Shiyi Yu mentions that the altercation caused 

the Daoists to fall outl of favor with Emperor Taizong, and resulted in the execution of the 

Daoist Qin Shiying ~t!f~ (d. 643) who at the time was Master of Doctrine at the Xi hua 

abbey @~ft, thoug~ it remains unclear why he was executed.61 It seems that Cheng was 

later appointed to th~ same position, though the only source of evidence for this is his 

signature (which me*ions his position at the Xi hua abbey) to the preface he wrote for 

his commentary to th~ Zhuangzi.62 It is still unclear when he may have been appointed to 

I 

this position, but Shi¥i Yu is convinced it must have occurred somewhere between 643 

and 652, after Qin S*ying was executed.63 Later, in 647, the Emperor issued an edict to 

have the Laozi translated into Sanskrit, a project which involved many Buddhists and 

Daoists active in the capital at that time including Cheng and the famous Buddhist 

scholar and translato~ Xuanzang 1r~ (600-664).64 According to the Xin Tangshu, Cheng 

was banished by 652,1 though for unknown reasons. 

Even though little is remembered of Cheng Xuanying, evidence to be found in his 
I 

biography, other sou~ces, and his commentaries does point to at least two aspects of his 

life which may serve las a backdrop to interpreting his commentary on the Zhuangzi. For 

one, it is evident that Cheng Xuanying is remembered as an individual who competed 

60 Kohn 1995, 185. 
61 Yu 2000, 56. 
62 See Cheng Xuanying's preface in Guo 1961,6; Yu2000, 56. 
63 Yu 2000, 56. 
64 Ibid. 
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with Buddhism. On t~e one hand, as we saw above, Daoxuan usually depicts him as one 

who usually loses to his Buddhist opponents. On the other hand, other sources claim that 

he was much admired by the court for his ability to debate with the Buddhists.65 It would 

seem that he is reme~bered in much the same way as other Daoists who participated in 

debates, especially asl they are depicted in Buddhist sources. Livia Kohn, in her research 

on the somewhat obs~ure figure named Li Rong *~ (perhaps a younger contemporary 

of Cheng Xuanying),~ concluded that this later defender of Daoism-who was portrayed 

as a slow-witted deb~ter-must have been an intimidating figure in order to become the 
I 

I 

object of such humiliation and criticism in Buddhist polemical writings. In the case of 

Cheng Xuanying, ho}vever, it seems difficult to say more than that he was very likely 

involved with the deblates, but as to what extent is still unclear. 
I 

Be that as it may, even if we are to hypothesize that much of what is remembered 

of Cheng is historically accurate we are left with a somewhat confusing picture when it 

comes to relating the man to the writings attributed to him. On the one hand, Cheng 

Xuanying appears aSI a debater and commentator conscious of the debates of his time 

who-as far as we ~ow-concentrated his efforts on those texts which were deemed 

"legitimate" exponents of Daoism (the Laozi and the Zhuangzi) by the court debates. On 

the other hand, there lis evidence to suggest that he was "Master of Doctrine" at the Xi 

hua abbey, and so it ~s clear that he was somehow affiliated with institutional Daoism-

what was his relation~hip to institutional Daoism? If we were to judge simply by looking 

65 Ibid. 127. Also, see Shatf2002, 55. 
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to his commentaries ~n the Laozi and the Zhuangzi we might be led to suspect that he had 

little interest in Daoi~t thought or texts apart from the Benji jing, Shen.xuan jing, Laozi, 

and Zhuangzi. Indeed, Shiyi Yu has recognized that there are portions of Cheng's 

commentary on the Zhuangzi which appear to struggle with the more fantastic or other

worldly stories and 4escriptions of sage-like individuals often found there; those which 

often resonate with the "Daoism of immortals" (xiandao {WJ!t). Even his comments on 

the more infamous ¢hapters of the Laozi-which speak of sages being able to walk 

amongst the tigers an~ water buffalo unharmed-are vague, and often avoid perpetuating 

supernatural interpretktions of the sage. 

We will retu~ to this point below and in Chapter two, for now suffice to say that 

it might have been iq. Cheng's best interests to distinguish the Zhuangzi from medieval 

Daoist works if he ab.d other debaters wished to establish the Zhuangzi as a legitimate 

text in the context of the debates. That is to say, if the "legitimate" texts were shown to be 

related to most other :medieval Daoist texts that were considered "forgeries" in the court 
I 

debates, then the genhine status of the former would have been seriously compromised. 

The issue of legitimacy was further amplified by Buddhist polemics, which often stated 

that all Daoist texts, qther than the Laozi and Zhuangzi, were in fact forgeries. 66 This may 

possibly explain why:Cheng's commentary on the Zhuangzi often relates it to the Laozi, 

Yijing ~ fo.;~, and othe~ early texts rather than later ones. Cheng may have felt that citing 

texts that originated prior to the Qin ~ dynasty (221-206 BCE) boosted the authority of his 

I 

66 For further details on holw Buddhists were interested in "defending" the Laozi and the Z/zuangzi against 
medieval Daoism, see Yu !2000, 125. 
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own commentaries, <$d distanced the Zhuangzi from other Daoist literature which did not 

appear in the historic41 records. 

Nevertheless, Ito say that Cheng Xuanying, in his life apart from the debates, was 

entirely uninterested ~n other medieval Daoist literature (i.e., Lingbao, Shangqing .-t~~) 

would be a mistake, qnd there are a number of reasons for this. First, such a claim would 

have to explain howl an extant commentary on the "Scripture of Salvation" (Lingbao 

duren jing), one of tHe central texts in Ungbao Daoism, is attributed to him.67 As far as 

we know, the LingbaI;J duren jing was not allowed to be presented or used in the debates. 

We do know, howev~r, that this scripture was extremely popular in the Tang, for there is 

even evidence that it Fnjoyed a lay as well as elite readership at this time.68 Nonetheless, 

we must be aware oft the possibility that this commentary may be falsely attributed to 

Cheng. I mention this! only because, out the few extant commentaries attributed to Cheng, 

I 

the Lingbao duren ji'1g has received the least amount of attention from scholars, and so 

until a full comparisdn of Cheng'S extant commentaries appears in s'cholarship we will 

have to accept the attribution. 

If it can be est~blished beyond a reasonable doubt that the commentary is his, then 

we may have a better:understanding of what Cheng's overall conception of Daoism was. 

67 One of the four commerltaries collected in the "Four commentaries on the Book of Salvation" (Yuanshi 
wuliang duren s/zangpin rrliaojing si:::lzu Jl;Mt7Gr.r\:JJtAJ..:.~~)*(\~[g;J). It seems that Cheng was not the 
first to comment on this sc!ripture, as one of the four commentaries is attributed to a certain Yan Dong hii* 
(tl. 485) seems to be the oldest. For further details, see John Lagerwey "Yuanshi wuliang duren shangpin 
miaojing sizhu" in The Tabist Canon: A Historical Companion to the Daozang Vall/me 2 (The Modern 
Period), ed. Kristofer Schipper and Franciscus Verellen (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago 
Press, 2004), 712 ' 
68 Barrett 2006, 81-82. 
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Though an in-depth sttldy of Cheng's work on the Lingbao duren jing is far beyond the 

scope of this thesis, a cursory examination may be helpful here. Needless to say, the 

implications of there being an extant commentary on this scripture attributed to Cheng 

could be significant. penerally speaking, a few modem scholars of Daoism, namely 

Stephen Eskildsen arid Stephen Bokenkamp, seem to agree that the early Lingbao 

scriptures were among the first to fully embrace, alter, and integrate Buddhist ideas.69 As 

I mentioned above, t[his likely occurred because the "conversion of 1:he Barbarians" 

theory had made pilfehng ideas from Buddhism a seemingly legitimate practice as early 

as the fourth centuryl.70 The Lingbao duren jing is no exception in this regard. For 

example, in much t~e same way one might think of the Buddhist bodhisattvas, the 

Lingbao duren jing o~en speaks of the celestial beings as possessing great "benevolence" 

(ci ~) and "affection"~ (ai ~) aimed at bringing "salvation" (du JJt) to all living beings.7! 

If the commentary to this scripture is indeed Cheng's, then it seems we may have to 

rethink how infiuenti'l.l the Buddhists were on their Daoist counterparts'in the debates. In 

other words, if Cheng was privately interested in the Lingbao corpus then he would not 

have had to pilfer all I ideas (like affection, compassion, and salvific intent of the sages) 

from his Buddhist adversaries in order to compete with them, for the work, so to speak, 

had already been accomplished in the fourth and fifth centuries. It may be tme that much 

I 

69 Stephen Eskildsen, The ITeachings and Practices of the Early Qllanzhen Taoist Masters, (Albany State 
University of New York Bress, 2004), 203 n.ll; Bokenkamp 1997,8. 
70 See Bokenkamp 1997, 8. 
71 Ibid, 407-408, 417. 
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of the terminology $harf identifies 72 in Chongxuan literature was indeed lifted from 
I 

Buddhist sources during the debates, but it is clear that certain concepts from Buddhism 

were already a part of Daoist thought by the Tang dynasty. We win return to this theme 

in chapter four, but for now it should be clear that infiltration of Buddhist ideas into 

"Daoist thought" did i not begin with the writings of the Chongxuan Daoists like Cheng 

Xuanying, but with th!e early Shangqing and Lingbao literature. 

Be that as it ~ay, Shiyi Yu considers Cheng's commentary to the Lingbao duren 

jing as evidence for qlaiming that Cheng was one who tried to "bridge" the gap between 

the classic texts of D~oism like the Laozi and the Zhuangzi and other Daoist works of the 

early medieval peridd. 73 Is it safe to assume, however, that Daoists, including the 
, 

Chongxuan exegetes) made the same distinction between "classical" and "medieval" 

Daoism in the sevenlth century? It seems unlikely that the Daoists would have been 

thrilled by the prospebt that they could not use the majority of their literature other than 

the Laozi and the Zhuangzi in the debates. Moreover, despite Shiyi Yu's opinion above, 

in chapter five of his Reading the Chuang-tzu in the T' ang Dynasty he actually finds 

evidence that Cheng, 'when distanced from the demands of the debates, may have made 

few distinctions between what constituted legitimate or illegitimate Daoist texts.74 This 

comes from another a~count recorded by Daoxuan over a dispute between Buddhists and 

Daoists involved in the imperial translation project to render the Laozi into Sanskrit.75 

72 Sharf 2002. 68-70. 
73 Yu 2000, 58. 
74 Ibid., 127. 
75 Ibid., 127-128. 
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Among the many idvolved in the project were Cheng and Xuanzang, the eminent 
i 

Buddhist translator. ~oth men were expected to work together and render the text into 

Sanskrit, which wou~d then be distributed in India. Apparently the problem was that 

Cheng wanted the Heshanggong ~iJJ 1: 0- commentary to the Laozi translated alongside 

the base text, but the IBuddhists refused to do so because they asserted that it was not in 

I 

fact a "legitimate" t~xt. This appears to be the same basic argument made in the 

debates-that spuriouls scriptures and those which contained ideas of the "vulgar" arts of 

physical preservation were not legitimate texts. 76 Indeed, certain parts of the 

Heshanggong commdntary do in fact resemble other medieval Daoist literature that is 

usually characterized ias the "Daoism of Immortals," which describes various methods of 

preserving the body, i achieving immortality, or communing with spirits. 77 Was Cheng 

privately interested irl other Daoi.st literature such as the Heshanggong? Or is the entire 

story a Buddhist plo:y1 to undermine Cheng's authority as a debater and respected Daoist 

in the capital? Such questions remain open for debate. Even if Daoxuan's account is not 

an accurate portrayal of Cheng's conception of the Heshanggong commentary, the 

existence of the Chebg's commentary to the Lingbao duren jing suggests that he was 

interested in Daoist tllought apart from the "legitimate" texts used in the debates. In this 

76 Ibid., 127. . 
77 Of course, we have alrehdy mentioned the polemical motivations of Daoxuan's accounts, and here we 
must be just as careful notl to take his account at face value. Nonetheless, it does give us an idea of what 
many Buddhist intellectualls thought of medieval Daoism; that at least within the context of debates it 
would have been in their tiest interests to remind the Daoists-as well as those who might award either side 
with patronage-that suc~ texts were spurious and unsophisticated works at best, or downright forgeries at 
worst. For further details, see Yu 2000, 127; Alan K. L. Chan, Two Visions o/the Way: A Study o/the 
Wang Pi and the Ho-shall$ KUllg Commentaries Of! the Lao-T:::.u (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, 1991), 152-153. . 
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sense, the evidence sllggests that as influential, competitive, and restrictive as the court 
, 

debates may have been, we should be careful not to overemphasize their role in the 

development of Chenk Xuanying's thought.78 

i 

Conclusion 

The issues raded in this chapter may give one the impression that it is more useful 
, 

I 

to think of Chongxuar thought as an inevitable result of what happens after centuries of 

interaction with Bud4hism-or a result of Daoist "dialogue" with Buddhism. Generally 

I 

speaking, it is impoI1ant to remember that Buddhism had been gaining momentum for 

several centuries, an~ shortly before the Tang the Buddhists had enjoyed extensive 

support and patrona$e under the brief Sui dynasty; so much so that it caused one 

Confucian scholar oflthe time to remark that "the number of Buddhist sutras circulating 
, 

78 From what we know of Fheng's biography, there may be some reason to believe that, before he was 
summoned to the capital it! 631, he may have devyloped many of his ideas when he lived in seclusion at Yu 
Zhou j~1+1, near present d~y Lianyungang :li~m city of Jiangsu ~Iffi,f province. As Yu has pointed out, 
by the Tang dynasty the name "Yu Zhou" indicated a secluded region of mountains that was home to many 
Daoists, according to Li Daoyuan J!I1fl@:fG (?-527). There is evidence, however, that it was also a set of 

I 

mountains where Buddhists had constructed monasteries by at least the Liang ~ dynasty (502-587 CE) (Yu 
2000,49), and so it is pos~ible that Cheng had been exposed to Buddhist thought at an early age. It may 
also be useful, in this easel to keep in mind the recent scholarship by James Robson who has shown that 
sectarian writings have setiously distorted our view of Buddhist and Daoist history when it comes to 
identifying one particular !nountain as "Buddhist" or ·'Daoist." That is to say, the truth is that most 
mountain ranges probablyicontained an eclectic mix of devotees and monasteries from both parties (James 
Robson, "The Polymorph~us Space of the Southern Marchmount [Nanyue]." Cahiers d'Extreme-Asie 8 (1) 
(1995): 225-226). Generalily speaking, it is important to remember that co-existence within close quarters 
increased the chance that few forms of religion, religious practice, or trends in thought may have been 
produced from a smattering of elements from both religions. Indeed, this may be why Tang sources often 
give conflicting accounts ~s to what religion one or another individual might be affiliated with, especially 
those who operated far frolm the politics of the capital; for some sources often describe the same individuals 
as Daoists while others say they are in fact Buddhists (Barrett 2006, 44). Nevertheless, as to what form 
Cheng's early encounters with Buddhism took and how these experiences affected the development of his 
thought we will probably ~ever be sure. 

I 
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among the common p~ople exceeds the Confucian classics many thousand-folds.,,79 Thus, 

it is unlikely that even intellectuals with little sympathy for Buddhism-whether they 

resided apart from the capital and the court debates or participated in them-were 
! 

I 

unfamiliar with Buddhist teachings. Others might go further, and say that Chongxuan is 

an example of the '!'cross-fertilization" of Buddhism and Daoism; hinting that it is 

somehow a product of a very natural process, another outcome of the pervasive influence 

of Buddhism on Chinese culture. Moreover, that may Buddhist ideas had already played 
I 

I 

a role in forming oth~r native forms of religious thought, which can still be found in early 

Daoist texts like the ~ingbao corpus. As we will see in chapter three and four, there may 

be some use in discussing issues like the "sinification" of Buddhism and the influence of 

this religion upon i*digenous Chinese thought. Nevertheless, labelling a thinker as 

merely "syncretic" o~ly obscures the complex historical events and processes which may 

have played a role in producing thinkers like Cheng Xuanying. On the one hand, we may 
I 

never· know if the "cdnversion of the barbarians" theory was as influential in Cheng's day 
I 

as it was in fourth cerltury, where it played a role in the development of Lingbao Daoism. 

On the other, we m~y never know if the debates of the early Tang actually put the 

Chongxuan Daoists ~n enough trouble that they were moved to pilfer concepts and 

terminology from Bl~ddhism in order to compete. It would seem that, for now, we will 

have to conclude that Cheng may have been drawing on the Daoist tradition as he knew 

it-which had alread~ been subject to three or four centuries of Buddhist influence. As 

for the court debates,! we cannot ignore the effect they may have had on the intellectual 

79 Weinstein 1987,4. 
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climate of the early Tang. Neveltheless, until we can identify and distinguish between 

what was actually "pillfered" from Buddhism and what was already "present" within the 

Daoist tradition at thei time, the question of where Chongxuan thought originated remains 

open to question. As for Cheng Xuanying and his alleged "Buddhist overtones," we will 

have to do likewise, and content ourselves with the knowledge that, at least for now, we 

do not really know where the troubled debater begins and the Daoist ends in Cheng 

Xuanying. 
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The Zhllangzi and Cheng Xuanying's Conception of the Sage 

Introduction 

In this chapt€r I will attempt to show how Cheng Xuanying and modem 

commentators made attempts to deal with the composite nature of the Zhuangzi-the 

many different strand~ of thought in the text which often present contrasting visions of 
I 

the role and function pf the sage. First, I will show how the Zhuangzi accumulated more 

layers of interpretatio~ and interpolation over time. This will enable us to understand how 
I 

the process of accredon brought with it many different names for the sage-many of 

which are defined or ~xplained differently from one another. Some appear more celestial 
, 

and roam beyond the mundane world, while others appear worldly. Second, I will attempt 

to show how, in Che*g's conception of the sage, all these names became "epithets" for 

the same ultimate or i~eal individual. 

In order to d<b so I will have to explore chapters one and thirty-three of the 

Zhuangzi, where the ~ext lists different names for the sages in terms of their function or 

nature, like "spirit" ~shen f$), "utmost" (zhi ~), "genuine" (zhen ;j{.), and "sagely" 

(sheng ~). I will alsol introduce the work of several modem scholars, like Burton Watson, 

Victor Mair, and A.C'. Graham, and their interpretation of these different names for the 

sage. Then I will exarrine Cheng Xuanying's interpretation of the different names for the 

sage, especially how l'fe uses the lists of names for the sage in chapter one and thirty-three. 

I will try to show hoJ his interpretation attempts to harmonize the many different names 

for the sage as found ~n the Zhuangzi, and how his commentary goes farther and actually 
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increases the number pf epithets that can apply to the sage. In other words, this chapter is 

an attempt to make sehse of how Cheng made the best of a very complicated and difficult 

situation, where the text in question presented mUltiple interpretations (some of them 

conflicting) of what i~ meant to be a sage. By doing so I will be able to show how Cheng 

attempts to harmoniz¢ the often conflicting ideological and conceptual baggage attached 

to the different epith~ts for the sage, such as Confucian thought and ideas similar to the 

"Daoism of the immortals." 

The Zhuangzi 

The history arid thought of the Zhuangzi has been discussed at length elsewhere, 

but a brief synopsis of essential scholarship and the issues raised therein will suffice here. 

This will also be helpful in distinguishing what exactly modem scholarship has done with 

the Zhuangzi and whdre this project fits within that discourse. Moreover, it will give us a 
I 

good idea of just how: composite the Zhuangzi is, and thus a greater appreciation for what 

was required of Cheng Xuanying's commentary; for it seems likely that Cheng would 

have wanted to presetnt an interpretation of the Zhuangzi that was convincing to those 

present at the court debates. In order to do so he would have had to explain how such a 

composite text was in!fact the product of a single thinker named Zhuang Zhou m:~ (370-

301 BeE). The ways iq which the Zhuangzi has been studied in the last century has varied 

considerably. Early 9ndeavours sought to recover or reconstmct the earliest strata of 

philosophical/religious thought within the text and distinguish it from later accretions, 
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such as the last twentiY-six chapters of the text. In general, modem scholars such as A.C. 

i 
Graham and Paul K]ellberg have considered the first seven chapters, or the "Inner 

Chapters" of the work, to represent the earliest and most thought provoking in terms of 

philosophy and som~times even mysticism. 80 Scholars are often more interested in 

particular themes andl chapters within the Inner Chapters, with chapter two, the Qiwlliun 

ji:f4m~JfU or "Discourse on evening things out," being one of the more famous examples. 

Scholars like Graham and Kjellberg tend to agree that these seven chapters preserve the 
I 

more authentic or otiginal voice of the text, that of Zhuang Zhou, or Zhuangzi, an 

obscure but possibly historical figure from the fourth century BCEY In addition, scholars 

have usually focusedltheir efforts on locating the philosophy of the text in its historical 

roots-the turbulent mid-Warring States period (475-221 BCE)-and comparing it with 

the Confucian, Mohist, and legalist thought of the time.82 Recent scholarship often goes 

farther, and attempts to compare this recovered thought or exegesis (the details of which 

often differ from one interpreter to the next) to other modem forms of philosophy. In 

some cases, writers h~ve narrowed their focus to a comparison of the Inner Chapters and 

various philosophical!treatises from ancient Greece. S3 Others, such as YOUnt Wang, have 

i 

so For an example of mystical interpretation, see Roth "Bimodial Mystical Experience in the "Qiwulun," 
chapter of the Zlzllangzi" ir Hiding the World in the World (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
2003), 15-32. For a more traditional example see Tao Hongjing's Il1iTISL:B: (456-536) comments in Zlzen 

I 
Gao (HY 1010), 19.1b. 
81 A.c. Graham, Clzallng-Tzu: The Inner Chapters (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, 2001), 3 
82 Graham 2001, 3-32. i 

83 Paul Kjellberg and Philip 1. Ivanhoe. eds., Essays on Skepticism. Relativism, and Ethics in the Zlzllangzi 
(Albany: State University pf New York Press, 1996), p 1-25, 26-49. 
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attempted to pit the Irlner Chapters against or alongside the writings of Derrida and other 
I 

I 

contemporary forms qf postmodem thought. 84 

Other scholad have been more interested In how exactly the Zhuangzi was 

compiled. The traditipnal account is that Liu Xiang ~Ij iPJ (77?-6 BCE) was the first to 

collate the text, whilel Guo Xiang $~1R (252?-312 CE) was the first to edit it down to its 

present thirty-three c~apters. 85 As for the issue of origins, there seem to be three primary 

positions among mo~em scholars. The first usually reflects the early work of A.c. 

Graham and Christo~her C. Rand, who thought that the Zhuangzi as a whole suffered 

much mutilation and tearranging since the early second century BCE, and possibly at the 

hands of Guo Xiang rpuch later. 86 Of course, while many might agree that the Zhuangzi 

is composite, highly linterpolated, edited, and rearranged, scholars of the first position 

often disagree as to when exactly these changes took place. The second position often 

holds the traditional v~ew that at least the Inner Chapters have remained largely free from 

substantial mutilation and tampering and can be dated comfortably to the late fourth 
I 

century BCE. 87 One of ~e more sophisticated arguments in this area comes from the work 

I 

84 Paul Kjellberg, on the other hand, has taken a more cautious approach in his Phd. dissertation, and 
devoted a few sections to ilnvestigating just how the philosophical orientations of many scholars in the 
twentieth century influenced their reading of the Zhuangzi. More importantly, his work attempts to trace 
how these phiiosophicallrdligious orientations had a profound effect on the conclusions scholars made 
concerning the ·'thought" tf the Zhuangzi (or at least the Inner Chapters) and how these in tum affected 
their decisions on how to t anslate and present the text in English. For further details, see Kjellberg 1993. 
85 Scott Cook, ed., Hiding he World in the World (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2003), 13. 
86 Graham 200 I, 3-32; Chtistopher C. Rand, "Chuang Tzu: Text and Substance," Journal oj Chinese 
Religions no. II (1983), It IS. 
87 It is true that Victor Mair and A.C. Graham-the two most able translators of the Zhuangzi to date-both, 
like most, favor the Inner ~hapters over the Outer and Miscellaneous, and (like the second position here) 
consider them the more sti~ulating philosophically. Both translators, however, claimed that editorial 
decisions were made as the Zlzuang:;.i passed among its readers, and so they feel at liberty to cut and paste 
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of Liu Xiaogan ~iJ~lEl&. He finds that the Inner Chapters are little different from other 

texts thought to hav~ originated during the mid-Warring States period (475-221 BCE) 

such as the Laozi ~r, Lllnyu ~~~fr, Mengzi tfur, Mozi ,&:.y, and Zuo zhuan li::fW 

insofar as they are c~nsistent in using the single-character terms dao m, de tt, xing '~, 

jing ~, ming iIJ, anld shen 1$. That is to say, the Inner Chapters do not possess the 

compounds of daode m ttl xingming ti iIJ and jingshen ;jt 1$ which are prevalent 

throughout the Outer and Miscellaneous Chapters of the Zhuangzi and other later 
I 

Warring States worksl such as the Xunzi 1U.y, HanJeizi ~~~~.y, and the Lushi chunqiu § 

~:'§f. t'(. 88 Thus, by ibis estimation, the Inner Chapters are older than the rest of the 

Zhuangzi which can Ibe no earlier than the late third and second centuries BCE. This 

position, however, stands in stark contrast to the third position held by Russell Kirkland, 

for he suspects that the thirty-three chapters of the Zhuangzi were, for the most part, 

written by Guo Xiang himself, even though Kirkland's argument is not as developed as 

the previous two positions. Kirkland does not really provide many details of this theory, 

but I believe the suslpicion is founded on the fact that there is little evidence of the 

Zhuangzi existing as ia text before Guo Xiang's commentary.89 A recent find in Japan 

concerning a long lost preface written by Guo Xiang would seem to support this, for in it 

sections or passages out 011" the Inner Chapters to remove these literary blemishes. In Graham's case, he also 
felt that more important se!ctions of the Inner Chapters were actually misplaced or moved to other parts of 
the book and thus "restorek" them-the most famous example of this being Chapter three of the Zhllangzi, 
which appears especially qorrupt, and missing a introductory essay. See Graham 2001, 62. 
88 Liu Xiaogan, Classifying the Zilliangzi Cizapters. (Center for Chinese Studies: The University of 
Michigan, 1994), 55 
89 Russell Kirkland, Taoislk The Enduring Tradition (New York: Routledge, 2004), 30-36. 
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Guo admits that he re~ised the Zhllangzi substantially.9o Be that as it may, new evidence 

will likely force all tThree positions to be re-evaluated, for a recent archaeological find 

from Fuyang -~~ ha~ turned up a set of Han i~ dynasty (206 BCE-220 CE) bamboo slips 

which allegedly hold ~ight chapters (with two from the Inner Chapters) from the extant 

Zh ·91 uangZl. 

Overall, howdver, it would seem that few have been interested in how the 

Zhuangzi was read an~ received in China after it was edited by Guo Xiang. In fact, if one 
! 

were to survey most o~ the scholarly work in English concerning the Zhuangzi one would 

find that many scho~ars and translators have been more interested in reading and 
I 

translating the text apft from the Guo Xiang commentary. Granted, many translators and 

readers have found t~e commentaries helpful for difficult passages in the Zhuangzi. 

Nevertheless, the thoujght of Guo Xiang, or rather how he interprets the Zhuangzi, has not 

been studied at length except in a recent book by Brook Ziporyn,92 and scholars have 
I 

generally considered the commentary by Cheng Xuanying to be helpful as well, but in the 

I 

end have found his linterpretations of the text to be overly Buddhist, and therefore 

philosophically misldading.93 Some Tang intellectuals were equally taken aback by 

Cheng's work; for e:;tample, Barrett mentions that the eighth-century Ruayan master 

i 

90 Livia Knaul, "Lost Chu4ng Tzu Passages," Journal of Chinese Religions no. 10 (1982). 55. 
91 Cook 2003, 14. • 
92 Brook Ziporyn, The Pell:umbra Unbound: The Neo-Taoist Philosophy of Guo Xiang (Albany: State 
University of New York Ptess, 2003). 
93 Kjellberg and Ivanhoe 1996,37-40. 
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Chengguan l1fi5t (738-839) criticized Cheng for reading Buddhism into Daoist texts.94 

One other thing whidh many modem scholars share with some medieval thinkers is 

reverence for the Inner Chapters,95 and so it should come as no surprise that many 

scholars themselves rright find the commentaries "misguided" attempts to probe the 

depths of the Zhuangl.i when much of the Outer and Miscellaneous chapters-some 2/3 

of the book or more-' are themselves singled out as lacklustre imitations of the Inner 

Chapters. 

Another possiBle reason why the traditional commentaries were usually ignored is 

because modem scholars were more interested in actually translating the text in such a 

way that it would be ctlear enough, theoretically, for non-specialists to obtain a sufficient 

understanding of it without having to consult a commentary. The Chinese, on the other 
I 

, 

hand, usually read such texts with commentary because it was believed they facilitated 

greater understanding I of the source text. By avoiding the commentaries, scholars like 

A.C. Graham, and to a certain extent Victor Mair, were forced to take some liberty with 

the text, and often felt, it was necessary to cut, paste, or reword entire passages in order to 
I 

facilitate better readablility in their translations.96 

94 T.R. Barrett, Li Ao: Bud~hist. Taoist. or Neo-Confucian? (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 
135. 
95 Yu 2000, 21. 

96 Of course, this method Has not gone unchallenged in recent scholarship, and scholars like Shuien-Fu Lin 
are beginning to question ~hether it was appropriate to cut and paste sections of text in and out of the Inner 
Chapters especially. See Shuien-Fu Lin, "Transforming the Dao: A Critique of A.C. Graham's Translation 
of the Zhllangzi," in Hidink the World in the World, ed. Scott Cook (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, 2003), 263-290. ' 
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Translators ar~ thus at a disadvantage because there is no agreement on how to 

actually read the Zhlla~zgzi. Simply put, scholars have seen the more fantastic, outrageous, 
i 

or exaggerated use o~ description or language in the Zhuangzi in various ways. Many 

, 

choose to see this frc!>m a purely metaphorical point of view; indicating that the text 

should not be taken I literally or historically in instances where stories and bizarre 
I 

individuals appear. T~is is explained is different ways, but usually it is emphasized by 

those who, like Victpr Mair, try to stress the literary quality of the Zhuangzi; the 

"zaniness" or tongue-in-cheek qualities of the text.97 Nevertheless, as we will see in the 

next section, when it! comes to interpreting the Zhuangzi it often becomes difficult to 

I 

know when and where the text is indicating that we should read it in a "literal" or 

"metaphorical" sense" or some combination of the two. Moreover, problems begin to 

multiply as soon as the search for coherent and logical philosophy begins therein-and as 

a result many who ha~re attempted to smooth over the logical inconsistencies have had to 

resort to reediting andl rearranging the text itself. Even so, Victor Mair-who admits that 

subjecting the Zhua~zgzi to logical or rigorous philosophical analysis may prove 

disastrous-found it n~cessary to remove what he considered to be interpolated or comlpt 

passages from the te~t. Thus, the goal was to present a smooth and coherent text for 

modem (and typically I non-specialist) readers. 

97 Victor H. Mair, Wander1ng on the Way: Early Taoist Tales and Parables of Chuang Tzu (Honolulu: 
University of Hawai'j Pres$, 1998),56. 
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Epithets of the sage in the Zhuangzi 

How different p.re the sage epithets from one another? Can they be thought of as 

epithets in the strict stj!nse as different names for the same individual? Did translators of 

the twentieth century land Cheng Xuanying really have any choice other than to ignore 

differences between d~scriptions? Indeed, the many different ways in which the various 

I 

authors within the Zhuangzi interpreted the image and function of the sage can be 

dizzying. This is esp~cially tme in complicated descriptions where the sage proper or 

shengren W!.A, for ex~mple, carne to be described in much the same way as the zhenren 

~A (genuine persOJi), shenren f$ A (spirit person), daren *-A (great person) and 

zhiren !EA (perfected person), to name just a few. 98 That being said, there are also cases 
I 

where they differ gre~tly from one another; while at other times one in particular may 

seem to embody qu4lities typical of them all, such as being a recluse, possessing 

supernatural abilities, but still engaging in qualities of an ideal king, mler, or even official. 

Simply put, a thorough reading of the Zhuangzi will show that one has to get used to the 

idea that, in the majorhy of cases, the definition of each epithet can change from chapter 

to chapter, if not mpltiple times therein. At times they are altered drastically and 

sometimes only slighltly. The Zhuangzi, in this sense, is not at all consistent in its 

descriptions for any I given one. This should not be surprising, however, for most 

historical-critical schqlars have corne to accept that the Zhuangzi is a composite text 

containing sections tliat likely circulated separately or were composed at a later date. 
, 

98 The word "sage" is being used as a shorthand label in this thesis to represent the many different names 
and labels which appear inlthe Zlzltangzi, which usually refer to an ideal state of being for an individual. 
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Thus, differing descrilptions of the sage and the very existence of different names for 

similar figures should Inot come as a surprise. 

Even if we were to perform a survey of the Inner Chapters to see which epithets 

occur and where, we would find that they are hardly consistent. Of course, one could ask 

whether it is possible to know if there was originally only one epithet, or several; whether 

the Inner Chapters pr~.)Vide us with any evidence to theorize about one or another being 

the "original" that inspired the rest, or caused later editors to tag on other sections of the 

Zhuangzi because thel texts seemed to share a common vocabulary concerning sage-like 

I 

individuals. Moreover, whether the author of any given section of the text is aware of 

those we find today tn other sections. All of this is difficult to prove, however, and it 
I 

seems to me that it wQuld first require one to survey all instances where the epithets occur 

and then begin the rurduous process of eliminating which ones seem to be drawing on 

those within the Inner Chapters, the so-called earliest strata of the Zhuangzi. That being 
I 

said, as we will see, it is likely that the Inner Chapters are just as comlpt (interpolated, 

edited, mutilated) as ~e rest of the Zhuangzi, and so until a definitive listing of "reliable 

passages" from the Inp.er Chapters relating to the epithets appears we will have to remain 

. 99 cautIous. 

99 Even if one were to acc~pt the majority of A.C. Graham'S emendations to the Inner Chapters, one must 
still deal with the fact thatleach of the chapters therein are inconsistent in this regard as we move from one 
to the next. For example, ds we will see. the slzenren f$ A and the slzengren ~A are commented on at 
length in chapter one of th~ Zhuangzi, the slzengren and zlziren {JiA in chapter two, none in chapter three, 
the s/zengren, s/zenren, and zlziren, in chapter fOllr, the slzengren and ::;Iziren in chapter five, the ::;Izenrell ~ 
A and slzengren in chapte~ six, and the shellgren and ::;Iziren in chapter seven. Later research will have to 
try and pinpoint whether t~e epithets of the s/zenren, zlziren, and s/zenren, and zlzenren can be traced to 
other fourth century texts.IOther sources that have been tentatively dated (much like the Inner Chapters) to 
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It may be intellesting to note that the Zhllangzi, however, provides a few passages 

which suggest these I epithets are essentially different names for the same ultimate 

individual, or sage; that they can be "collapsed" in a sense, and come to signify the same 

state of being. Both traditional and modem interpreters, from Cheng Xuanying to A.C. 

Graham, have been ettger to make use of these passages in much the same way, for it 

essentially solves the! problem of interpreting the rest of the text where descriptions of 
I 

these epithets differ. Ip effect, this would mean that when the Zhuangzi refers to anyone 

of the epithets it is nqt necessarily favouring one over another but simply using different 

names at different times to express the many ideal qualities of the sage. Thus, the epithets 

of the sage are then s~pposed to be read as if they are in fact signifiers for the same state 

of ultimate sagehood. !Nevertheless, what exactly should we do when these epithets differ 

from one another? Itt is important that we ask and attempt to answer this question, 

because it will be an important stepping stone to appreciating how Cheng Xuanying also 
I 

attempted to reconcile the many different strands of thought in the text concerning the 

sage. 

Before movi:q.g to Cheng Xuanying I will give a brief examination of how 

modem translators have met these challenges. Again, it should be noted that I do not 

the fourth century BeE, likk the Neiye JAJ:;t (Inward training), occasionally refer to the shengren. But the 
shengren seems to have b~en a common label for the ideal individual in Warring States literature and so it 
should not be a surprise th~t it appears in the Zlzuangzi at all. For example, the slzengren is commented on 
in twenty-four separate chapters of the Lao;:}, and occurs three times in the Lunyu I'iifij~a (Analects of 
Confucius) (See Harold Dl Roth, Original Tao: Inward Training and the Foundations of Taoist Mysticism 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1999).59, 75). Also, see Roger T. Ames and David L. Hall, Laozi: 
A Philosophical Translati~n (New York: Ballantine Books, 2003). 235; Roger T. Ames and Henry 
Rosemont JR., The Analeqts of Confucius: A Philosophical Translation (New York: The Random House 
Publishing Group, 1998). I 
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intend to survey eve~y instance where descriptions of the sage epithets occur, for that 

would be far beyond ~he scope of this paper. The example I wish to use comes from the 
I 

first chapter of the Z~ltangzi called "Free and easy wandering" 100 (XiaoyaOYOll :lii:@~), 

which is not only the first chapter in the text but is also the first to mention several 

epithets. In the first p*ssage which deals with these mysterious individuals we find 

... As for th~ man who rides a true course between Heaven and Earth, 
with the changes of the Six Energies for his chariot, to travel into the 
infinite, is t*ere anything that he depends on? Therefore it is said: The 
utmost pers~:m has no self, the spirit person has no accomplishment, 
the sage hasino name. 101 

Burton Watson consi~ered these three types as "Not three different categories but three 

names for the same thing.,,102 A.C. Graham, who is known for editing much out of the 

Inner Chapters, 103 ~eems to consider this first occurrence of these epithets as 

, 

unproblematic as well, and provides no commentary. Victor Mair, another recent 

translator who is known to have edited out portions of the Zhuangzi in his translation, 

also makes no changes to this passage. 104 Indeed, if taken on its own, the passage could 

100 Watson 1968,29. 
101 Translation following <fraham, with some changes. See Graham 2001, 44-45. 
102 Burton Watson, ChuanfJ-Tzu (New York: Columbia University Press, 1968),34. 
103 One of the better examples of this can be found in chapter six of the Zhuangzi in Graham's translation. 
The opening part of this c!ilapter discusses the zhenren, but half way through this opening section the 
subject changes, and is no I longer the zhenren but actually the shengren, or sage proper. In addition, the 
passages which pertain to the shengren contain traces of what appears to be more Confucian or even 
Legalist thought. Both Viqtor Mair and Graham have them removed from their translation. For further 
details, compare the translptions of Graham (2001,85) and Mair (1998,52-53) with the Zhllangzi, in 
Harvard-Yenching Institune, Zhuangzi Yinde !1±.:r9 if{i (A concordance to Chuang Tzu) (Beijing: Yanjing 
daxue tushuguan yinde bicinzuanju, 1947 [Cambridge Reprint: Harvard University Press. 1956]), 16/6/17-
18. 
104 Mair 1998,5-6. 
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be said to be consistedt, though it remains somewhat unclear as to how the three relate to 

one another. 

If we tum to ~ the rest of the Zhuangzi, however, we find that these three epithets 

never appear again as: a group until the thirty-third chapter, called Tianxia :;R. ~ or "All 

under Heaven," which is the very last of the extant Zhuangzi. IOS The shengren and zhiren 

go on to become qommon epithets for perfected individuals of varying degrees 

throughout the text, brt it would be mistake to think that they are uniform or consistent 

from case to case. Later descriptions of the shenren, on the other hand, seem more in line 

with those typical of the "immortals" (xian fill) than the more worldly dispositions of the 

other epithets. There are also some attributes of the shenren which seem comparable to 
I 

those of the "spirit sorcerer" (shenwu *$ ~), an individual capable of divination, control 

of the supernatural an~ natural world, and so on. For example, later in the Xiaoyaoyou we 

find that the shenren is singled out as a worthy individual, through the story that Jianwu 

ffl ~ heard from Jieyu :&~, and is now re-telling to Lianshu jf;J):z. 

I 

I heard Chieh Yu say something ... In the mountains of far-off [Ou she] 
there lives al [shenren], whose skin and flesh are like ice and snow, 
who is gentl~ as a virgin. He does not eat the five grains but sucks in 
the wind and drinks the dew; he rides the vapour of the clouds, yokes 
flying dragohs to his chariot, and roams beyond the four seas. When 
the [numinqus] in him concentrates it kee~s creatures free from 
plagues and ~akes the grain ripen every year. I 6 

105 The fact that these three epithets (shenren, slzengren, and ::;hiren) do not appear again as a group until the 
Tianxia chapter is not so s~rprising if we consider the rest of the chapter itself. To say that the chapter is 
"syncretist" would be a mistake, however, because the author does not rank or favor any of the various pre
Qin thinkers or traditions He surveys, but simply laments at length how they all originated from one source, 
or "way," and that the morhent disputes began they had all lost it (the Way). In this sense, the moment 
division and different perspectives and argument began the Way had been lost. 
106 Words in brackets my oiwn. Translation by Graham 200 I, 46. 
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The shenren appears bnly several times in the Zhuangzi, and was never utilized to the 

same extent as the sh~ngren or zhiren in other sections. 107 One of the possible reasons for 

this is the supernatur4l nature of these descriptions of the shenren, for they might have 

seemed somewhat baffling for readers who were also aware of other portions of the text 

which treated indivitluals with similar "numinous" or "spirit" qualities but in an 

unfavourable way; fGlr it is never quite clear whether these potentially metaphorical 

stories 108 were in agreement with those fOlund in other sections of the text, where similar 

individuals, such as tfue shenwll, or "numinous sorcerer," are being mocked or criticized 

for relying on (or beinlg proud of) their supernatural abilities. l09 

A good example of this type of inconsistency can be seen if we compare this 

above story of the Gtit she shenren and the character of Liezi JUT, as portrayed in the 

Inner Chapters. If one were to flip back to the previous discussion, just prior to 

mentioning the shenren *~ A.. , zhiren ~A, and shengren W-.A.., and consider it as a whole, 

107 The slzenren is mentio~~d a total of 8 times in the Zlzuangzi. See Zhuangzi Yinde 2/1/22, 2/1/28, 12/4/79, 
12/4/82, 32112/76, 68/24/95, 75/26/44, 90/33/4. 
108 While there may be different ways to interpret this story of the shenren, it seems to me that the closing 
comments by Lian Shu in ¢his section may have made it difficult for readers to know to what extent the 
story was supposed to be r~ad as "metaphorical" or literal. Lian shu replies with " ... This man [the slzenrenJ 
no other thing will wound

1
·' though the great floods rise to the sky he will not drown, though metal and stone 

fuse in the great droughts nd moors and mountains char he will not burn. From this man's very dust and 
siftings you could smelt aqd mould a Yao or Shun" (Graham 2001, 46). Though Graham does not remove 
any of the text, one can onfY wonder if much of Lianshu's reply is corrupt, for in between complaints on 
how most do not understand (such stories) and the abilities of the shenren, his lament is twice interrupted 
with criticisms of fools who try to make the business of the empire theirs, which seems to have little to do 
with the story. Regardless bf how one might try to make sense of it all, we can say that the slzenren 
throughout his miraculousldoings is definitely seen as an individual worthy of awe, and yet has many 
characteristics of an immortal or sorcerer about him. It is possible that this is one of the problems 
Christopher C. Rand was rbferring to when he commented that the Xiaoyaoyou chapter contains multiple 
literary "tropes." See Rand 1983,25. 
109 Graham 2001,96-97. ' 
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one would find that tiezi is actually criticized for practicing something very similar to 
I 

the actions of the Gu she shenren above: 

.... Or that Lieh Tzu now, he journeyed with the winds for his chariot, 
a fine sight ~t must have been, and did not come back for fifteen days 
(Even so, th~re was something he failed to plant in his own soil.) ... 
even if he did save himself the trouble of going on foot, [he] still 
depended oq something to carry his weight. As for the man who rides 
a tme cours~ between Heaven and Earth, with the changes of the Six 

I 

Energies fOli his chariot, to travel into the infinite, is there anything 
that he depe~ds on?11O 

The passages seems t6 suggest that the author thought Liezi (Lieh Tzu) had gone far but 

not far enough, bec~use he still depended on his supernatural powers for his daily 

I 

excursions. The ideal individual, at least according to this section, must depend on 

nothing but the changes of the "six energies" liuqi /\tc, or in Victor Mair's translation 

the "six vital breaths.'.I II In general, it is clear that explaining away the epithets as 

pointing to the "same;' individual in every instance that they occur poses some problems 

for interpreters on ho~;v to conceptualize or describe the sage. Whether one perceives the 

difficulty of literal ot metaphorical interpretation to be an outright conflict, however, 

depends on how one dhooses to read the Zhuangzi, as we mentioned above. 

This is but o~e of many examples 112 of how even the Inner Chapters do not 

present a necessarily unified vision concerning the sage. It is possible that the confusion 

has more to do wi~h interpolation than authorial intent, assuming that one could 

distinguish one from the other. Nonetheless, as far as we know, the question of multiple 

110 Graham 200 1, 44. 
III Mair 1998,5. 
112 For an extended discus$ion of textual problems and inconsistencies in the ZlllIallgzi, see Rand 1983,58. 
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authors of the Zhuan[J,zi would not have been an issue for Cheng Xuanying. For him the 

I 

question was whether he could find some interpretive method in order to make sense of 

this and many other e~amples among the sage epithets as the Zhuangzi presented them. 

Cheng Xuanying on the Sage 

By the time Cheng Xuanying's bmsh met the Zhuangzi it was-as far as we can 

tell-much the same ~s the extant version today; a product of many different strands of 

thought from different periods and perspectives in Chinese history. [[3 And despite what 

we have shown abo!ve, Cheng Xuanying tries his best to prove that there are no 

contradictions in the ~huangzi at all. In this way, he seems to take full advantage of all 

the epithets as if they are simply many names for the same ideal individual or being. 

Nevertheless, again, ~we need to be reminded that his task also.- differed from modem 

scholarship in the sense that his commentary functions much like a "translation" itself. 

For example, he con~istently provides alternative characters as substitutes for those he 

considers to be obs~ure in the text. Often we find him paraphrasing or supplying 

compound constmctidns to clarify the meaning of the original text. This practice is just as 

113 Generally speaking, it ils unclear whether Guo Xiang really did alter the Zllllangzi considerably, and 
I 

discard with chapters that rare now no longer extant. Though it did not remain intact with the Xiangxiu rtJ % 
version of the Zhuangzi, alpreface attributed to Guo Xiang was discovered where he admits that he found 
much of the text, as he received it, to contain works which were either derived from other texts or were 
spurious writings that wer~ tagged onto the text over time. Of course, this post-face was only recently 
discovered in Japan, and its origins are somewhat unclear. It is unclear whether Cheng Xuanying and other 
medieval thinkers were aJare of this_ See Livia Knaul, "Lost Chuang-Tzu Passages," Journal of Chinese 
Religions no. 10. (1982), 04-55 _ Nevertheless, according to Christopher C. Rand, the tirst Chinese scholars 
known to suggest that therf were multiple authors from multiple eras in history present with the Zlzuangzi 
began around the time of man Yu '?t®: (768-824 CE), about a century after Cheng Xuanying's time in the 
capital of Chang' an. See Rand 1983,5. 
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much an interpretive Iinethod as well, and he often uses his alternate characters to draw 

out something he cOlisiders to be vital for understanding any given passage and which 

may not have been ,obvious to other readers. In this way he was able to render the 

classical (and often eWptical) prose and poetry of the ZhltClngzi into a style that was more 

readable and unders,tandable for his day, and it also gave him a chance to comment at 

length on much of tme text's terminology and thought. 

There are, l}owever, mUltiple reasons why a commentator's craft might take this 

form, and so we must again consider the historical circumstances of his situation. As I 

mentioned in chapter one of this thesis, the inconsistencies in the Zhuangzi, especially 

those which resonated with the "Daoism of the Immortals" would have made the text an 

easier target for hs critics. In this sense, the Zhuangzi's textual integrity was a thorny 
, 

issue. Philosophilcal investigations today rarely have the same problems, for they usually 

center their attention on the chapter called "Discourse on evening things out" (Qiwuiun), 

or chapter two, as the heart of the text. 1 
14 Be that as it may, if it was of common opinion 

in Cheng's dayi that the entire Zhuangzi was in fact the work of Zhuangzi himself, then 

J 

Cheng did no~ have the luxury of picking or choosing which sections of the text he 

favoured the most. It is possible, then, that part of his task was to make the bulk of the 

text a consist~nt and viable asset for the Buddhist and Daoist debates-because if he 

failed in this iregard then the former group would be put at a significant disadvantage. 

, 

114 For a recent/compilation of essays on the ZlllIGng;:i, see Cook 2003, vii. In the acknowledgments we find 
that the book grew out of a panel held in Chicago on March 14. 1999. which focused on the Qiwulun 
chapter. 
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Thus, Cheng Xuanyiritg had little choice but to find a way in which to synchronize the 

Zhuangzi and its epitqets of the sage. 

Before exami~ing Cheng's general conception of the sage, it may be useful to 

know how he deals with these difficult passages in the Zhuangzi; those which, as hinted 

at above, often portrh anyone of the sage epithets as individuals who have attained 

miraculous powers and resemble the "Daoism of Immortals." It should be noted, however, 
I 

that there is little use in speculating whether Cheng Xuanying really thought that other 

Daoist texts were forgeries, for as we have shown in chapter one it would be a mistake to 
I 

think that he was not well acquainted with or at least aware of other Daoist literature. 

That being said, he bften goes out of his way to interpret similar passages from the 

Zhuangzi (which describe some of the epithets of the sage in similar ways to the immortal) 

in, for lack of a better word, "metaphorical" ways. Indeed, such passages in the Zhuangzi 

might have been see* as questionable to some critics in the debates on the early Tang, 

and in this context iti is not hard to understand why Cheng, perhaps as a critic himself, 

might favour the follpwing interpretation in the story of the Gushe shenren, which we 

introduced above: 

Zhuangzi 
... [The she~ren] rides the vapour of the clouds, yokes flying dragons 
to his chario~, and roams beyond the four seas. I IS 

CommentarJ1 
[To have onle's] knowledge illuminated and the numen pervasive, and 
using no-mipd in following along with beings, [one is] thus said to 
"ride the vapours of the clouds;" [One is] not fast or hasty, [its just that] 

115 Graham 200 I , 44. 
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one's transfdmning appearance lacks constancy, thus, [Zhuangzil says, 
"he yokes flying dragons ... and roams beyond the four seas." 
tRJffi1¥!ll[, }!!E1""L.\)'IW4P.J, iizEJ*:~~, ~*iffiJ!, ~fJl~'f~, ·~3zEJf{€P~ 
rJ~ ... ~:p. [9 ~ii Z. 7'r!l!.. 116 

One might rightly ask what illuminated/numinous knowledge and no-mind have to do 

I 

with "riding the vapqurs of the clouds" and "yoking flying dragons to his chariot," but 

Cheng's choice of words here is perhaps less random and obscure as one might think. 

After all, by the TaI1lg, the compounds of zhizhao iW ~ and wuxin 1!\Ii,L.\ were already 

standard terms in Buddhist literature. That is to say, using standard exegetical 

constmctions would have been in his best interests if he wished to downplay the more 

literal "immortal" qualities of sages in the Zhuangzi. This may be tme, insofar as being 

like an immortal mig~t lead interpreters to think that the sage roams beyond the world 

because he is ultimately uninterested in what happens there; the troubles and suffering of 

other beings in particular. The term or constmction of zhizhao occurs in hundreds of 

I 

Buddhist texts, whilelwuxin 1!\Ii,L.\ can be traced back to the Zhuangzi and was later used 

to render Buddhist writings into Chinese. 117 Both were also used extensively in the 

writings of the sixthlcentury Madhyamaka Buddhist writer, Jizang, 118 who has already 

been identified as being one of Cheng Xuanying's many possible influences. I 19 Jizang 

116 Guo 1961,28. 
117 For various uses of wlLtin, see Sharf 2002, 176. 
118 For example, see Jizang's "Treatise on the Profound [Teaching of the] Mahayana]" (Dac/zeng xlIanllin 

A*~';';i1tr), T 45, 1853.59. 
119 See Robert Sharfs disOllssion of the parallels in style and content between Jizang and Cheng Xuanying 
in Sharf 2002,67. 
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was also well known as an opponent of the Zhllangzi and Laazi, and so it is not out of the 

question that much oflCheng's commentaries may be indirect responses to this criticism. 

I 

In Cheng's cOifIlmentary to the Laozi we find a similar use of vague and difficult 

language-especially.in those cases where the Laazi appears to be advocating a form of 

thought similar to th€ "Daoism if Immortals." For example, chapter fifty of the Laazi 

presents a description; of ideal individuals who are good at preserving life, and as a result 

wild animals will not: attack them, and conventional weapons cannot harm them. 120 The 

traditional commentaries interpreted this chapter, and others, in different ways; the 

Heshanggang commentary seems to have taken the text literally, while scholars like 

Rudolf Wagner sugglest that Wang Bi .:E. 5A5 (226-249) took a more "philosophical" 

approach and claimedl that individuals (presumably the sage) could avoid these threats by 

ridding themselves ofitheir desires and cravings. In other words, that desires and cravings 

actually "offend" other beings and thereby cause them to become hostile towards normal 

people. Cheng's appnDach to this chapter is even harder to pin down, and he refrains from 

supplying quotations ~rom other medieval sources or exegesis that might make the sage 

resemble an immortall. Cheng simply says that one who is good at "nourishing life" 

(shesheng tI!,1:.) doe~ so by "marvelously embodying genuine emptiness," (~\UJt~), 

and so on.l2l Overall,lthis gives one the impression that his interpretation could be read in 

120 Robert C. Henricks, Lab-tz.u Te-Tao Ching: A New Translation based on the Recently Discovered Ma
wang-tui Texts (New Yor~: Ballantine Books, 1989), 19. 
121 See Rudolf C. Wagner; A Chinese Reading of the Lao::.i: Wang Bi·s CommentaJY Of! the Laozi with 
Critical Text and Translation (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2003), 290; Cheng Xuanying, 
'"Daode Jing Kaiti Xlljue Yishll," in Jingzi Congzhu, ed. Yan Lingfeng (Taibei: 1983),509. 
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a variety of different ways, and agree with either one of the traditional interpretations by 

the Heshanggong or 'Wang Bi commentary. 

Be that as it may, Cheng's choice of words is not always vague, for even though 

the sages preserve th~ purity of their numen (ling :~) they still return to the common 

world and "follow along" with other beings. This may be one aspect of "returning to the 

world" which T.H. BhI"ett suggests is a central overtone of much Chongxuan thought. 122 

Indeed, later on in Cheng's commentary to the Zhuangzi he speaks of this directly: 

Zhuangzi 
Hence plainness may be defined as what is unalloyed, and purity as 
keeping the spirit undiminished. 123 

Commentary 
[The sage i$ one] who blends his traces with the world amidst all 
beings, and yet supports them without getting mixed up [with them]. 
This is one Iwho attains simplicity; he goes through transformations 
amidst the dust and dirt and yet the spirit is not lost. [This is a case] of 
one with utmost purity. So how could one npeatedly stand alone on a 
high mountain top? Or fold one's hands 12 and remain idle [in the 
world], and ball this plainness and purity? This is indeed not correct! 
~m$ili~~~Wft~.M~,~.#ili;~~K.~~W~~/G 
~#,~~1ili;W~.~~a~~m,m~~#.~oowm~. 
~? :!J;!;"~:9kTILI125 
I=l~ •. on . ."1 "J'" T· 

The rhetorical questibn of whether a sage should remain on a mountain top seems to 

function as a counter ~gument to those (presumably in the debates) who might claim that 

the Daoist conception I of the Sage is reclusive, and cannot compare with the bodhisattva's 

122 Barrett 1982, 35-43. 
123 Mair 1998, 147. 
12 .. According to the CJK\11-English Dictionary, the two graphs gong 1ft (to cup) and shouf· (hands) can 
mean "To fold one's hands' and do nothing at the time when there is something important to be done." 

C1KV-English Dictionary,: "m 'f." 
125 Guo 1961, 546. 
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more compassionate qualities in Buddhism. The question of whether Cheng Xuanying's 

conception of the sage is similar to the bodhisattva will be dealt with in chapter four. At 

this juncture it is mOlle important to recognize that Cheng' commentary above may be a 

critique of the immortality quest, for Cheng makes it clear that the sage blends his traces 

with the world and assists other beings. 

Is it possible, however, that there is another distinction here that Cheng is trying 

to make between the immortal and the sage? Eskildsen points out that some texts from 

the Lingbao and Chobgxuan literature avoid suggesting that the sage (and other celestial 

beings or immortals) lachieve physical immortality, or longevity. 126 Eskildsen goes on to 

say that the Lingbao ~criptures were more interested in the immortality of spirit (shen ~$), 

and referred to the bd>dy as a temporary place where the spirit would reside, but would 

eventually move on. Bokenkamp seems to agree that the Lingbao durenjing, for example, 

advocates a similar pbsition. 127 If Cheng was of the same opinion as the Lingbao texts, 

I 

then when he says "[the sage] goes through transformations amidst the dust and dirt, and 

yet the spirit ~$ is not lost" it is possible that he meant to say that the sage will reside in 

the world but eventually ascend beyond it, and then manifest elsewhere. As we will see in 

chapter three and fouli, Cheng's often portrays the sage as one who responds to the needs 

of beings and descends into the common world. While Cheng is not always specific, this 

seems to suggest tha~ the sage will eventually move on, as "his spirit roams the six 

directions" (shen you :!iu he ~$~/\ if) and eventually descends again to aid and benefit 

126 Eskildsen, 2004, 203 n.111. 
127 Bokenkamp 1997, 21-2!2. 
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other beings. 128 In o~her words, by making the distinction between immortality of the 

spirit and that of the body-and claiming that texts like the Zhllangzi spoke of the former 

rather than the latter-. Cheng could have distanced his commentary to the Zhuangzi from 

the critiques of the B~lddhists. As we have shown already in chapter one, the Buddhists 

would have been hapIPY to portray the Zhuangzi as a text advocating physical immortality, 

for by doing so the telxt would have been discredited by being equated to the majority of 

other scriptures and ~exts in Daoism that were not considered legitimate in the court 

debates. Regardless of what Daoists like Cheng may have thought in private (away from 

the restrictions of thel debates), there were other reasons why they would want to make 

the distinction between spiritual and physical immortality, for advocating the latter had 

been known to backfhe on the Daoists in earlier debates, with fatal consequences. An 

account from one of Cheng's Buddhist contemporaries, Daoxuan, relates how some 

Daoists, after losing a debate held in 555, were punished for claiming that they were 

immortals by being tqld to jump from a cliff and disappear in flight. Needless to say, the 
, 

. hid . 129 account mentIOns my none manage to survlve. 

Cheng is equally ambivalent towards passages in the Zhuangzi which present a 

more Confucian conception of the sage. These passages are a problem, because they 

present a slightly different conception of the sage, where the rites (Ii t~) are seen as 

integral for proper cqnduct of the sage and the government. According to one passage, 

the sage is supposed ~o think of the rites as the "wings" (yi j() which balance and assist 

128 Guo 1961,218 
129 See Shiyi Yu's translation from the Ji glljin FoDao lllnlzeng *'~'<i;-f~Jg,'i~iJn in Yu 2000, 130. 
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human relations: "Because [the sage] regarded rites as the wings, he got along in the 

world." lJ ff. ~.~ 1lf, :f1T lJ iT ff~ tl:t ill. 130 Cheng, on the other hand, qualifies this claim in 

the Zhllangzi by saying 
I 

Although the rites are the thin remnants of sincerity and honesty they 
I 

are the chief way to govern the world, therefore if one does not study 
the rites ont;! is not well established; without the rites one should not 
act, without ~ the rites one should not speak., to be humat""1 and yet lack 
the rites [means] one will surely die quickly. If the rites are present in 
government; then it is needed! The "wings" [assist] human relations, 
only then Ollie is able to act well in the world. 
'!'!!!!W:r:l:li=--':t± r;:;:;*,;;tr. +W-' * +J.rT,@,'!,!!!""'I'I-'- =,~'!'!!!.hniFh ='~'!'!!!.hn 
t."".:t:l:tJQ;'"IR z.;l'~, IIIJ ~ljJ:p lH.Z I=!, IJX/I":::Pt."".~ 10K, 'irt."".~J ;J;VJ, -Jrt."".~J 
. .:... A r;:;:;.ffif:~!!!! *RT'W-;>:;J; S+J.r'!'!!!' T::A,';A "i'$"~~, "n:m1 A fA h~I'I+/.
~, /\'IIIJ ""1,,,,,., Rn'I"JJ'&:;t[.>.:xEIJXt."".ZJJ':' ir:!, ::><:"P)(j. <.J1~/\.lffIl, 171 t.A.J\.1T 

ff~t!tifm.1311 

Though this is only an isolated incident, it may be that Cheng was not entirely impressed 

by more Confucian ideas of good government. 132 Other evidence for this is found later in 

chapter six, where he states "[when] the sage [leaves his] traces in rites and ceremony, 

they only shackle his: form and nature." ~~lft)H!IHR, JJ;f~~%'f:i"133 At any rate, even 

though I have not fOllmd a case where Cheng directly contradicts the Zhuangzi, we can 

see from the above comments that when Cheng was faced with sections of the Zhuangzi 
I 

which presented a more "Confucian" ideology his comments are often ambivalent. He 

thus takes the opportdnity to make it clear that the sage should not be overly fond of the 

130 Harvard-Yenching Institute, Zhuangzi Yinde ilI.::FiJ ii'J (A concordance to Chllang T;:ll) (Beijing: 
Yanjing daxue tushuguan yinde bianzuanju, 1947 [Cambridge Reprint: Harvard University Press, 1956]), 
16/6/17-18. 
1.11 Guo 1961,239. 
132 The first line which realds "Although the rites are the thin remnants of sincerity and honesty ... ·, f~m~J~ 
{~7 L iW is taken from chadter thirty-eight of the Laozi: "As for propriety [t~], it's but the thin edge of 
loyalty and sincerity ... " .:Atf~:11·, }t!:,fidLj~. See Henricks, 98-99. 
133 Guo 1961,271. 
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rites-for the rites are, at best, a starting point in one's education, suitable for dealing 

with mundane affairs. 

As I have shown above, some of this content in the Zhuangzi contains variant if 

not divergent ideas on the sage, and it is n"ot hard to see why any commentator, modem or 

ancient, would want to explain them away as being mere labels for the same ideal 

individual in order to' facilitate intelligibility. Cheng Xuanying, however, seems to have 

taken advantage of thf( fact that certain passages where (1) several of the sage epithets are 

mentioned together, and (2) seemed quite brief and ambiguous in meaning. And living in 

a time and tradition, riddled with divergent ideas on the sage and being in fierce 

competition with Buddhism meant that the following passages from the Zhuangzi may 

have been of great imwortance for his project: 

Chapter one I 
... Therefore,it is said: The utmost person has no self, the spirit person 
has no acco~plishments, the sage has no name. 
$8: ~A.a, ~A.~, ~A.~. 

Chapter thirlry-three 
One who dobs not depart from the source may be called a Heavenly 
person, one :who does not depart from the essential may be called a 
spirit person~ and one who does not depart from the genuine may be 
called the utmost person. One who regards Heaven as the source, 

I 

virtue as the1root, the Way as the gate, and is revealed through change 
and transformation may be called! a Sage. 
::f ~ttJJ~*, ~~z*-A. ::f~ttJJ~ffl, ~~z~$A. ::f~JJ~~, ";jj~z~A, l), 

I 

z.~h2:- "II.W*.+ "I.'**.FlE! )IVT::/;..~ii~J'" ~EBZ' :Err:lA 134 /\..1\"J~, ~t~~/-f'", ~l!!~1 j, :/DJJ ..... ~'I"'L, nFJ .:"r:a • 

134 Both are my trans\ation~, with reference to Mair (\998,334) and Watson (1968.32). See Z/zuangzi 
Yinde 1956. 2/1/21-22; 90A33/2-4. 
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This second passage from chapter thirty-three, Tianxia, further suggests the extent to 

which the Zhuangzi may be a highly composite text, for the epithet here called the tianren 

x.A., or "Heavenly person," does not occur anywhere else in the text. The Tianxia 

chapter, however, has long been considered a product of the Huang lao ~~ syncretists 

of the early Han dynasty. 135 It surveys many strands of pre-Qin thought and laments how 

disagreement among. the hundred schools was in itself a sign that the Way had been 

divided and scattered-; giving the impression that in antiquity all sages had followed one 

school of thought. In this sense, it is not surprising that this chapter would contain the 

most sophisticated attempt at unifying the sage epithets in the Zhuangzi. This chapter also 

helps to clear up any ambiguity in the first passage from chapter one on how the three 

epithets relate to one lanother, or whether they are actually referring to one individual. It 

is unclear, however, whether the authors of chapter one really intended that the different 

names all referred to 'fone" ideal individual. 

Cheng Xuan]iing's interpretation goes further than the Tianxia chapter and 

collapses most distinictions between the different names, and continues to use them 

separately in his commentary. It would seem that he assumes that his readers are equally 

aware of this, even a~ he begins to introduce different epithets for the sage not found in 

the Zhuangzi. 136 Evenl though it is obvious that he assumes a readership largely familiar 

with varying labels for the sage, the above passages from the Zhuangzi give us a chance 

135 See Graham 200 I, 257. 
136 Such as "Genuine sage"J:I;~ (Guo 1961,482,866,879) and the ~1A.:;ft.:y:, possibly from Guo Xiang's 
commentary (Ibid., 693, J(D66) which may mean something like "Virtuous individual of Gentlemanly 
[nature]" (Ibid, 204,421,478,546,693, 756, 1024, 1085). 
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to witness how he-and possibly others involved in the BuddhistlDaoist debates-might 

have explained the general role for these ideal individuals. Commenting on the passages 

from chapter one and ~hirty-three above, he says 

Commentary to Chapter one 
"Utmost" rerers to his essence; "spirit" refers to his function; "sage" 
refers to his I name. Therefore, as for essence we say "utmost"; as for 
function we! say "spirit" and for name we say "sage," but in truth 
[these are aliI aspects of] one thing. One indicates the extreme of the 

I 

numinous by calling it "the utmost." [As for the numinous it is said 
that] yin anti yang cannot be fathomed, therefore it may be called 
"spirit. 137 The rectification of names for all things, thus this may be 
called the sagely. One individual, as above, may have these three. [But] 
here [Zhuangzi] wishes to demonstrate that effort, function, and name 
are all extifi.guished, therefore he divides his discussion into three 
people [utmost, spirit, and sage]. As for these three individuals, they 
are [like] tHe previous text [in the Zhuangzi] [about] riding a tme 
course thrm.j.gh heaven and earth with the changes of the six vital 
energies as Ihis chariot. [Zhuangzi] wishes to bring together these 
people who have the virtue of not depending on anything in order to 
display their essence and function, and that is why he uses these 
words. 138 
z>;" •• ,. -1t M ' I=f:r ... '- i=r I+f m:t . ,. "1t ,q +.fr -';.(,>. M ~li z>;" -';.(,>. I+f ~li :hh ~ ,q ~li llll 
±§ .... ,F.Ll'l, frr§:7\""rt:J, .'"F.§ .... ,~. ll)lffYL§.l'l~h::t.:.l:'., ffYLrt:J~.nrr, ;rYL~~Q.:-r-., 

J-t.-lli. §~$0S:~J, iiJi:~\\l1z~; ~~~~/G1JW, iiJi:R\\l1Zf*, .TF.~ 84m, iiJi: 
~\\l1z~lli, ~Az..t, ;it1f!l:t-, BX~:rJJffl~~, iiJi:1f=AzJjlj.!l:t 
-A~, f{iJ~-ru-)c~~:I:-thZ.lE, 1f€P/\~Z¥ttA lli. W\~!l:tA~1~Z 
/.r/;; ~1t~Rt1 n·=·+.fraTI 139 t"", !f:/ .... , §E11jJ, / J r=I ll)l -9-. 

Commentary to Chapter thirty-three 
Uniting with! the ancestor (source) and tallying with the root, this is a 
case of self-$o. Pure and unadulterated is to be unmixed, this is a case 
of being spir~tually wondrous. Lofty in nature and not artificial, this is 
a case of being attained to the utmost degree. One who regards self-so 
as the sourcte, superior virtue as the root, the mysterious way as the 
gate, perceives mechanisms and omens, and accords with beings 

137 The difference betweeni fFf1 and Ji here is somewhat uncertain. 

138 Personal communication (translation) by James A. Benn, with some changes: Dept. of Religious 
Studies, McMaster UniverSity. 
139 Guo I 961, 16-17. 
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through change and transformation, such a one may be called a sage. 
[These are 1 the four named above, but in fact there is only one. 
Compliance: [to the times are in] his efforts and [his] function. 
Therefore there are 4 names. 
lK?~?J+ -EtErz' 6 jk "i!,'~p;-;r,:;M ~!tErZ' :k<:l:t-hll' It:tjk-;r,:;lf.1:I ~tErZ' ~I::n-;; [:1 / ... /J'~/-f'-, n¥3 1=1 "". 1'f-'rr-"'I'iJ't±:, n¥3I'f)l:/,. =",,"'1'11')(, n~ ...J..:.1"~, ~ 

6 jk R ~ Jt /.rin ~h. -+- -);- ''* *'. i3 Ef ,\'!is i:1.\. Hli '1 v ~ia 4m "."'~ n· '.~ =tEr -'- :ijQ A 
1=1 "" "'97.1'\, 1"",·",~]/-f'-, Z. J!i-R11 j, tEJC.JJ':'1).'x;;:7D, ~J.!11;.'J·3't·I"L"S, Ii~Z:r-./\.. 

i3 L [ill A, .R ~ - 1+, P';!1t j}J ftL '~!Fft [ill ~ ill. 140 

It is clear that Cheng hopes his readers will understand that all names refer back 

to the one ideal individual. As for the commentary from chapter one, the concept of 

"essence" (ti fJl) and "ftmction" (yang ffl) is somewhat unclear, and I have yet to find 

another example of this in Cheng's commentary thus far. The concept of ti and yang can 

be found in The Awakening af Faith, a fourth or fifth-century Buddhist text (which may 

have originated in Chiina). 141 They also appear in the writings of Sengzhao, the eminent 

disciple of Kumarajiva in the early fifth century. 142 The concept of ti and yang, however, 

likely originated with writings of the Xuanxue 1r ~ exegete Wang Bi. 143 Walter 

Liebenthal explains tliat for Wang Bi the concept of ti and yang indicates a move from a 

pure or unadulterated state to one of decay. Liebenthal explains this by saying "The 
I 

Cosmos unfolds from. an infolded (latent) state to an unfolded (manifest) one. These 

states are evaluated, lfhe original one as blissful, the later one as decay." 144 That being 

said, does this concept of ti and yang actually help us understand Cheng's commentary? 

The first part of his commentary, which says "utmost" refers to his essence, "spirit" refers 

140 Ibid., 1066. 
141 Yoshito S. Hakeda. The Awakening of Faith (New York & London: Columbia University Press, 1967), 
29. 
142 Liebenthal 1968, 18. 
143 Digital Dictionary of Buddhism. "~~m" (Article by C. Muller). 
144 Ibid. 
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to his function, and "sage" refers to his name," is somewhat unclear. It seems to me that 

he is not following Wang Bi's conception of ti and yong, for several reasons. First, we 

cannot say that when Cheng's sage is amidst the world he is in a state of yong, at least 

insofar as yong for Wang Bi seems to imply a state of "decay." As I will discuss in 

chapter three and fOUF, this is because Cheng makes it clear that the sage, when mingling 

with beings, remains untouched by the impure nature or workings of the common world 

and human society. 145 Though the sage may mingle with lesser beings and follow along 

with them, associating with them and their impure activities does not harm the sage's real 

(shi 110 and genuine (zhen ~) nature. In this way, regardless of whether the sage is 

currently beyond the world like a shenren or wandering with other beings like a shengren, 

his nature remains genuine and real and unaffected by his surroundings. 

Conclusion 

By comparing Cheng's commentaries to the passages in question from chapter 

one and thirty-three or the Zhllangzi, it seems to me that there are two important themes 

here which may help iUS understand his general approach to the sage. First, according to 

his commentary, any doubts concerning the consistency of use of the sage epithets in the 

Zhllangzi are swept ar-vay by the simple proclamation that all names, and perhaps even 

the qualities specific to them, can apply to any given sage-like individual. In this sense, 

145 Cheng qualifies this by saying "The Genuine people of old dimmed their radiance and mingled their 
traces [with the dusty wor!Cl], avoided [crude human] workings ... yet functioned [among] the human 
masses ... How could this npt be genuine and real?"~!.i.LAA, .fU1t~~~1}, ;@1i ... illfflAfr'f ... -~~~.~~. 
Guo 1961,519-520. 
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different names for tlue sage refer only to the sage's function (yang) at that given time, 

rather than his essenCie (ti). Perhaps the best example of this is Cheng's last comment on 

the Oushe shenren ftom chapter one, whom he refers to not as a "shenren" but as a 

"shengren" in his commentary: 

Zhuangzi 
In the mountains of far-off [Ou she] there lives a shenren ... 146 

Commentary 
The sages .... empty [themselves of] attachments and benefit beings. 
[They] manMe to make the four seasons follow in sequence, the five 
grains to be abundant in harvest, [for the] people to be without 
calamity or' affliction, [and keep] beings from dieing young. The 
Sage's placfi in the world is to possess this ability. 
AAA ... m'lt5fU4P.J. :@S1tQ]a~JII~ff:, nti:~ir, A~~~, 4P.JM,~H, 
~f{Az~t!t, ~lI:t:r:}]~~ ... 147 

In sum, it seems to me that Cheng insists that his readers do not linger on the different 

names and types of sages which appear in the Zhuangzi. In Cheng's opinion, different 

names only signify d]fferent qualities of the sage (or function) that Zhuangzi has chosen 

to focus on at any given place in his book, and do not indicate that they differ in essence. 

In this way, Cheng makes few if any distinctions between the zhenren, zhiren, shenren, 

and shengren. 

The above passage also serves as a general introduction to how Cheng Xuanying 

conceives of the sage?s relationship to the common world. If otherworldly beings found 

I 

in the Zhllangzi (like the shenren) are interested in helping other beings at all, they are 

thought to affect the :world though the potency of their spirit. The shenren in this case 

1-16 Bracketed and italicized words my own, following the translation by Graham 2001, 46. 
147 Guo 1961,28. 
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I 

does just that, but dwells apart from society in the mountains of Gushe. The Zhuangzi 

seems to suggest thatlhe aids society through some form of invisible response. 148 Cheng'S 

commentary, however, shifts the focus of the entire story from the shenren's ability to 

roam beyond the world to his role as a sage within it, where he manages to live among 

other beings. Thus the emphasis has changed from wandering beyond the dust and grime 

of the world to mingliing with the world, which includes all beings found there. As I will 

explain in chapter three and four, Cheng's overall project is to depict the sage as one who 

descends into the cdmmon world, transforming and adapting himself as the situation 

demands in order to benefit other beings. 

Overall, further research will have to fOCllS on distinguishing how Cheng 

Xuanying conceived of the sage from other Daoist thought prevalent in the Tang. 

Moreover, it would be helpful to compare his descriptions of the sage with those of the 

extant Chongxuan literature used in the debates; the Benji jing and Shengxuan jingo It 

may be that he was I interested in, adapting the epithets of the sage, as found in the 

I 

Zhuangzi, to encompass a more universal conception of Daoist sagehood that could 

resonate with other cqmceptions common in the early Tang dynasty. As I will explore in 

chapter three and four, it is equally possible that his ideas were influenced by Lingbao 

conceptions of celesti!al beings or Buddhist conceptions of the bodhisattva and Buddha. 

In general, however, it is also important to remember that the entire Zhuangzi had been 

read alongside other Daoist and Buddhist texts since at least the third century, many of 

which contained their own varying conceptions of the sage with different emphases. 

1-18 Graham 200 1,46. 
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Moreover, by the Tang there was already a vast amount of "sage-literature" which 

circulated and undoubtedly contributed to common conceptions of the sage. Even if we 

were to limit this field to simply "Daoist" texts the range of meaning ascribed to the sages 

at the time would have been immense. Livia Kohn has shown that what came to be 

known as a "sage" in Tang Daoism was often a convergence of many different strands of 

pre-Qin, Han dynasty, and early medieval literature-a collection of texts stretching from 

the Xuanxue commeIlltaries on the Laozi, Zhuangzi, and Yijing to medical and Daoist 

ascension texts. 149 In other words, descriptions of the immortals became fused with 

models for the sage fOilmd in other early texts, stretching from the Lunyu to the Laozi. 

1-19 Kahn 1991, 139-163. 
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The Mirror Metaphor in Buddhist and Daoist Conceptions of the Sage 

Introduction 

The goal of this chapter is to explore further attributes of Cheng's general 

conception of the sage, seen through the metaphor of the mirror. Here I will not linger to 

long on the implicati(tms of Cheng's involvement with the court debates, but investigate 

how his own writing resonates with Buddhist and pre-Buddhist literature that also used 

the mirror metaphor-slimile l50 in describing the enlightened mind (usually of the Buddha), 

the compassion of the bodhisattva, and the sage. On the one hand, when the metaphor of 

the mirror appears in Cheng's commentary it seems to contain allusions to Warring States 

literature. In other words, at times Cheng's conception of the sage reminds us of 

traditional ideas of harmonious government and conduct of the sage and sage-kings found 

in the Laozi, Lunyu, and Huainanzi ~t1¥i T (The Masters of Huainan). On the other hand, 

the way in which Cheng presents the sage gives one the impression that something has 

changed, and the sag!:: no longer appears as one solely interested in proper governing. 

Though we can still :/find traces of the "stimulus response" (ganying) theory in Cheng's 

commentary, it rarely: implies that the sage is mediating the balance of the heavens and 

the earth through his llitual action and position as king. That is to say, Cheng conceives of 

, 

the sage as one who is defined by his abHity to respond to the needs of all beings rather 

than his ability to pla~ate the heavens on their behalf as a mler. 

150 Throughout this chapter I will avoid repeating the phrase "mirror metaphor-simile" by using "mirror 
metaphor" as a shorthand for both "metaphor" and "simile." 
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Be that as it may, exploring the concept of the mirror in Cheng Xuanying forces 

one to toe the line between the arguments discussed in chapter one. That is to say, on the 

one hand, Cheng's cdmmentary that features the mirror metaphor is usually characterized 

by standard expressi(j)ns which depict the sage responding to stimuli, such as "[When] 

things cause stimuli, there is thus a response ... "!fmm,t~l!.151 At first this appears to be 

quite unremarkable given the pervasive influence of the ganying theory-which Sharf, 

for instance, has argued is paramount to Chinese Confucian, Daoist, and Buddhist 

thought. 152 In other words, one might be tempted to say that Cheng's commentary to the 

Zhuangzi was hardly exceptional in comparison to most other Chinese literature. On the 

other hand, as I will tiry to prove in this chapter, Cheng's conception of the sage and the 

mirror becomes somewhat complex as he begins to use terms like "'no-mind" (wuxin) 

with clear Buddhist overtones, and the phrase "like a mirror hung in a high place" (Pi 

xuan jing gao tang .~~t~H:) which can in fact be traced back to Buddhist literature 

predating the Tang dynasty. In this way, the sage's "response," is expanded by 

explanations of how he operates through "no-mind," and thus he harbours no attachment 

or discrimination towards beings; he is as empty as "a mirror hung in high place," any 

being may approach land be reflected within the "mirror." In this case one might be 

tempted to say that he'had pilfered such ideas from Buddhist thought, especially since the 

phrase "like a mirror hung in a high place" can be traced to early Buddhist sources of the 

fifth century. 

151 Guo 1961. 309. 
152 Sharf 2002, 77-132. 
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Is this enough evidence, however, to say that he actually pilfered the idea from 

Buddhism? Are there other ways he might have acquired this phrase? It is possible that 

Cheng Xuanying had. no direct connection to any Buddhist texts. Ideas of any sort were, 

of course, not bound simply to written texts in seventh-century China. Cheng could have 

encountered Buddhist ideas, pertaining to just about anything, while within the court 

debates, or even personal encounters with Buddhists or other Daoists for that matter. We 

also know very little about Cheng Xuanying's life. The historical records of his activities 

tell us very little abomt his activities in the court debates and his daily life in the capital. 

We do not even know for sure why he was called to court, what occupied his time for the 

twenty or so years he spent in the capital of Chang'an, and why he was eventually 

banished. Due to these reasons, it seems to me that tracing what may have influenced 

Cheng's ideas of the sage is near impossible in the case of the mirror metaphor-the best 

we can do is tum to tfu.e extant literature of today which was likely available to him in the 

early Tang dynasty. 

Preliminary Considerations 

Cheng Xuanying's conception of the sage seen through the metaphor of the mirror 

appears to have inherited elements of the more traditional Chinese conceptions of the 

sage as a "king" or ruler who acts through "stimulus-response" (ganying). In the 

Hllainanzi, a collection of essays from the early second century BCE, the sage-king was 

believed to be one who receives stimulus (gan !~) from other beings or events in the 
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world and subsequennly responds (ying ff~), often through "non-action" (wllwei jW-./;;g). As 

an attribute of the sage or sage-king, the concept of ganying appears to be very old, for 

proto-forms of this idea can be found in early Daoist and Confucian literature of the 

Warring States period. In the Lunyu and Laozi, for example, we find the idea of ganying 

in its developing stages. In the Lunyu we are told that the sage-king Shun was able to 

govern the land well simply by "maintaining a simple bearing and facing south.,,153 In the 

Laozi the notion of ganying is characteristic of the Way (dao) itself, where we are told 

that the Way of Hea~en is "not to speak yet skilfully respond, no one summons it, yet it 

comes on its own.,,]54 

At some point in the Warring States period, perhaps around the fourth century BCE, 

the metaphor of the mirror (jian 'fi:./ jian m/ jing it) appeared in Chinese literature such 

as the Laozi, "Inward Training" (Neiye pg * [350-300BCE]), and the Zhuangzi. At the 

moment it is still undlear which text may have been the first to use the metaphor. The 

metaphor, however, was used for different purposes among these texts. As I will try to 

demonstrate below, in. the Laozi, for example, the mirror may have served as a metaphor 

for the mind. In the N~iye, a text which is possibly based on "biospiritual" practices in the 

fourth century BCE, th~ meaning of the metaphor is just as unclear as the Laozi. That is to 

say, it is unclear whatt the Neiye means when it states that the practitioner's mind and 

body need to be properly aligned and tranquil in order for one to be able to "mirror things 

153 Sharf 2002,90 
154 Henricks 1989, 44. 
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with great purity.,,155 In the Zhuangzi the mirror is used in a variety of ways, but perhaps 

the most interesting is in chapter five where it is used to describe the master-disciple 

relationship; how the disciples mind will come to reflect the perfect equanimity of the his 

master's mind if the s~udent remains in the sage's presence for an extended period oftime. 

I will return to these Warring States texts for further examination below. As for now, 

however, it is important to be aware of the fact that these texts, as far as I know, did not 

use the metaphor of the mirror in conjunction with notions of ganying. 

Interestingly, it would seem that the mirror had been a metaphor III Indian 

Buddhist thought as well. Use of the mirror metaphor in Indian thought appears to have 

been so widespread that the scholar Alex Wayman called it a "Pan-Buddhist" 

phenomenon. 156 Thus, during the Six Dynasties period (220-582) usage of the mirror 

metaphor in China began to acquire new connotations due to an influx of Buddhist 

translations. Among ,the more popular Buddhist texts is the "Awakening of Faith" 

(Qixinlun), 157 which uses the metaphor of an empty mirror to symbolize the mind that is 

empty of cognition. T~is text considers the empty mirror, or mind, as one attribute of the 

"enlightened mind." On the other hand, in the Zhaolun of the Chinese Buddhist Sengzhao, 

we find a blend of Xuanxue and Buddhist thought, characterized by a heavy reliance on 

the Laozi and Zhuangzi. Here the mirror also serves as a metaphor of the hidden or 

mysterious nature oftne Buddha's (and often the sage's) mind. 

155 Roth 1999,76-77. 
156 Alex Wayman, "The Mirror as a Pan-Buddhist Metaphor-Simile," in History of Religions, Vol. 13, No. 
4. (May, 1974). 
157 It is unclear where the 1Ihe Awakening of Faith originated, there is some evidence, however, that it was 
written in China instead ofIndia. For further details, see Sharf 2002, 311, n. 85. 
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Cheng Xuanying's conception of the sage in his commentary to the Zhuangzi is 

an eclectic mix of the ideas connected to the mirror metaphor (as used in Chinese and 

Buddhist literature) as well as the notion of ganying. The goal of this chapter is to try to 

sort out sections of his commentary which use the mirror metaphor, and try to distinguish 

where his comments resemble Buddhist usages of the mirror metaphor in particular. In 

order to sort out Cheng's conception of the sage in this case I will have to deal with a 

number of issues. First, I will compare a number of early models of the sage-king with 

later Chinese adaptations of the Chinese Buddhist model of the Buddha, or the 

bodhisattva, who usually possess minds void of emotion or attachment and "respond" to 

the needs of sentient beings. Second, we will have to deal with some terminology and 

phrases that appear in Cheng's commentary that can be traced back to Buddhist usages. 

One particular example is a conspicuous phrase which Cheng uses repeatedly in his 

commentary: "Like a. mirror hung on a high stand." As I will show below, this phrase 

appears in different variations throughout Chinese Buddhist commentarial literature. 

Cheng uses this phra~e as a way of describing how the sage responds tOi beings without 

being partial-the sage "reflects" or mirrors all that come before him without judgement 

like a mirror hung in a high place. In addition, Cheng repeatedly uses the term "no-mind" 

(wuxin) in his descriptions of the sage (which feature the mirror metaphor) to reinforce 

the notion that sages are impartial towards beings. Cheng usually closes his comments by 

reminding his readers that the sage is not even aware of why there is a response, or that 

one has even occurred!. That being said, in many of these cases Cheng is not specific as to 
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what exactly the sage does in response, or what the outcome or effect his response has on 

those beings who receive it. To answer this question I will survey examples from Cheng 

Xuanying's commen~ary in chapter four, in particular those which resonate with the 

compassion or salvific abilities of the Buddhist bodhisattvas and celestial beings of the 

Lingbao Daoist tradition. 

There are, of course, challenges in tracing how the literature produced by 

medieval Daoist writers like Cheng Xuanying might differ from any other form of 

Chinese literature, Buddhist or Daoist. As Sharf points out, most Chinese translators of 

Buddhist texts were at a significant disadvantage because they often had limited or no 

understanding of Buddhist languages and, even when they did, what they read would 

naturally be done with little historical or cultural understanding of India. This is of course 

just one reason why Sharf suggests that the very process of coming to terms with 

Buddhism in China was, for the most part, a one sided dialogue among and for Chinese 

concerns. ISS For example, even the Zhaolun of Sengzhao, the prodigious disciple of the 

translator KumarajIva, contains as many allusions to classical Daoist texts like the Laozi 

and Zhuangzi as it does to Buddhist texts. Moreover, Sengzhao wrote his treatises in such 

a way despite the fact that he would have been one of the first Chinese Buddhist 

intellectuals to have access to more accurate Buddhist translations from Kumarajlva. In 

addition, the Zhaolun-despite containing being a blend of Xuanxue and Buddhist 

thought-continued to be favoured among the Sanlun exegetes and in later Chan 

158 Ibid., 12. 
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Buddhist literature. 159 Due to these (and other) aspects of sinification, the two models, 

Buddhahood and sag~hood, became hard to distinguish from one another as the Buddhist 

religion was, as Sharf says, transferred into a "Chinese idiom.,,160 And as much as the two 

models may have differed in certain respects, the parallels between the idea of the 

Buddha(s) as responding to the needs of sentient beings and the Chinese sage-king who, 

like the legendary King Shun, governs the world by simply facing South, were strong 

enough to facilitate continued sinification. 161 In this way, even if we ignore the possibility 

that Cheng may have been writing with the express aim of defending and presenting the 

Zhuangzi as advocatimg a definition of sagehood comparable to the Buddhist bodhisattva 

or buddha, the subtle "Buddhist" flavour of his commentary should remain somewhat 

.. 162 unsurpnsmg. 

Of course, there are many more texts in the Chinese Buddhist canon than we can 

possibly deal with in a single chapter, but research must being somewhere. Thus, I have 

decided that the best strategy would be to (1) layout which texts we know were popular 

and (2) in circulation before the early Tang dynasty. Thus, I have decided to include 

examples from the QiXinlun (Awakening of Faith) and the Zhaolun by Sengzhao, which 

show two different stages of development in the Chinese Buddhist conception of the 

Buddha and bodhisattva, two texts which were also integral to the BuddhIst tradition as it 

159 Ibid. 
160 Ibid., 100. 
161 Ibid. 
162 Other avenues of ChineSe religious thought were equally affected as well, and the process was not 
limited to ideas of the sage-king; the later Lingbao (Numinous Treasure) scriptures of the fifth century, 
such as the Lingbao duren Jing, told of a great cosmic being named '"The Heavenly Venerable One of the 
Primordial Commencement" who resembled the Buddha, and placed emphasis on the salvation of the 
human community. See Kirkland 2004, 88; Bokenkamp 1997,376. 
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developed in China. That is to say, the QixinZun and the Zhaolun were, among others, 

extremely popular and subject to various commentaries throughout the fifth, sixth, and 

seventh centuries. 163 Needless to say, if these two texts were in vogue among Buddhist 

intellectuals then it is plausible that Cheng Xuanying was familiar with them as well. 

Harly Examples of the Mirror Metaphor in China 

As for Chinese examples of the mirror metaphor, researchers have made 

additional discoveries: of how it was used in other pre-Buddhist sources in China since 

Paul Demieville wrote his pioneering essay, "Le miroir spiritual" (The Mirror of the 

Mind). 164 For example, by the mid-twentieth century, sinologists like J.J.L. Duyvendak 

began to suspect that the occurrence of xuanlan 1rJt, or "profound insight," in chapter 

ten of the Laozi should have been read as xuanjian 1r1~, or "profound mirror." And in 

this way line three of chapter ten of the received text could be read as: "Can you clean 

and purify your profound mirror so as to be spotless (flawless)?" At the time most 

scholars followed Wing-Tsit Chan, who preferred to continue translating Zan Jt as 

"insight" or "vision." Indeed, there was little reason to support Duyvendak's ideas, for 

the major commentat(])rs like Wang Bi had typically read Ian as "insight" and did not 

163 The Qixinlun was commented upon by Huiyuan ,llf<J& (523-592CE) (T 1843.44.175a-20Ic), twice by 
Wonhyo (617-686CE) (T 11844.44.202a-226a. and T I 845.44.226a-240c), and Fazang rtlj; (643-7 I 2CE) 
(T 1846.44.240-287). See EIakeda 1967,9, 10, II. The Zhaolun seems to have been immensely popular as 
well, and appears in the wo:rks of early Sanlun exegetes like Jizang all the way to later eighth-century texts 
like the Treasure Store Treatise. For a list of commentaries. see Sharf 2002,37-38. 
164 Paul Demieville, "Mirror of the Mind," trans. Neal Donner, in Peter Gregory, ed., Sudden and Gradual: 
Approaches to Enlightenment in Chinese Thought (Honolulu: University of Hawai 'i Press, 1987), 13-40. 
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suggest that jian ~~ should be read in place of lan. 165 Interestingly, in 1972 a cache of 

texts was found at Mawangdui J~ £..ti and among them were two versions of the Laozi, 

(now referred to as Mawangdui "A" [MVv'DA] and "B" [MWDB]), where chapter ten of 

both held the variants'ofjian ~ ("to see, look at, inspect," MWDB) and Ian ~ ("indigo," 

MWDA) instead of 16m '1.166 The rationale for adopting the reading jian ~ as "mirror" 

was that jian ~ could also mean "to mirror; mirror" much like the variant jian ~~.167 

Thus, scholars realized that Duyvendak had in fact been right about reading fan ~ as jian 

~~ (~), or "mirror." At any rate, even though the phrase is no longer thought to mean 

"insight," modem translators like Harold Roth maintain that xuanjian !:Ii refers to the 

mind of an individuaL 168 

Adding the L610zi to the list of pre-Qin texts that contained the metaphor of the 

mirror, however, did not draw much scholarly attention at first. The single occurrence of 

the mirror metaphor in chapter ten was simply added to the list of other metaphors like 

the "un-carved block,~' the "mother," and "water," most of which appeared only briefly in 

the text but were developed in later commentaries like the Heshanggong, and thereby 

165 Rudolf G. Wagner translates Wang Bi's commentary on this line as "[For a ruler] to clean and wipe the 
perception of That-which-is-Dark and to be able to [keep it] without blemish-ah!" See Wagner 2003, 148-
149. The Xiang'er ~.tl ii ([The Dao] thinks of you) commentary, likely of the Celestial Masters sect of 
Daoism in the Hanzhong Valley (from the years 190 to 2 I 5) also has lan, but says "The human body 
reflects the image of heavyn and earth. Lan means 'expanse.' 'Flaws' are evil deeds, these things in which 
the Dao is not pleased. You should cleanse and purify your whole body and, in your actions, ensure that 
you do no evil." See Bokenkamp 1997,90. Cheng Xuanying also read fan differently, and proposed that it 
be understood as cJza ~ "discern; to examine." See Cheng Xuanying 1983, 332. 
166 Wagner 2003, 148. 
167 Axel Schuessler, ABC Etymological Dictionary oj Old Chinese (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 
2007), 305,343. 
168 Roth 1999, 151. 
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came to be associated with "mystical" practices. 169 Then Roth attempted to link the 

mirror metaphor and! other forms of "mystical" (and what he calls "biospiritual") 

practices found in the Laozi to another text called the Neiye, or "Inward Training.,,17o 

After an extended study and translation of this text, Roth argues that the Laozi contains 

several passages which nm parallel to many found in the Neiye but concludes that the 

latter text predates the' former. 

While it is lmdear how the mirror metaphor is used in the Laozi, Roth suggests 

that in chapter sixteen of the Neiye it is used to denote how people, if they are "aligned" 

and "tranquil," will come to mirror all things in "purity": 

Ifpeople can be aligned and tranquil, 
Their skin will be ample and smooth, 
Their eyes ,and ears will be acute and clear, 
Their muscles will be supple and their bones will be strong. 
They will then be able to hold up the Great Circle [of the heavens] 
And tread firmly over the Great Square [of the earth] 
They will mirror things with great purity. 
And will perceive things with great clarity ... 171 

Roth suggests that to "mirror things with great purity" is a "psychological" benefit of 

following such practices, whereas the first few lines of the passage deal with the physical 

benefits. 172 Of course, the Neiye, like the Laozi, does not really provide us with many 

details as to what ex:actly these practices are. Roth maintains that the text advocates 

generating and retaining "vital essence," or vital energy, and, more importantly, allowing 

169 Kahn 1991,10-12. 
170 Roth 1999, 144-153. 
171 Ibid .. 76-77. 
172 Ibid., 120. 
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this energy to move freely within the body. 173 That being said, in the context of the 

"sudden" and "gradual" positions of enlightenment in Demieville's article, Roth 

maintains that the Neiye does not specify whether the mind (or as he says, the "activity of 

the numinous cognition") is "developed" through such practices or is simply 

"discovered." 174 That is to say, "developed" here is analogous to "gradual" as 

"discovered" is to "sudden." However one might choose to interpret the mirror metaphor 

as it appears in the Laozi and the Neiye, it is possible that they inspired later usages of the 

metaphor, some of whlich found their way into the Huainanzi and possibly the Zhuangzi 

as well. 

The Huainanzi, another text discussed in Demieville's article, represents a 

different stage of dev€lopment in the use of the mirror metaphor. With the Laozi and the 

Neiye we can only speculate to what extent the author(s) were referring to the mind-or 

whether they were actually referring to the mind of the sage at all. The metaphor acquires 

different themes in the second-century BeE text Huainanzi, such as interacting with the 

common world and "uniting" with or leading other beings. These themes are not as 

developed in the Netye, at least insofar as governing or ruling over the masses is 

concerned. Generally speaking, the Huainanzi seems to be one of the first to use this 

metaphor of the mirr()r in a way which combines ideas of sagehood like how the sage 

interacts and responds (ying) with his surroundings. 

173 Ibid., I I I. 
174 Ibid., 15 I-52 
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The Hllainanzi is thought to have been collected by Liu An ~IJ ~ (7179-122), 

King of Huainan, sometime before 139 BCE. and was then presented to Emperor Wu Di (r. 

141-87 BCE) of the Han dynasty. 175 Here not only do sages refrain from being governed 

by emotions but, as Icings or officials, exercise mle over the masses, and mirror their 

movements on the Way (dao). Perhaps the best example comes from chapter one, called 

"Tracing Dao to its source," (Yuandaoxun ~:il!§JII), where the mirror is no longer simply 

a metaphor for the sage's mind but a way of describing the sum of his activity in 

responding to the common world: 

Hence, the person of great stature 176 .... He knows the lay and the 
boundaries of the various divisions and quadrants of the cosmos. How 
is this so? It is because he has his hands on the control handles of dao 
and rambles in the land of the inexhaustible. Hence there is nothing 
you can do about the world. You can only follow what is natural in 
pushing the myriad things ahead. There is no getting to the bottom of 
the changes they undergo. You can only grasp the essential destination 
and lead them here. It is because the mirror and water do not, in 
anticipation, equip themselves with cleverness, that the shapes they 
come into contact with cannot but show th~mselves as they are. 177 

In this case, the sage~king and his actions are not much different from the processes of 

the heavens, or tian 7E.. The important thing to remember here is that notions of the sage 

are now intimately linked with those of a benevolent "King" to a much greater degree 

175 Charles Le Blanc, "Huai nan tzu" in Early Chinese Texts: A Bibliographical Guide. Early China Special 
Monograph Series, ed. Mithael Loewe (Berkeley: The Society for the Study of Early China, Institute of 
East Asian Studies, University of California Berkeley, 1993), 189-190. 
176 A "dayi ;k).:," is likely an epithet for the sage, it also appears in the Daodejing 38. 
177 Roger T. Ames and D.<C. Lau, Yuan Dao: Tracing Dao to its sOllrce (New York: Ballantine Books, 
1998), 69-73. 
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than even the Laozi. !78 Generally speaking, it would seem that the early Han dynasty 

enjoyed an influx of new ideas, as scholars and statesmen attempted to compete for 

patronage. Individuals seeking to impress the court and the Emperor would align 

themselves with a particular text or set of texts. 179 As for the Hllainanzi, it may represent 

the attempt by Liu An, in preparation of the Emperor's visit to his court, to compile a text 

that would appear as a synthesis of the various forms of thought present in the early Han, 

and therefore be attractive to the Emperor. That is to say, ideas of how the sage accords 

with the Way in the Laozi and the Zhuangzi, astronomical schemes in the YinYang ~~~~ 

texts, and those of proper government found in Legalist thought (Fajia ¥!*) were 

blended together to form a type of syncretic type of statecraft where the sage-king's 

everyday life had to accord with the seasons; regulating one's dress, food, and other 

activities were a practice that not only symbolized the sage-king's acting in accordance 

with the heavens but was constitutive of his sincere concern in placating those unseen 

forces for peace, harmony, plentiful harvest, etc. ISO The ganying of the Huainanzi, then, 

is based more on the $age-king's communion with the heavens and the earth than a direct 

or personal response to his subjects. 

178 Though the mirror metaphor appears several times within the Hllainanzi, it is never used in a consistent 
way. For other examples df this, see Demieville 1987, 18-21. 
179 Robin D. S. Yates, Fiv~ Lost Classics: Tao. Huanglao. and Yin-Yang in Han China (New York: 
Ballantine Books, 1997), 8-10. 
180 John S. Major, Heaven and Earth in Early Han thollght: Chapters tlzree.jollr. and five a/the Hllainanzi 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1993), 1-11. 
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Buddhist Examples of the Mirror Metaphor 

Paul Demievilile in his "Le Mirrior Spirituel," or "Mirror of the Mind," seems to 

have been one of the first to trace how the metaphor of the mirror was used in a number 

of early Chinese sourres as well as later Indian Mahayana Buddhism. What he found was 

that the mirror did indeed serve as a metaphor for the mind in many cases, but usually 

each text that featured the mirror had its own understanding of what the mind was, and 

what needed to be d~me with it. That is to say, the metaphor, and hence the mind by 

extension, was conceived of in different ways between different texts. On the whole, 

however, Demieville's project sought to layout which sources (texts in China and in 

India) were forerunners of how this metaphor was later used in eighth-century China; in 

particular the poem written by Shenxiu *$3§: (606-706) and the response by Huineng. 

~~ (638-713) found in the Liuzu Tan jing I\*]jlfo.\~ (The Platform sutra of the sixth 

patriarch). 

In the two poems, cited below, Demieville sees the mirror as becoming not only a 

metaphor for the mind but a way in which Chinese and Indian thought sought to illustrate 

the nature of the enlightenment as either happening through "sudden" or "gradual" means. 

He defines "gradual" as more analytical, an approach which may involve a number of 

different methods (ethical and devotional endeavours, or meditative methods) to lead an 

individual to realization. 181 As for "sudden," it indicates that awakening, enlightenment, 

or realization occurs outside of "temporal conditions, causal or otherwise, without first 

181 Demieville 1987, 15. 
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having to engage in the practice of looking .. . at it.. . things are perceived 'all at once,' 

intuitively, unconditioinally, in a revolutionary manner.,,182 The first passage from the The 

Platform Satra represents the "gradual" position, and the second the "sudden" position: 

The body is the bodhi tree. 
The mind is like a bright minor's stand. 
At all times we must strive to polish it 
and must no! let dust collect. 

Bodhi originally has no tree. 
The mirror also has no stand. 
The buddha-nature is always clear and pure. 
Where is there room for dust? 183 

Demieville's investigation, however, seems to suggest that The Platform Siltra was not 

only drawing on a well known metaphor in both Buddhistl84 and native Chinese texts, but 

also serving as a final response to the debate over "sudden" and "gradual" enlightenment, 

which could be traced back to the Zhuangzi, Xunzi 1U.:r-,185 and Huainanzi. Therefore, he 

considered these two poems to represent the two "extremes" between which other early 

discussions on the nab-lre of the mind would fall. 186 Alex Wayman, on the other hand, 

sees both poems as being very much in tine with Indian Buddhist works that predate the 

182 Ibid. 
183 For further details, see Philip B. Yampolsky, The Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch: The Text of the 
Tun-huang Manuscript wiih Translation, Introduction, and Notes (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1967), 130-132. Translation take from the John McRae, Encyclopedia of Buddhism, s. v. "Platform So.tra of 
the Sixth Patriarch (Liuzu Tan Jing)" (New York: Macmillan Reference USA, 2004), 655. 
184 For examples of a few salient examples of the mirror metaphor among Indian Buddhist texts, see 
Demieville 1987, 13-17. 
185 The Xunzi is another pre-Han text which Demieville identifies as containing a mirror-like metaphor, 
though here there is more emphasis on how the sage's mind or temperament should be like clear water; if 
the mind is still and unmoved (like a barrel of untouched water) then the "impurities," such as emotion, will 
settle to the bottom. Ibid., 21. 
186 Ibid., 16. 
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The Platfonn Satra, and concludes that Huineng's poem follows directly from the Indian 

Prajfitiptimmitti literature. 18
? 

There are, in fact, a great many texts in Buddhist literature which feature the 

mirror metaphor. Wayman has surveyed a number of these examples, and concluded that 

the mirror (or mirroring effect) was used to emphasize whatever point a particular 

Buddhist text or school of thought might be trying to make or argue. Usually this 

involved extensive debates on the nature of the mind, especially in Yogadira 

Buddhism. 188 Another major dispute in Buddhism which often involved the mirror 

metaphor was the question of what transferred from one rebirth to the next. 189 That is to 

say, the mystery of how a person is able to see their perfect reflection within a mirror is 

equated to the mystery of rebirth itself (and the theory of transmigration); that the 

person's reflection in the mirror does not come into being through discursive (or 

intentional) thought, and should not be thought of as a direct form of "transfer" from one 

place to another. 

Though Wayman cites many different examples of how the mirror was used in 

philosophical, Tantric, and ritualistic settings under the rubric of Buddhism, there is one 

which he does not mention: the "Awakening of Faith" (Qixinlun ~ 1~ ~). This is 

probably because scholars have for some time suspected that the text originated outside 

IS7 Wayman 1974,262. 
188 Ibid., 255-256. 
189 Ibid., 258. 
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of India, possibly within China. 190 Even so, the Qixinlun had a profound effect upon 

various traditions of East Asian Buddhism, such as Huayan Jfiffi, Chan f~9! and Jingtu ~.)i-

±.191 Regardless of where the Awakening of Faith originated from, it contains a good 

example of how the mirror served as a metaphor for the Buddha's response to sentient 

beings: 

First, [the essence of enlightenment is like] a mirror which is really 
empty [of images]. It is free from all marks of objects of the mind 
and it has nothing to reveal in itself, for it does not reflect any 
images .... And none of the defiled things are able to defile it,192 for 
the essence of wisdom .. .is unaffected [by defilements], being 
furnished with an unsoiled quality and influencing all sentient 
beings ... 
-1lf ~n .. ~ 1~L it ~it - t)} ~d:j[; JT-;f§ 0 ~~! PI IJt ~ ~ ft!ffi ~ irJc .. X 
-~~~!m/F~~~o ~H/Fjj]o ~)E~¥}f,\t~;~~i!iy:.193 

For our purposes here, the most important aspect of the Qixinlun is how the mirror 

metaphor differs from many examples found in Wayman's article above: for although the 

discussion is still very much on the pure and unsoiled nature of "enlightenment," it 

nonetheless mentions how this enlightened being in fact influences other less than perfect 

beings-a theme which later appears in Cheng Xuanying's commentary. 

As for Sengzhao, however, we find that he was perhaps one of the first to 

incorporate thought ftom the Laozi, Zhuangzi, and Madhyamaka Buddhism in his own 

190 For a discussion of the many problems in dating the Qixuilln, see Hakeda (1967,5-9) and Sharf (2002, 
311, n. 85) 
191 Ibid., 11. 
192 This implies that these beings cannot defile the "mirror" even if they are impure. As we will see below, 
often Cheng Xuanying describes the sage in a somewhat similar way; as one who ret1ects all that comes 
before it (like the mirror) out is not swayed by common emotions or worldly attachments. For a few 
examples of how Cheng makes it clear that the sage lacks emotions, see Guo 1961, 11, 74, 221,232, 282, 
309, 421, 426, 446. 
193 Words in italics are my own. Translation by Hakeda 1967,42, T 32,1666, 576c. 
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writings. His seminal work, the "Treatises of Zhao," (Zhaolun), seems to contain many of 

the same elements of native Chinese and Madhyamaka Buddhist thought to be found in 

Cheng Xuanying's commentary to the Laozi and the Zhuangzi. Of course, here the 

Buddhist influence is far more obvious than in Cheng Xuanying, but allegedly the Daoist 

flavour of his writings are explained by the fact that Sengzhao was first interested in the 

Laozi and the Zhuangzi before reading the Vimalakfrtinirdda, and thereafter decided to 

focus his attention on Buddhist writings. 194 Overall, we can still detect the classic notions 

of the sage typical of ~he Laozi, Zhuangzi, and Huainanzi in his writings: 

Therefore the sage empties his mind, and the real is illuminated 
[therein]. Ftom morning to evening [he is] alw?s and yet never 
cognizant. He dims his radiance, covers his light,19 and yet the mind 
is empty and the mirror is dark. [For he] conceals his wisdom, hides 
his intelligence, and yet he alone is aware of what goes on beneath the 
surface (of things). (In the mirror of her mind) Prajfia reflects what is 
totally concealed (from our eyes), yet does so without cognition (of 
objects). The spirit possesses [the ability] to respond to [our] needs, 
and yet [his action] lacks deliberation. Therefore he alone rules 
through the world [systems]. .. A.lthough his spirit [resides in other] 
world [systems], from morning to evening [he is present] throughout 

d 196 the Ian ... 
~ 12)JV~Am~I~\ ffij.~~ 0 ~ A ~pffij *1f~p·tBo i5!(~g~,:U;$E1j[; ° 
ml~\R~o M1§'~~~o ffijJ;1t~~~~o ?!'U!rj1§'1fg~z~o ffij 
M.~P~ ° *rf!1f JJ!~zffl ° ffij M.lt~ ° *rf!M.rl,o i5!(~g~IJ1~tEt* ... 
, lit 5!i:i: +l-t-.:3:. ~ R .k:;\7 rh 1 97 
f1'!:I:!l± 1..!:!..7C<... j\\~ J..~ T . 

.. . The sage's role in the world ... He guides without leading forward 
and when he feels (himself needed) he responds like the echo in a deep 

11 l'k th· . 1 . 198 va ey, I e I e Image III a c ear mIrror. 

194 Liebenthal 1968,6. 
195 This phrase can be traced back to Daodejing 56. 
196 Italicized words my own translation, following Liebenthal. See Ibid., 67-68. 
197 T 45, 1858, 158a-b. 
198 Liebenthal 1968, 113, 
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In both sections the perfected being in question here is in fact the "sage" proper, or 

shengren, though with Buddhist overtones-such as his ability to mle and move through 

world systems. The mirror is used to emphasize slightly different attributes of the sage, 

such as how he actually conceals his mind, wisdom (zhi ~), and intelligence (cong ~~) 

from the world. Be that as it may, it is clear that the sage here is continually present and 

"has the ability to respond" to the needs of other beings, as seen in the second section 

above. As we will see, the ability to respond to beings regardless of the absence of 

cognition is a theme in which Cheng Xuanying took a great interest, and is found in most 

situations where Chemg discusses the sage at length (see below). Overall, as we begin to 

explore Cheng's conaeption of the sage, we will find that he shared many of the same 

ideas and concerns over the nature and function of the sage's mind as found in the 

Zhaolun. Further research, however, will have to decide whether we can say for sure that 

Chongxuan thinkers like Cheng Xuanying were intimately familiar with Sengzhao's 

writings. 

The Mirror Metaphor in the Zhuangzi and the Commentary of Cheng Xuanying 

The Zhuangzi, however, is somewhat more interesting because-as we witnessed 

in chapter two-Cheng Xuanying approaches the text with several considerations in mind, 

one of which requires him to see the entire text as the work of Zhuang Zhou himself. 

Once again, this requires him to deal with the composite state of the Zhuangzi and find 

199 T 45, 1858, 158b. 
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some way to unify the multiple philosophical and religious ideas therein. As we have 

shown in chapter two, it is not unusual to find very different descriptions of the sage in 

the Zhuangzi itself.2oo In the context of the mirror metaphor, however, there are two cases 

where the metaphor appears within stories that express a critique of conventional societal 

norms. After surveyiIlig the use of the mirror metaphor in the Zhuangzi, ][ will show how 

Cheng chooses to interpret these passages. Cheng chooses to see the mirror as a metaphor 

for how the sage should properly interact with the world and other beings; responding to 

the needs of other beings and leading them to completion. As we will see, the way the 

Zhuangzi uses the metaphor in these cases sets it apart from most of the literature we 

have examined thus far, and in many ways sets itself far from the concerns of Cheng 

Xuanying's commentarial project as well. 

At the beginning of chapter five of the Zhuangzi, titled "The signs of fullness of 

power," (Dechongfu 1!JE::f<f) we find that the mirror is again a metaphor for the tranquil 

mind of the ideal indi~ridual. In the first story, a disciple asks Confucius about his opinion 

of a teacher named Wang Tai .:E.!.§~ (who has lost his foot, indicating that he committed 

some offense and waspunished),201 who has a very different approach to sagehood: 

His. concern is for himself, he uses his wits to discover his own [mind], 
his [mind] to discover the unchanging [mind] beyond it. Why should 
others congregate around him? ... [Because] none of us finds his [own] 
mirror in flowing water, we find it in still water. Only [that which is] 
still can stop those who stopped there [to see themselves within 

200 As I outlined in chapter two, there is no scholarly consenslIs as yet on when the Zhllang;:.i was compiled. 
Thus, my choice to discuss the Zhllang::i after "earlier" textual examples of the mirror metaphor is simply 
because (l) we have no way of knowing for sure when the text was compiled and (2) the miITor metaphor
simile is far more developed. 
201 Graham 2001, 76. 
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it] .... as for others, they may then follow him, but why would he want 
to make others his business? 202 

We may better undetstand what the "mirror" stands for in this story if we look at the 

second story from the Dechongfu. Here we find that one student, by insisting on the 

social privileges of his title (as Prime Minister), manages to offend another student, 

named Shen Tujia $~li, because the former insists that they not be seen coming <hid 

going together (because Shen is also missing a foot like Wang Tai in the first story 

above). In response Shen says: 

If your mirror is bright the dust will not settle, if the dust settles it's 
that your mirror isn't bright. Keep compan~ long enough with a man 
of worth and there will be no crime in you.2 

3 

The point of the story is that if the mirror, or mind in this case, is "bright'" (ming I3Jj) then 

the Prime Minister would be able to reflect or mirror the master's teaching (or the 

master's mind). In bdth stories, the mirror seems to serve as a metaphor for the master-

disciple relationship.204 The first story seems to suggest that the reason people crowd 

around sages is that ~hey are drawn to them for the same reason they are drawn to see 

themselves in still water and not nIshing water; only in still water can one see one's own 

reflection. This of coUrse brings to mind ideas of equanimity, tranquility, and stillness: 

ideal conceptions of a sage's mind. Nonetheless, the second story goes further and 

suggests that even those in the company of sages are not guaranteed results if they persist 

in holding onto worldly things like personal titles. In this story we also get the impression 

202 Bracketed words are m;y own, but the translation follows Graham (2001, 77) and Demieville (1987, 18). 
203 Graham 200 I, 77. 
204 This usage of the mirror metaphor appears to be unique to the Zhllangzi; as I have not found a similar 
case or example in any other text. 
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that the one who has truly committed the "crime" is the Prime Minister, by reminding the 

other student of customs and conventions of the world which interrupt his equanimity. 

In both episodes we find characters that are called sages but have lost a foot (or 

possibly both feet), which seems to suggest that they had committed some crime or 

offence and were maimed as punishment. Though their bodily form has been maimed, 

their virtue (de ~.w) remains whole. This seems to be a narrative scheme in the stories 

from chapter five of the Zhuangzi, suggesting that the sage is supposed to be independent 

of all that occurs outside of him, including society. Thus, even maimed figures can 

become sages of such potency that other individuals begin to follow them, regardless of 

the fact that the followers know their master was punished and shunned by society. 

Ironically, even Confucius-as an icon of societal norms and values-is made a 

mouthpiece for this narrative scheme when, in the first story from chapter five, he admits 

that he would have gone to study under Wang Tai if he hadn't squandered his time. In 

this way, though these stories feature the mirror as representing the mind of an ideal 

individual (or how if one is in the company of sage they may eventually "mirror" the 

qualities of a sage) tney are nonetheless part of a larger critique of conventional social 

customs. 

Nevertheless, the Zhuangzi contains other examples of the mirror metaphor, one 

of which, found in chapter seven, called "Responding to Emperors and Kings," 
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(Yingdiwang L~'"i% £).,205 presents the basic model that Cheng Xuanying follows in his 

own commentary. Here the more radical ideas of how the sage should separate the self 

from societal norms :md conventions/re less obvious, and Cheng subsequently exploits 

the ambiguity for his own ends: 

Zhuangzi 
Thoroughly embody unendingness and wander III nonbeginning. 
Thoroughly experience what you receive from heaven but do not 
reveal what you attain. Just be empty, that's all. The mind of the 
[utmost] mam functions like a mirror. It neither sends off nor welcomes; 
it responds but does not retain. Therefore, he can triumph over things 
without injury?06 

Commentary 
Now [like] a mirror hung in a high place, beings approach and are thus 
reflected [within]. The utmost person is void [like a mirror] and [then] 
responds, thils is also the meaning [here] ... Beings come and go but the 
mirror does not welcome them or send them off. Those who approach 
are reflected, and will not be hidden or concealed, [yet] the wisdom of 
the sage itse]f is void and concentrated; neither dark nor bright. [When] 
things cause stimuli, there is thus a response, but the response does not 
involve the mind, for nothing is escorted away or welcomed back. So 
how could there be any emotion in the hidden and obscure [nature of 
the sage]? 
xffffi*~~~, 4m*1JTfff{, ~AmJJ!, ~~~J'?~ ... x4m1f,**ffij*l~i9! 
":~ TIt .;..tL. Elp EP.:5 ,1'1. X r?"'- "* ",. )(-M; ltJ::t ~I:J r-f§-,.,7 1m: Iblt , x ,WE iJ.mt JW(; itJ:;: J1ll;; rm; X ~ , ;;r..:.--s ~ J)~' !..I6\/("I"'I~JJ~. ~J"<J~.:r:a 13 )l:iJI{~J(, J\\\~/I'f'EaJ, 1~JJD~/ylJ}~, IA~/I' 
r , r ' , 8rr: 1m: L[q 'Cp b!d "* ,t3=: T:~ [(~ 8ft: ±D. , 207 IV>JL;, "'JU,,,,Jl>j"~, E"F,J F.I)J ... I'.;;:..EE.P.xr. 

The phrase pi xuanji11lg gao tang W!@*~~~, "like a mirror hung in a high place," (or in 

other cases simply yuan jing !~~, "a hung mirror") seems to have originated in Buddhist 

205 A.C. Graham suggests that it was the "Syncretist" editors of the second century BeE that likely compiled 
the Zllllang;:,i into its present form, and were likely responsible for the compilation of episodes found in the 
seventh chapter, "Responding to Emperors and Kings." See Graham 200 I, 94. Within this chapter we find 
many of the same themes taken up in the Huainanzi above, where the potency of the sage is no longer 
simply measured by his ability to model himself on the Dao, refine the vital energies, or retire from society, 
but how he is able to use what he has perfected in himself for proper rule or leading the masses. 
206 Bracketed words my own. Translation by Mair 1998, 71. 
207 Guo 1961, 309. 
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texts.:W8 It occurs at least eight times in Cheng's commentary.209 I have been unable to 

locate it anywhere else in the Daoist Canon (Daozang jQjf~), although there are a number 

of variant examples of this phrase among many commentaries and texts scattered 

throughout the Buddhist Canon. Perhaps the earliest is the Hongming ji ~L. EA ~ (Record 

to Spread and Clarify [Buddhism]) by Sengyou 1~1b (445-518).210 A commentary on the 

Mahiiparinirviina-slUm ("Sutra of the Great Decease," Da banniepan jing A%t~~~~~) 

attributed to Zhiyi's W~~ (538-597) principal disciple Guanding 11J~ (561- 632) also 

has the phrase "like Ii mirror hung in a high place.,,211 It also appears in the Zhonglun 

xllshu 9=' ~ili ff. iF:i1E, "Commentary to the preface of the Madhyamakasastra," by Jizang 

(549-623). Here we find that Jizang is also interested in playing upon the impartial nature 

of the mirror: "a mirror hung in a high place [may] serve as an analogy; although images 

come and go the mirror does not produce or extinguish them," ~1~~~~~ 0 1~!i!f£,* 

*1-JUW/::I::j~.212 In addition, one Buddhist contemporary of Cheng Xuarlying to use this 

phrase was Daoxuan.213 

It would seem that many later Buddhist commentators would continue to use this 

term. For example, a commentary on the AvatafJ7saka SiUra ("Flower Adornment Sutra,") 

called the Dafanggllang fo huayan jing shu :k7J rIH5IIF' JijU~iE)it attributed to Chengguan 

208 There do not seem to be any cases where variant characters for "mirror" are used, including xuanjian 

gao !MH\faI~ andxltanjian gao !lSf:~~. 
1090UO 1961,32,88,232,309,407,413,541, 1094. 
210 [H&:TrIT"'Ff!lSf:i~~¥:o itILl-ti7iIFr,~;[25H~JtT$IL T52,2102,42b. 
211 ~n~i~~~o T 38,1765, lib. 
212 T 42. 1824, 17c. 

213 !lSf:itJ~~-'~~Ufo T 52,2103, 331a. 
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Hlfm (738-839 CE) says "and still [like] a mirror hung in a high place, the myriad images 

are thus reflected," 0~!~ ~ ~ ~9:;~ 1* /EtrT ~I. 214 Another commentary collected on the 

Avataf!7saka Siitra (also attributed to Chengguan) called the Dafanggllang fo huayan jing 

suishou yanyi chao )::1Jrjf1~·$~~&~~jj;Jif.1~~t) says "The mirror is hung in a high 

place, then with no-mind the void illuminates; and the myriad images are therefore 

reflected [within] because [it does not] choose between the beautiful and ugly," ~~~ 

reflects or illuminates all that come before it because it operates in a state of wuxin, 

which again means "no-mind," or "without mind," much like the sage does in Cheng's 

analysis above (and below). 216 Overall, it is unclear whether Cheng was directly 

borrowing a common phrase from Buddhist commentators who came before his time 

(like Sengyou, Guan<iling, and Jizang) or simply using a common phrase that was in 

vogue during the mid-seventh century. One the whole, however, it seems likely ~at it 

was originally a Buddhist phrase. 

In many other cases where we find Cheng using this metaphor he is usually trying 

to emphasize three other important attributes of the sage: (1) The nature of the sage that 

may seem similar to a monarch or king, (2) how this sage or sage-king operates through 

wuxin or "no-mind" and (3) how no-mind contributes to the sage's impartial response to 

2141~!Ml~5~1~]iUTI;1~Jfml¥tto T 35,1735, 637a. 
215 piH~i$~t!IJ,~JL,\tif.:Jmo t~;f*JlJftl¥ttfllj+{*Mf!lffit!£o T 36,1736, 291b. 
216 A very similar passage is repeated in the Zongjinglu :;T~$ta;~, or "Record of the Mirror of Orthodoxy;' 
by Yanshou §!;i of the Song :.t-: dynasty (960-1279): "Just like a mirror hung in a high place, with no 
mind the void illuminates, and the myriad images are thus retlected. [It does] not choose between the 
beautiful and ugly," 9nf~~~~i5'i1tM.JL,\J,l\tJmI~;f~}tJiJl¥tt+fi'1m9ffio T 48,2016, 909b. 
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the needs of other beings. In this way, by combining the notion of a king to one who 

operates through no-mind the metaphor of the mirror is expanded, and comes to 

encompass not only how the sage-king might interact with disciples but ultimately with 

the world as a whole. Returning to the story of the Gu she shenren from chapter one we 

find 

Zhuangzi 
The age has an incessant urge towards misrule, who are these people 
so eager to make the business of the empire their own? 217 

Commentary 
... The masses are divided and chaotic, therefore [we] must seek a 
great sage monarch to oversee pacification [of the world]. [He must be 
like] an empty [undirected] boat218 or hanging mirror; responding and 
[receiving] stimuli [through] no-mind. Therefore the Laozi says: "act 
without acting, serve without concern for affairs." And again: "When 
someone wants to take control of the world, he must always be 
unconcerned. with affairs. For in a case where he's concerned with 
affairs, he'll be unworthy, as wen, of taking control of the world . 
. .. 1f~~t£~L,. r5jV1<A~:B~3<m. rmmf,t~tJt L!~~J~', ~~~% 
!.ffl1t 150 f:W ~ In c'7 I' I J'!=f 7-<."ffi 1l~ 1~ A~ ffi +J-r ~.:z. - 7-<. m .>p, ffi m ""ffi" \I 
~ t- S, JI,:r: is lEE. -:.r, ~~~~, 1?\~'I~J:!tj~. P)l~ J "A ~/\\\-w:g, ~;\\\~ • ....x..... 

~li\~r1ltl2J,~~, &~:ff~/G'@'l2J,ItX~r m.219 

At first glance, Cheng's lament is somewhat unusual, for other than the "chaotic" nature 

of the masses his following commentary is not entirely congruent with the passage in 

question from the Zhuangzi. Of course, one might be persuaded to say that Cheng's ideas 

of the sage-king were congruent with traditional ideas of proper Kingship (in addition to 

how the mirror metaphor is used) in the Huainanzi, and to certain extent the Laozi. 

117 Graham 2001, 46. 
218 The "empty boat" appears later as a simile for how the Sage interacts with the masses again, though here 
it stands as an example of how the sage tloats adrift and simply "'follows along with the masses;' *JII~.ftf 
~E. See Guo 1961,767. 
119 Ibid., 32. Quotations of the Daodejing taken from Henricks 1989, 17,32. 
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Moreover, by including two substantial quotations from the Laozi (Lao' d) in the above 

passage-not to mention numerous quotations from that classic throughout his entire 

commentary to the Zhllangzi-we might be tempted to label him as one of many 

intellectuals who inherited ideas of the sage-king from classical Chinese thought. 

Be that as it may, can we so easily pass over the presence of lengthy quotations 

from the Laozi, and the conflation of "sage" and "king" into one ideal individual?22o In 

their introduction to Yuan Dao: Tracing Dao to its Source, a translation of chapter one of 

the Huainanzi, Roger T. Ames and D.C. Lau identify "syncretic" thought as a "a way of 

thinking and living that came, and continues, to be characteristically 'Chinese.',,221 That 

being said, as we discussed in the introduction, simply labelling a thinker or text as 

"syncretic" does not excuse us from trying to relate the text to its historical setting. It 

seems to me that Chemg's choice to invoke the Laozi is not so random as one might think. 

As I have tried to sh(])w in chapter one above, the historical circumstances surrounding 

the Buddhist and Daoist debates of the seventh century require us to be more sceptical 

when dealing with Cheng Xuanying's commentary. Friederike Assandri reminds us that 

we need to ask whether the political implications of Chongxuan commentaries reflect 

many of the issues specific to presenting and defending texts in debate.222 If Cheng was 

attempting such a feat, then his argument would have benefited substantially from 

including two somewhat related quotations on "sage-monarch" governing from the Laozi. 

220 Cheng later uses the same epithet of s/zenjwI :Jg~ for other mythical leaders like Huangdi ~1i7. Yao ti 
and Yu f.l'ij. See Guo 1961.32.140.243.616. 
221 Lau and Ames 1998.3. 
222 Assandri 2005, 434-435. 
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Again, this is because the Lewzi was one of the only texts which could be traced through 

the historical records Gand was therefore considered legitimate)?23 In addition, we should 

remember that the Li family, the Tang mIers, traced their family name back to Laozi 

himself, the putative author of the book that bears his name.224 And if the Tang mling 

family claimed to be descendant from Laozi, then quoting extensively from his book, the 

Laozi, would have been in Cheng's best interests if he wished to be favoured in the 

debates. And again, what were the ultimate goals of these debates? What could be gained 

from emphasizing the Zhuangzi' s potential for providing a classical Chinese conception 

of proper government? What would have been the advantage of reading the Zhuangzi in 

such a way, and make it seem as if the ideals of the classical Daoist sage and those of a 

king are moulded into one ideal? As Assandri points out, the reason may be related to the 

fact that those who participated in the court debates could not hope to win patronage by 

way of argumentation alone; in the end their ideology, whether Buddhist or Daoist, had to 

be attractive to those who were looking for useful tools for governing (which most likely 

would have been the Emperor himself). That is to say, any ideology which hoped to 

attract royal patronage had to reify and reinforce the political aspirations of the Emperor 

and his state.225 

223 Ibid., 435. 
224 Benn 1977, 14-20. 
225 Assandri says "a religious community in return had to offer ideological tools for governing and, 
additionally, possibly divine sources of legitimation and had to assure the good wi!! of the gods or 
supernatural powers to help the King in his endeavors. See Ibid., 433. 
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The second idea we find Cheng using in conjunction with the mirror metaphor in 

the above passages is that of "no-mind.,,226 The first thing we will examine here is how 

he uses it to expand on the theme of the sage's impartiality, a critical attribute of the sage 

found in the Zhllangzi itsele27 The sage, like a mirror, is impartial to whoever might 

approach, and thus Cheng says "Beings come and go but the mirror does not welcome 

them or send them Ciff, ,,228 and this theme is repeated throughout his commentary. At 

times his thoughts on various subjects may seem to have little to do with whatever 

passage from the Zhuangzi he might be commenting on, but in the following case from 

the "Qiwulun," chapter two of the Zhuangzi, it is not so difficult to understand his logic; 

for impartiality requires that there be no room for emotion: 

Zhuangzi 
To have achieved this understanding but not be conscious of why it is 
so is called "The way." 229 

Commentary 
Now the utmost person has no-mind, upon [receiving] stimuli he thus 
responds, for example, like the clear mirror, like the empty valley,230 
abiding by the myriad beings, through the shapes and sounds of the 
common masses, not knowing why it is so, not knowing that which 
responds. So how could [such a one] possess emotion in being good or 
wicked, or be related to what is beneficial and harmful? ... This may 
be called the self-so of the Way. 

226 It seems as though this term originated in the Zlzuangzi as well. See Zhuangzi Yinde 1956: 29/12/6 and 
Sharf 2002, 176. 
227 Chapter six, titled "Dazongzhi," or "The Great ancestral teacher," contains one of the more developed 
sections on this theme in the Zhuangzi. For a full translation of this, see Watson 1968, 77-80. 
228 Guo 1961,309. 
229 Mair 1998, 16. 
230 This would seem to be an allusion to Laozi 15: "Those of old who were good at forging their way (dao) 
in the world ... so vast and vacant, like a mountain gorge." See Ames and Hall 2003, 97-98. 
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The line in question from the Zhllangzi itself describes the ideal nature of one who has 

attained the Way; one that does not in fact know it to be "The Way." In this sense, we can 

see why Cheng would utilize the metaphor of the mirror, for it gives him a chance to re-

emphasize the sage's impartial reception of stimuli (gan ~) and subsequent (impartial) 

response (ying iJ!). Being impartial also means the sage is unaffected by emotions-a 

theme we see repeatedly in Cheng's commentary?32 Thus Cheng's conception of the sage 

here is very much in line with classic ideas of the sage-king of the Huainanzi who is not 

governed by (or who lacks) emotions, and yet continues to commune with the world 

through stimulus-response (ganying). 233 

In other sections of his commentary where the mirror appears, Cheng may not 

always speak of the sage having "no-mind" but perhaps of his ability to "forget." We 

have seen this already in one of the above quotations: "abiding by the myriad 

beings ... [and] not knowing that which responds.,,234 While he does not use the theme 

consistently when describing the sage in general, for him it does seem to be an important 

way in which he wishes to use the mirror metaphor. At one point he mentions how, like 

the mirror, the sage even forgets how he is able to "reflect" or "illuminate" other beings 

when he encounters them: 

231 Guo 1961,73. 
232 For example, see Ibid, 11,74,221,232,282,309,421,426,446. 
233 Sharf 2002, 92-93. 
2.14 For other examples, see Guo 1961, 78, 98, 230, 546, 867. 
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Again, like hanging a mirror in a high place; where beings come and 
are thus reflected. [As for] understanding how to reflect, one does not 
know whence it originates. This may be called 'already [being able to] 
reflect and yet having forgotten [how]'; [one who 1 has forgotten is 
then able to reflect. 235 
\7 ~~.~ 5>"" ~ ~ Mn 'mlt!: IlH A~ IlH Z' !5iJ ~ {en i=t" Fir:;: I I I;.n- nT '~EE B n IlH rr;:;-c: 
.A A ~tf:!~ili3% raJ :~~, 1'~J ~~II\\'. f-jt;:.J\\'\ S, /1' 7\H ~I/ I I:t1 /K., JJJ rlFJ [:.il~ H\,' IIIJ JD', 

·crr;:;r fcl~ IlH -·IL "/:1 236 
J~' IIIJ rJ!:::.~,,,-a 1L1~. 

The idea of sages "forgetting," wang ~, can be traced back to the Zhuangzi itself.237 On 

the other hand, the last line which reads "This may be called 'already [being able to] 

reflect and yet forgotten [how]'; [one who] has forgotten is then able to reflect," may in 

fact be an awkward gloss on "double forgetting" (jianwang *t~). This term can also be 

traced to the Zhuangzi,238 but when used by Chongxuan thinkers it often carries with it 

Chinese understandings of Madhyamaka thought, where the first stage of "forgetting" 

involves detachment from being, and the second as detachment from nonbeing.239 In this 

case, the sage first forgets how to reflect (and becomes detached from being/interacting 

with the common world), and then forgets that he is in fact "reflecting" at all, and yet 

continues to act. In this way, we are to understand that "double forgetting" comes to 

include more than simply forgetting self and others, as it does in the Zhuangzi. 

235 What exactly Cheng means by "reflect" or "illumination" is unclear. I do believe, however, it has 
something do with the salvific qualities of the sage's response to stimulus from other Beings, which I will 
discuss in chapter four. 
236 Ibid., 88. 
237 Zhuangzi Yinde 1956, 7/2/92. 
238 Ibid., 37/14110-11. 
239 Sharf 2002, 66. 
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Conclusion 

What are we to make of Cheng's generous use of the term "no-mind," and does it 

bring any other Buddh.ist connotations with it to his larger project of using the mirror as a 

metaphor of the sage? He goes on to use the term "no-mind" alongside the mirror at least 

four more times,24o but generally the term "no-mind" appears repeatedly throughout his 

entire commentary. In one case he takes the well known saying from chapter seven of the 

Zhuangzi: "The Utmost person uses his mind like a mirror ~ A z. m JL,\ * ~~ ," and 

rephrases it as "The sage, without mind, is like a mirror ¥.A1WiJL,\*~t.,,241 Once again, 

we are faced with the question of whether it is really permissible to say that Cheng is 

quite aware that he is utilizing a more "Buddhist" or "Daoist" interpretation of no-mind. 

It is clear that questions concerning the nature of no-mind dominated Buddhist 

intellectual discourse throughout the sixth, seventh, and eighth centuries.242 That being 

said, were Cheng Xuanying and the Chongxuan Daoists able to differentiate between 

Buddhist discourse on the term and how the term was used in the Zhuangzi? It seems 

unlikely, primarily because a Daoist like Cheng would have had to be able to differentiate 

between the two, and be aware of the fact that the term no-mind had appropriated 

Buddhist connotations after being used extensively in early translations of Buddhist 

literature. 

240 Guo 1961, 145,385,412,464. 
241 Ibid, 385. 
242 Sharf 2002, 175-176. 
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"Salvation" in Chen£!: Xuanying's Conception of the Sage 

Introduction 

This chapter will explore how Mahayana Buddhist ideas of universal salvation 

came to be an important element in both Chinese Buddhist and Lingbao Daoist literature. 

First, I will introduce a few seminal examples from Buddhist literature which feature the 

bodhisattva or Buddha(s) aiding other beings. Second, I will examine how the idea of 

salvation is used in the early Lingbao Daoist scriptures. Then I will examine one of the 

more important Lingbao texts, the "Scripture of Salvation" (Lingbao duren jing), and 

selections from a commentary written on this text that is also attributed to Cheng 

Xuanying. 

The goal of this chapter is to not dwell upon the implications of the court debates 

and to speculate whe:re and when Cheng may have "pilfered" ideas of salvation from his 

Buddhist adversaries or their literature. As I discussed in chapter one, the political and 

institutional concerns, of the Buddhist and Daoist debates put severe restrictions on what 

texts were allowed t6 be presented in debate (see chapter one), where only legitimate 

texts (Laozi, Zhuangzi, Benji jing, and the Shengxuan jing) were allowed. The fact that 

certain texts were considered legitimate and others illegitimate, however, makes Cheng's 

commentary to the Lingbao durenjing (which, as far as we know, was an illegitimate text 

according to the court) all the more interesting. It is interesting insofar as the existence of 

the text allows us to discuss how Cheng took an interest in texts not sanctioned in the 

debates, texts which were a part of the larger Daoist tradition. 
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What are the implications of being able to consider Cheng a "Daoist" of his day, 

one that was interested in Daoist literature not used in the debates? If we have proof that 

Cheng was well acquainted with such literature, then perhaps we can speak of a Lingbao 

Daoist influence in Cheng's conception of the sage rather than a strictly Buddhist one. 

For in the Lingbao duren jing, for example, salvation is not brought by the sages, 

bodhisattvas, or Buddhas, but the celestial deities and beings of the Daoist heavens. That 

is to say, it is possible that notions of salvation in Cheng's commentary to the Zhuangzi 

have more to do with his profession as a Daoist cleric than his involvement with 

Buddhists in the court debates. By exposing the extent to which ideas of "'salvation" were 

as much a part of the Daoist tradition (with the Lingbao scriptures in particular) as the 

Buddhist tradition before the Tang dynasty, I hope to suggest that Cheng Xuanying's use 

of the concept of salivation in his commentary to the Zhuangzi may not have been 

inappropriate or uncommon for his time. Moreover, that all of his ideas pertaining to the 

subject of salvation cannot be explainedl away as a mere consequence of him being 

exposed to "Buddhist thought" and subsequently appropriating ideas from Buddhism for 

his own uses. In other words, if ideas on salvation were already an integral part of the 

Daoist tradition by the Tang dynasty, then it seems right to explore where Cheng fits 

within that tradition. 
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The Bodhisattva Ideal in China 

Generally speaking, Chinese Buddhist texts do not display a uniform or consistent 

definition of what the bodhisattva path encompasses. The Buddhist scholar Lewis 

Lancaster points out that from the earliest translations of Buddhist literature into Chinese 

in the second and thit'd centuries the term "bodhisattva" was used primarily as a title or 

epithet for the Buddha himself. 243 In attempting to establish a bodhisattva typology, 

another Buddhist scholar, Jan YUn-hua noted that the Buddhist canon contains many 

different types of bodhisattva literature. Many early texts, for example, were interested in 

discussing philosophical problems, such as why a bodhisattva mayor may not pass into 

extinction after achieving realization.244 In general, however, Jan identifies three types of 

bodhisattva literature. (1) Literature which told the Birth-stories (jatakas) of the Buddha's 

past lives, (2) precepts, cultivation practices and vows for the attainment of 

bodhisattvahood and (3) manifestations of the bodhisattvas, in particular those cases 

where they respond to beings in need. 245 

As I discussed in chapter three, Cheng's conception of the sage is similar to that 

of Buddha(s) or Bodhisattvas insofar as they respond to the needs of beings. The ability 

to respond is, of course, a required attribute of Jan's third group above. Here the 

bodhisattva responds by displaying compassion and willingness to save all sentient 

243 Lewis R. Lancaster, "The Bodhisattva Concept: A Study of the Chinese Buddhist Canon" in The 
Bodhisattva Doctrine in Buddhism, ed. Leslie S. Kawamura (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 
1978), 153. 
2.J4Ylin_hua Jan, "The Bodhisattva Idea in Chinese Literature: Typology and Significance" in The 
Bodhisattva Doctrine in Buddhism, ed. Leslie S. Kawamura (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 
1978),125. 
245 Ibid, 126-127. 
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beings, and will descend into the world to do so if required. But before I examine more of 

Cheng's commentary to the Zhuangzi it seems important that I explore how this third 

group developed in early Chinese Buddhist thought. 

As for the bodhisattva ideal, there is significant evidence of a developing tradition 

through the late Han dynasty and Six Dynasties period (220-582) in bodhisattva literature 

as well as sculpture. In the Northern Wei (386-534), for example, veneration of the 

bodhisattva Guanyin fm if (He who hears the sounds of the world) was likely extremely 

popular by the early fifth century, for 197 images of the bodhisattva were found at the 

Longmen ~~F~ caves.246 As for literature, later Chinese authors like Fu Liang 1w~ (374-

426) and Lu Gao ~* (459-532) composed works testifying to the miraculous efficacy 

of Guanyin; his ability to bring mercy and salvation to those in need.247 There are also 

"scriptures" which likely originated within the Six Dynasties period, like the "The 

Avalokitesvara Sutra of King Gao" (Gaowang guanshiyin jing ~Ifmt!tif#'~), which 

gives a detailed account of the benefits one might gain from reciting the scripture: not to 

be harmed by flames, swords, or suffer death.248 The bodhisattva 'ideall,' in this sense, 

was then well established by the late sixth century. At this point the Sui dynasty became a 

great patron of Buddhism, and there is even evidence that members of the royal family 

246 Jan, 1978, 140. 
247 Ibid. 

2 .. 8 See ibid., 141. :jffl~(j~~ilfi.:r-j@i ;t;tiL.\/Fi.:E1 :k;l:~r'Hm{-Wj ]JJ~iL.J:hli1rr ,-;tt~~I:JB.k:g: ~1I··~)iJU~ ~FfJ1:U[: 
;;jf,: ~~f~~+1%~~. T 85, 2898, 1425c. Many of the same benefits appear in chapter twenty-four of Lotus 
Siitra, which focuses on the benefits of calling on Guanyin in dire situations, and the many ditferent forms 
he may manifest himself as in order to save other beings. See Leon Hurvitz, Scripture of the Lotlts Blossom 
of the Fine Dharma (New York: Columbia Press, 1976),320-324. 
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took bodhisattva vows. For example, the prince Yang Guang ~f. of the Sui took the 

bodhisattva vows for lay Buddhists from Zhiyi himself.249 

Other important texts like the Awakening of Faith and the Zhaolun, which we 

have already introduced in chapter three, present different conceptions of the bodhisattva 

ideal. As for the Awakening of Faith, the bodhisattvas appear to respond to other sentient 

beings but with the intent of "salvation" for all: "All Buddhas and bodhisattvas desire to 

liberate all beings. Their [liberating vow] spontaneously permeates [all beings], they 

manifest activities in response [to the needs of beings] as they see and hear them.,,25o In 

another section we find, "The fourth [vow] is the means of.. . universal salvation. This is 

to take a vow that one will liberate all sentient beings, down to the last one, no matter 

how long it may take to cause them to attain the perfect nirvana.,,251 The Awakening of 

Faith, however, presents a conception of the bodhisattva that differs from the Zhaolun. 

As we discussed in chapter three, in the latter text we find that attributes of the Daoist 

sage and sage-king were read into those of the Buddha and bodhisattva. Sengzhao 

provides an overview of how the Buddha achieved enlightenment and made a vow to 

liberate all beings: " .... until finally in great compassion [the Tathagata] threw himself 

into the sea of suffering. Upward he rose to grasp the hidden root [of Existence] and 

249 Denis Twitchett and John K. Fairbank, The Cambridge HistOl}' of China Vol. 3: Sui and Tang China, 
589-906, Part 1 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1979), 117. 
250 Translation by Sharf 2002, 107. Also, see Hakeda 1967, 63. -I;JJMif~ff~ 0 %~l5VJ5l- W~j::o 0 
r.~,rf!;WI'tBM'+~o ~fiJ.JJ~ei~!UJ~j:o flm~.%rmf(jjJMlt~o T 32,1666, 578c. 
251 Translation by Hakeda 1967, 84. 12]*~'Ii.~1Jf.\Eo ~~~~'f:J:~'dJL+d~lj~o 'n~jfj:W:-t;JJ~±o ~J-J.: 
:t:fL1!1Iifii1~~o T 32, 1667, 589b. 
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downward then bent to hand it to the helpless and agonizing [peoplej.,,252 It is somewhat 

interesting that similar ideas are used in the Zhaolun to describe the sage., who "[whether] 

looking down [to Earth] or looking up [to Heaven], adapts to transformations, responding 

[and] uniting with [beings] without end." 253 In another section we find "The sage's role 

in the world ... He guides without leading forward and when he feels (himself needed) he 

responds like the echo in a deep valley ... ,,254 

The Concept of Salvation in the Lingbao Daoist Scriptures 

In chapter three I discussed how Chinese conceptions of "stimulus-response"-

seen through the activity of the sage and sage-kings-affected the way the Chinese would 

come to understand Buddhist models of the bodhisattva and Buddha. Yet there remains 

the question of how the bodhisattva ideal affected Chinese conceptions of the sage and 

other forms of celestial or heavenly beings that we find in early Daoist literature. Eric 

,ZUrcher identified "early Daoist literature" as a corpus of texts that developed alongside 

Buddhism from the later Han to the early sixth century. 255 The Lingbao (Numinous 

treasure) scriptures began to appear around the year 400, and were unique in that they 

were the first known to have adopted and modified ideas from Buddhism, all the while 

claiming that the foreign religion was founded by Laozi when he left for the west to 

252Translation following Liebenthal 1968, 108. ~~*;m !::.Ul*m 0 {qJ,~~'t~ 0 trf1't'l';~~~ ... 3:::8e:W :i:A7L 
g~4iJJ1fH¥o T 45, 1858, 15'8a. 
253 ~A .. .rff~VN1qJJII~1.to [@i.J:&M.~~ .. , T45, 1858, 153b. 
254 Liebenthal 1968, 113. ?!-(U1JJ~A.Lfr~"}" ill 0 a:iJt*~If[~ 0 ~¥A,ii~~llo .l,ljtTiiJ ;i#;t 0 r~TiiJ l~[(~L ~~~ 

IiliItt.L~~o T45, 1858, 158b. 
255 Eric ZUrcher, 'The Budillhist Influence on early Taoism: A Survey of Scriptural evidence," in TOling 
Pao,Y 01. 66, No.I-3. (19801), 84-85. 
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convert the barbarians. 256 Indeed, Zurcher considered the Lingbao scriptures as 

containing some of the best evidence of a Buddhist "influence" on indigenous Chinese 

religion-to such an extent that he suggests it might be more useful to consider them as 

"Buddho-Taoist hybrids.,,257 That being said, in the context of "salvation" and "mercy" as 

concepts in the Lingbao texts, what we find is that celestial beings and immortals are able 

to manifest such ideals on behalf of other beings. For example, Zurcher points out that we 

find expressions like "extending kindness to help all living beings" (~~¥~:51:.); "with 

tender love widely to save" (~~J.JVf!z); "let me think of all beings and widely open the 

bridge (of salvation) (~*-*)]~ ~1it~); "in order that all may reach release" (J8X;1~JJt 

n~).z58 In general, however, Zurcher suggests that some Daoist texts went even further 

than Buddhism in stressing universal concepts of salvation. This is because some texts 

claimed that a single qi *' was present in all entities, and thus Daoist adepts would do 

well to care for plants and minerals as much as their own children. 259 Thus, the 

Chongxuan exegetes like Cheng Xuanying did not have to tum to Buddhist literature in 

order find concepts of salvation, for they were already a part of the Lingbao corpus. 

In this way, as pervasive as ideas of the bodhisattva were in Buddhist writings, it 

is important to remember that by the Tang dynasty, notions of "compassion" and 

"salvation" were no longer simply the concern of the Buddha(s) and bodhisattvas but also 

the celestial beings found in "Daoist" literature. That is to say, salvific concepts were no 

256 Bokenkamp 1997,8. 
257 Zi.ircher 1980, 85. 
258 For an extensive list of Lingbao scriptures containing similar attributes, see Zi.ircher 1980, 134 n. 9 I. 
259 See Zi.ircher 1980, 135 n. 95-96. 
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longer simply the property of Buddhist literature and discourse, for it seems likely that, to 

a Tang Daoist, such concepts would have seemed equally established in Daoist 

literature.260 Due to their popularity, it would seem that texts like the Lingbao duren jing 

were considered scripture from the moment they began to circulate, perhaps as early as 

761 the fourth century.-

Thus, by the time Cheng Xuanying began to write his commentaries III the 

seventh century, the conceptual terrain had changed considerably. As we will see in a few 

selections from the Lingbao duren jing and Cheng's commentary to follow, there is no 

evidence to suggest that he, as a Daoist scholar and priest by profession, would have 

thought of "salvation" and "compassion" as being "non-Daoist" concepts, as if they were 

merely the concern of Buddhists and their celestial Buddha(s) and bodhisattvas. Of 

course, as far as we lrnow, the Buddhist and Daoist debates of the seventh century forced 

Daoists to avoid presenting texts that were deemed illegitimate (due to fact that their 

existence in history was not attested to in the official histories). Yet this would not have 

stopped Cheng from interpreting the "legitimate" texts used in the debates, like the 

Zhuangzi, as containing ideas similar to the Lingbao durenjing. 

We will now provide several selections form the Lingbao durenji'ng and Cheng's 

commentary in order to (1) demonstrate his relationship to other forms of Daoism apart 

260 There would have been few reasons to feel inferior to the Buddhists, at least insofar as the Lingbao texts 
allowed the Daoists to claim that the deity "Celestial Worthy of Primordial Commencement" (}lJ€l~:q:) 
was in fact much older than the Buddha. On this matter, Bokenkamp says '''Primordial Commencement' 
refers to the second and third of the 'three pneumas,' the primal and the inaugural. and signifies that the 
Celestial Worthy was born in the earliest differentiation of pneumas when the Dao first divided. He is thus, 
we are to understand, inconceivably more ancient than the Buddha." See Bokenkamp 1997,376. 
261 See Bokenkamp 1997,374. 
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from the Laozi and Zhuangzi and (2) how ideas of "salvation" and "benevolence" could 

be found within this particular Daoist scripture. Here we do not find the "compassion" 

and "benevolence" C~;m) of the bodhisattvas, but the "benevolence and love" (ci ai ~'~) 

of celestial beings, and it is difficult to identify differences between the two. 

Lingbao duren jing 
The inhabitants of this heaven, having encountered this scripture and 
its ritual practice, at once universally achieved salvation .... They were 
benevolent and loving to all equally, so that they treated as family 
even those not of their own blood. The kingdom was harmonious and 
the people flourished, injoy and Great Peace.262 

Commentary 
... In movement [they] combine with the tme and constant principle. 
Therefore they achieve benevolence and love equally, and treat as 
family even those not of their own blood. Those of old did not treat 
their relations alone as relations, or only their sons alone as sons; [for 
example] Yao and Shun abdicated the throne [to others], and were able 
to make all under heaven tum [to them] ... 
~~.~~~,~~.~~~,~~~ •. ~A~ •• ~.,~.T 
It.:z. jf:£S,-I:.t\Z¥,lD Ab.&..-+T~a \ 263 
/-.. J ; .:iw.?''f'Jxr!f!, ~I::.~f\" 1·JJ;f1JI[) ..• 

Lingbao duren jing 
(The :,e~erable god~) [retum~ th~6fhysical frame, raising the dead, 
They lImItlessly prOVIde salvatlOll.-

Commentary 
As for those who provide limitless salvation, for many aeons they 
provide salvation for beings so that they may attain the Way; and one 
cannot count how many [are saved]. This is why [the text] says 
"limitlessly providing salvation." This shows [how the worthy of] 
Primordial Commencement bestows compassion, [causes] the dead 
and living 1:0 cross over, establishes the gold palaces and jade 
halls ... and vastly saves all within the nine heavens. 

262 Bokenkamp 1997,407-408. 
263 (HY 87) 2: 194. 
264 Bokenkamp 1997, 417. 
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The first section of text and commentary is interesting because Cheng equates the sage-

kings Yao and Shun with the inhabitants of the heaven in question, where the Lingbao 

duren jing was first recited (for a total of ten times) among a congregation of celestial 

beings. It is unclear, however, who Cheng is referring to when he says "Those of old" 

(guren r5 A). It seems likely that he means Yao and Shun as well as the "sages" of old, 

as he often does in his commentaries to the Laozi and Zhuangzi. Whoever it may be, 

Cheng states that they also possessed universal "compassion" and "love.'" By way of this 

association, it would seem that Cheng is no longer simply speaking of celestial beings 

who dwell in another heaven (as they do in the Lingbao duren jing)" but those who 

existed or descended into this world, albeit that of the legendary kings of Chinese 

antiquity. The second section is somewhat different, for in Cheng's commentary the 

Venerable Gods (zunshen #tEP) and the Celestial Worthy appear as beings interested in 

bringing salvation to those in need, as well as raising the dead. Cheng is especially 

interested in how they ceaselessly provide salvation-with the goal being attainment of 

the "Way" for all entitiesibeings. In this sense, these celestial beings are indeed quite 

similar to the bodhisattvas of the third type identified by YUn-hua Jan above, those who 

descend into the world to aid sentient beings. 

265 (HY 87) 2:205. 
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"Salvation" and the Sage 

Although Cheng's conception of the sage includes the ability to respond without 

bias-as we discussed in chapter three above-it is not entirely clear what the sage does, 

or how he interacts with other beings. In the selections that follow we will find less 

emphasis on the sage's ability to preserve harmony through proper "mle" over the masses 

like the sage-kings of early Daoist literature in the Huainanzi. Sages may appear to act in 

harmony with the seasons (such as the Gu she shenren of chapter one) and may seem 

otherworldly, but Cheng tends to place more emphasis on the fact that they immerse 

themselves in the "dust and dirt" of the common world and mingle with other beings 

regardless of whether the latter's activities are unwholesome or not. Overall, for Cheng 

the sages are those who eventually come to benefit all things. This is quite interesting if 

we remember how the sage is actually conceived of in the Zhuangzi itself. For not only 

are there mUltiple epithets which emphasize different qualities of the sage, but often 

many of them appear to have little interest in worldly activities, concerns, or hardships.266 

For example, as I discussed in chapter three, even though the sage in the Zhuangzi may 

appear distant and oft{m aloof from society and its concerns (or even those of their own 

followers and students), Cheng chooses not to focus on this problem, and simply insists 

that the sage will respond on behalf of other beings when encountered. 

Cheng Xuanying considers sages to be those who blend their traces (ji ~Jl') with 

the world and that of the common people, but remain untouched and untainted by human 

266 For further details, see chapter three above, 84-87. 
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concerns, crude schemes or workings (ji fJ~), and attachments. Cheng is not always 

specific, but there is a subtle difference between the sage's aim of salvation for all beings 

and (cruder) human concern or attachment to worldly things. The word "/zuai 'I~" for 

Cheng seems to embody ideas of human "attachment" or "grasping" for worldly things; a 

longing or yearning characterized by an overindulgence in emotion, which Cheng 

considers to be typical of common people. As we saw in chapter three, the sages are to be 

without mind and completely impartial to whatever they encounter. Nevertheless, in other 

sections of Cheng's commentary to the Z/zuangzi, which we will discuss here, Cheng is 

compelled to speak of how the sages aim for the salvation of other beings. At one point 

he even admits that if the sage has sentiment at all, it is only aimed at saving other beings. 

Judging from the rest of his commentary, however, it seems clear that Cheng conceived 

of this form of "sentim.ent" as very different from common emotion. 

Zhuangzi 
The Perfect Man of ancient times made sure that he had it in himself 
before he tried to give it to others.267 

Commentary 
In former times of old those of the highest virtue emptied [themselves] 
of attachments and wandered the land. [They] made sure the Way was 
first established within themselves before trying to save and rescue 
other people; and there has yet to be one who did not have it within 
and yet was able to unite with other beings ... 
~.g:t~~zA, ~11~rmjjfttttrf;1t ~\7t3Z:3LDJ!!, ?~q~fZE ;fx1mA, *1ff 
D~ /Gffrmm~~4mit1E ... 268 

267 Watson 1968,54. 
268 Guo 196 J, 134. 
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Zhuangzi 
... and yet people really believed that [the zhenren] worked hard to get 
there.269 

Commentary 
Now, as for utmost individuals, their movement is like that of the 
clouds, when at rest like the spirit of the valley. Objects and cognition 
are thoroughly forgotten, the mind is void and the response subtle, so 
how could [they be] attached to things? [Their] sentiments are 
connected to saving and rescuing!27o 
=1::. z;;:: A ~ ;lifT+.t- j- ':;T:' , I- +.l-~ 1r.1:t !.ft;9SP ,'F.;] -c:- r=Er ' -1-;- r#f l=!d. "* 'I'"WI *,,- -'/-t, rl-hn 
A.:l..:.J\.-13 , !tVJ:1:I-JT~, ..LL;f:l"J=rT1", J...Jl S1InJJ~', )~Jl) z.J)t:!J\, E .. A ~)J~~if/J, 

t~1*n~tZE;f~*:p. !271 

In many respects one could argue that this seems to contradict Cheng's emphasis on the 

sage being like a mirror; where there appears to be no emotion, no preference, but simply 

a response to those in need. Indeed, what are we to make of this unspecified difference 

between the sage's sentiment and that of the common person? Whether or not the sage 

has emotions had been in dispute since before the Han dynasty in pre-Qin literature, 

including the Zhuangzi. 272 Robert Sharf points out that Han philosophers eventually came 

to an agreement that sages did not in fact have emotions, at least anything which 

resembled those of common people.273 On the other hand, the second-century Xuanxue 

thinker Wang Bi disagreed, and suggested that emotions were required for the sage to be 

able to join with other people: "Because his emotions are equal with other men, he cannot 

be without grief and j<DY in responding to other beings. Thus the sage's emotions enable 

269 Words in brackets are ~y own. Watson 1968, 79. 
270 For another example of how the sage's sal vific aid is "without end" (j'j~ijl'f M. ~), see Guo 1961, 458. 
271 Ibid., 240. 
172 Zhllang-;,i Yinde 1956, 14/5/55-60. 
273 Sharf 2002, 93. 
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him to respond to other beings, without becoming attached to other beings.,,274 It would 

seem that Cheng does not go as far as Wang Bi does in this regard, for in general Cheng's 

sages do not appear "worldly" in the conventional sense. Nonetheless, VVang and Cheng 

do agree that the sage does not become attached to those he responds to. They may roam 

about, mingle, and corne to benefit common people, but they share few qualities with 

them. 

Descending Into the World to Save Beings 

Though the sage may be involved with other beings, and ultimately engaged in 

saving and rescuing them, Cheng is usuaUy quite unspecific as to how the sage functions 

while among common people. His commentary does make it clear, however, that we are 

to understand that the sage does indeed corne into contact with beings, and perhaps 

remains among them :Dor a time. 

Zhuangzi 
The Perfect man of ancient times used benevolence as a path to be 
borrowed, righteousness as a lodge to take shelter in. He wandered in 

175 the free and easy wastes ... -

Commentary 
The Genuine people of old dimmed their radiance276 and mingled their 
traces [with the dusty world], avoided [cmde human] workings277 and 

274 Richard B. Mather, Shih-shuo Hsin-yii: A New Account of Tales of the World, by Lilt l-clz'ing with 
Commentary by LiLl Clziln (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1976), 122; Sharf 2002, 93. 
275 Watson 1968, 162. 
276 Due to Cheng's heavy reliance on the Laozi in his commentary it is possible that the phrase "dimmed 
their radiance" (he guang flJ it) is an allusion to this text in particular, especially Laozi 4.,52, and 56. 
277 The couplet "duan ji w:'!(f!" may also mean "adapted to [different] situations." In Buddhist thought 
duanji can also mean "adaption to capacities" of other beings, but I have found no evidence to support this 
reading. 
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yet carried out far-reaching affection, responded to beings and yet 
functioned [among] the human masses. How could they do other than 
take advantage of the dusty trails? Lodging [there] for a time; at times 
roaming about or staying still. How could this not be genuine and real? 
Furthermore, movement did not upset their stillness, and in responding 
[to beings] they did not separate from the genuine. Therefore they 
continued to wander free and easy, in this state of self attainment; back 
and forth through the boundaries of non-action. 
-s z~ A, ;tu 7t~?f- ~J}, :@1JJHm qTt~ ~, ff! 4i!1 ffif ffl AM, 1PI ~ f 'Wl1~ ~ 
~!&, *M;tELu:, ~a~Jhi~, lt~~~-•. ffif!W/G1ii@:, ~/GliMt~, i¥dEij~ 
imf, § 1~Z~, qjj1£f~~Z~.278 

Many of the same themes we encountered above with the mirror metaphor are reinforced 

here as well; the sage is continually responding to the needs of other beings, and 

benefiting them. The important point here, however, is that the sage blends his traces (or 

perhaps footsteps) with the dust and grime of the world. This phrase is used repeatedly by 

Cheng throughout his commentary to the Zhuangzi, and usually it means that the sage is 

not above engaging with worldly affairs, no matter how deplorable they may be. 279 

Furthermore, as we witnessed with his commentary on the mirror-like qualities of the 

sage, what usually follows is a qualification that the sage is untouched (or untainted) by 

these dreadful aspects of the common world, especially the cmder workings of other 

beings. Despite the impure nature of the world, Cheng'S rhetorical question of "How 

could they do other than take advantage of the dusty trails?" seems to be a reminder to 

readers that the sages found in the Zhuangzi, in Cheng's opinion, are just as engaged in 

278 Guo 1961, 519. 
279 For further examples, see ibid., 28, 75, 99,122, 166, 177, 195,219,237,255,272,301,399,519,544, 
575,589,633,693. 
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the common world as other beings-no matter how different they may seem from 

common folk. 

In addition, Cheng emphasizes that being able to be active within the world and 

yet untouched by its baser qualities is paramount to being "genuine" (zhen ~) and "real" 

(shiJllt'). Due to the presence of these ideas in Chongxuan thought, Stephen Eskildsen 

suggests that writers like Cheng Xuanying were likely influenced by the Lingbao 

scriptures, for those texts also speak of the "real" or "true" nature that exists within the 

body. Interestingly, Eskildsen also points out that both the Lingbao and Chongxuan texts 

advocate that the body was not in need of being preserved, and thus they deemphasize the 

role of physical immortality in their writings.2so In this sense, the "genuine" and "real" 

were attributes of the spirit, or numen, and not the body. This may explain why Cheng 

tends to deemphasize those sections of the Zhuangzi and the Laozi which seem similar to 

the teachings of "immortality," discussed in chapter one and two above. It may also 

explain why he suggests that sages are not prone to remaining apart from the world, and 

do not remain on mountain tops or hide in office.2s1 

Despite the fact that the sages lack emotions in the conventional sense, at times 

Cheng Xuanying will comment on their "kindnesslbenevolence" (ci ~) and 

"compassion" (bei ;:IE), which we have already seen in Cheng'S commentary to the 

Lingbao duren jing above. 

280 Eskildsen 2004, 203 n. 11. 
281 For further details, see chapter two, 50-54. 
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Zhuangzi 
Great strength is not obstinate.282 

Commentary 
... On the inside, gathering kindness and compassion; on the outside, a 
vast unification with [other] beings. Through this [the sages] are able 
to follow along with the dusty [world], to benefit and save the 
common people. With the self emptied [they] adapt to [cmde human] 
workings, and to the very end [they are] never obstinate. 
rh7j)j~';i;":f(:; hL;:JI -b-\:qJ.hn +l-rA~J'f'+JII§B!EJ~ !J['&l-r2t:,II- ~:::J 'EJ:~ ~:ffiE~fr: 
I/~ ~nn. I~ ·II .. !!" '} r J~ 1.>t:1?'J, p)(. ~b'Utl ... ,J·~lj:.l, It.!.. .. 1"'A ~r::t:, )J.l:[ ~;r.gtJ~~, H" J\\\..cc 

~.283 

Zhuangzi 
Embrace the ten thousand things universally-how could there be one 
you should give special support to?284 

Commentary 
... Referring to the great sage's kindness and compassion, they embrace 
all things; level and even [throughout] and that is all, and to the very 
end their affection is never partial. For how could one consistently 
possess a mind [aimed at] rescuing and pardoning [beings] by 
favouring and sheltering [only some]? 

-,h- -I- llP Z* ::f F :3E.,[IW! J:ti:: I:J .IIZ. /.' rr;:; B ~ iHI: t'g ~ 51±: /.1.= * , , +z :.1;,1,- rr;:; a 
••• I=t ./\..~T@Jit::.J\, 7ft{. ..:iR/A"~,rll=1, -,1.r.IIIJ ,H\~.I\" JJffl~, i=J1±1~"F3 J[i 1&9Ji)lJlU1.:9; 

jf~~aifill.285 

The terms d ~ and bei ;u;, are, of course, extrem~ly common in Buddhist texts, and they 

indicate the "compassion" of the bodhisattvas.286 Buddhist sources usually distinguish 

between several forms of compassion. The lowest form seems to be of those who are 

moved to compassion due the suffering of other beings (sheng yuan dbei :±,~~~;m), also 

282 It would seem that Cheng interprets the original passage from the Zhuangzi differently from modem 
translators. Most have followed Watson, who translates this line as "Great Daring does not attack." The 
first part of the following by Cheng (which we have omitted above) states that "zhi t~" (attack) should be 
read as "ni ~" (contrary; obstinate), and so it is possible that he interpreted the line "Great courage does 
not attack" et: 1J1j +t~) as something similar to "Great strength is not obstinate." See Watson 1968,44. 
283 Guo 1961,87. 
284 Watson 1968, 182. 
285 Guo 1961,586. 
286 Digital Dictionary of Buddhism, "f&;:U;;" (article by C. Muller). 
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known as "small compassion" (xiaobei IJ\;1E). The mid level form of compassion is based 

upon the "awareness of the tnte nature of phenomena" (ja yuan cibei ;it;jfK:?$::=IE), which is 

characterized by a recognition of the "selflessness" of phenomena.287 The third level is 

reserved for the Buddhas alone, and is characterized by a complete abandonment of 

discriminating thought and an understanding of the equal nature of all things (WIt yuan 

cibei ;f!tU~?$:;$). 288 In many ways this third level resonates with what we have seen 

already of Cheng Xuanying's conception of the sage in chapter three, where the sage 

(like a mirror) operates through no-mind, and is impartial to what he encounters. The first 

section above describes how the sage is moved to respond to the needs of beings, but in 

the second section Cheng makes it clear that the sage's compassion, like that of the 

Buddha(s), is never partial and will never favour one being over another. 

Be that as it may, we must look elsewhere for further details on what exactly the 

sage's state of mind is like when engaged with beings in the common world. As I have 

mentioned before, Cheng Xuanying is not always generous with details, and often one 

can only guess at what the sages in fact are supposed to "do," and what types of situations 

they actually encounter. I have yet to find an example where Cheng actually lists one or 

two conventional situations the sages may find themselves in. If I understand it correctly, 

however, in the following section he does give us a clue as to how the sage makes the 

best of a bad situation, and uses the less appealing aspects of the human social realm to 

his advantage in aiding other beings. 

287 Ibid. 
288 Ibid. 
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Zhuangzi 
Therefore, the sage has a place where he wanders, and considers 
knowledge as a curse, convention as glue, virtue as a social grace, and 
craft as commerce.289 

Commentary 
As for the Way of utmost individuals, they ascend into the Three 
Purities 290 and their numen roams the six directions. Therefore they 
gather wisdom so as to relieve disaster and misfortune, [use] promises as 
a means to restrain inattentive minds, cultivate virtue so as to unite with 
the masses, and skill and cleverness as a means to benefit all kinds of 
sentient beings. These are the four affairs that common types [of beings] 
have. The Great sages compassionately rescue [them] by joining with 
the dust [of the world] and following along with [these] beings. 
x:t)d!!~.:=.fflffiH$Jhf/\-g., i!i~%i~ ~~~7:9c¥, *~HR (2)J,ftMYA~" f!H~ 
~~*~,I0~~M~.~~~.,~.~~,*¥~~,~~~~ 
*.291 

In this section it seems that Cheng has tried to link ideas of "compassion" and "kindness" 

to the worldly (and possibly negative) activities the sage may have to participate in. 

Indeed, Watson, Mair, and Graham have all taken this passage as an indication that the 

author(s) of the Zhuangzi consider knowledge, virtue, convention,. and craft as 

undesirable things. 292 Cheng, however, puts a more positive "spin" on the passage, and 

thus each undesirable attribute becomes a way in which the sage actually tries to aid other 

beings. One might be tempted to say that Cheng implies that not only do the sages 

implement these negative aspects of human existence to better other beings, but they 

actually use them in their own affairs. Overall, the beginning and end of Cheng's 

commentary above reminds the reader that no matter where the sages may roam (even if 

2S9 Mair 1998,49. 
290 The heavenly abodes of the three celestial ones, Yuanshi Tianzong, Lingbao Tianzong 1i't'f~ e;r and 

Daode Tianzong ii;tt.I£\~q:. 
291 Guo 1961, 218. 
292 See Mair 1998,49, Graham 2001, 82, and Watson 1968,75. 
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within the Three Purities) they return to the world to rescue and follow along with beings, 

even if that means giving in to human conventions. 

The Sage Responds and Saves Continuously 

On the whole, at times Cheng Xuanying's conception of the sages of old goes 

even further, and so we find him asserting that these venerable figures not only respond 

to and mingle with other beings, but do so ceaselessly. 

Genuine individuals respond to the world, are attentive to the stimuli 
[they receive] and thereby follow along with the times; when mingling 
with beings in their affairs they will always be well suited to the 
situation. Furthermore, with an empty mind, compassion, and affection, 
[they are] constantly wholesome in rescuing people, to such a degree 
that they equate with the Great Void. Therefore none can know their 
limit. 
J~tAJJ!1t!:, M®~J!H~, ~4m3t¥&, !l6'1fillI. ffij m>G'~~, ~=!!f3fjcA, 
ii~~~, iOt~~Q;Jti'!!~.293 

Genuine individuals are congealed and still, responding to beings 
without set models, are compelled (by the matter) and then act, [but] 
never concerned with first being praised. Therefore, they are those 
who do not come to an end and continue to respond (as such). 
J{AJ~~, JJ!4m~7J, mffij1~jj], ~~~~5tP~i!J)[, /F{~BffijJJ!z:if 
.~.294 

[If] the mind is like still water, then a mass of beings will gather round. 
Thus there is a response but no emotion, kindness but no waste [of 
generosity]. [If] one is suitable and profitable in one's divine 
countenance, then to the very end there will be no [sign of] depletion. 
J L.' FrilLt 7.k, i!JJt ~~ ¥~ ~ Mg:. ~ ~ ff~ ffij l!M~, ~ ffij /F ., if~J3t1rd ~ ** -B, 
~m"Ir::t;+.c~~.qj 295 
j\\~ J\,,'I;~:r~.-a I!!:.I. 

293 Guo 1961, 232. 
294 Ibid., 236. 
295 Ibid., 238. 
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Here Cheng seems to be reiterating the notion that the utmost sages are those who roam 

beyond the world but ultimately return to it on behalf of suffering beings. Like the 

celestial beings of the Lingbao duren jing or the cosmic bodhisattvas of Buddhism, the 

sages limitlessly provide for other beings. The last section translated here as "[If] the 

mind is like still water, then a mass of beings will gather round" seems to be an allusion 

to chapter five of the Zhuangzi, where Confucius is asked "Why should others congregate 

around him?" to which he replies "[Because] none of us finds his [own] mirror in flowing 

water, we find it in still water. Only [that which is] still can stop those who stopped there 

[to see themselves within it].,,296 

Conclusion 

After reading selections from the Daoist and Buddhist sources here and 

comparing them to Cheng Xuanying's conception of the sage, one might wonder if it is 

appropriate to ask whether there is any substantial difference between Cheng's sage and 

the many celestial buddhas, bodhisattvas, and Daoist deities fOlmd in the texts we 

surveyed above. My investigation here will, of course, remain largely provisional until a 

full scale study of Cheng's commentary to the Lingbao durenjing is undertaken. Ideally, 

an endeavour such as that would also need to compare its findings with Cheng's 

commentary to the Zhuangzi and Laozi as well. Needless to say, until this is 

accomplished, we will have to be content with the idea that he could have possibly drawn 

his concepts of the sage from both Buddhist and Lingbao Daoist texts. Be that as it may, 

296 Graham 200 I, 77. 
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even my cursory investigation here seems to suggest that Cheng could have easily found 

ideas pertaining to salvation within his own Daoist tradition. That is to say, the 

compatibility of his ideas expressed in his commentaries to the Lingbao duren jing and 

the Zhuangzi on the idea of salvation suggest that he was not a debater only interested in 

the "legitimate" texts sanctioned by the court debates, but a Daoist who read and thought 

outside of those political restraints. 
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Conclusion 

With these themes from chapter four in mind, I would like to return to a question I 

asked in chapter one: is it safe to say that Cheng was pilfering ideas from Chinese 

Buddhist sources for his own ends in the court debates? Throughout this thesis, I have 

tried to show that there is evidence to suggest that what we might consider to be "Chinese 

Madhyamaka" or "Chinese Buddhist" thought in Cheng Xuanying's commentary to the 

Zhuangzi may in fact have more to do with his role as a "Daoist." That is to say, the 

evidence suggests that many of his ideas could have easily been drawn from forms of 

Daoist thought already available to him in the early Tang dynasty, in texts stretching 

from the Benji jing to the Lingbao duren jingo If the Benji jing can be dated to the late 

sixth century, and already contained a variation of tetralemma-like exegesis, then it may 

go far in explaining why seventh-century Chongxuan thinkers like Cheng used a variation 

of the tetralemma in their own writings. In addition, if ideas pertaining to all-embracing 

salvation can be traced to fourth-century texts like the Lingbao duren jing, then it is 

possible that many of Cheng's ideas on the subject of salvation can be traced to his 

commentary on this text. Thus, much of what we might consider to have been 

"borrowed" or "pilfered" from Buddhist thought by Cheng Xuanying for the court 

debates had clear antecedents in Daoist thought well before his time. 

Be that as it may, questions remain concerning the details of what we explored in 

chapter three, namely how Cheng uses and describes the mirror metaphor. On the one 

hand, it seems safe to say that the way in which Cheng utilizes the phrase "like a mirror 
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hung in a high place" establishes a link between him and Chinese Buddhist thought, since 

the phase appears to be of Chinese Buddhist origin. Of course, whether this means Cheng 

borrowed a common phrase used in the debates of his day or simply came across it while 

reading a Buddhist text is hard to say. The concept of "no-mind" is perhaps even more 

difficult to trace. Chongxuan Daoists might have been aware that the terrn was part of the 

Zhuangzi, but it is unlikely that Cheng was aware that this term-after being used in early 

Buddhist translation work-had been acquiring Buddhist connotations for several 

centuries before the Tang dynasty. 

Nevertheless, the presence of a predominantly "Buddhist" phrase ("like a mirror 

hung in a place") in Cheng Xuanying's commentary to the Zhuangzi compels me to ask 

another question: to what extent do Cheng'S commentaries resonate with other 

Chongxuan texts, like the Daojiao yishu, where we find a great deal of Buddhist 

terminology? Is it possible that the Daojiao yishu represents a later development in 

Chongxuan thought? I would venture to say that we may need to reappraise the use of the 

category "Chongxuan thought" entirely, and ask how useful it is to consider Chongxuan 

thought even as an "exegetical tradition." The problem is that even this cursory 

investigation here, into the role of the sage, has turned up no direct link between Cheng 

and texts like the Daojiao yishu. That is to say, it should go without saying that there is 

no reason to believe that these exegetes were consistent from one text to the next, and this 

may go far in explaining why the commentaries of Cheng Xuanying may have little to do 

with other texts like the Daojiao yishu, where we find a great deal of Buddhist 
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terminology. In this sense, until a chronology for the development of Chongxuan thought 

is worked out we will have to be cautious. Until that time, I will have to conclude that

at least in Cheng's conception of the sage-there are few aspects of his commentary to 

the Zhuangzi whkh would suggest that he was pilfering Buddhist ideas and terminology 

for his own use in the court debates. 

Rather than continuing to speculate on what might have been a Buddhist or Daoist 

"influence" on Cheng Xuanying, I think that we may be in a position to finally ask an 

important question concerning Chongxuan thought as a whole. First, I believe that we 

need to carefully reconsider what exactly constitutes a traditional or normative "Daoist 

conception of the sag~e" for the early Tang dynasty. Second, and more importantly, did 

Chongxuan exegesis dominate the early Tang so completely that the manner of Cheng's 

exegesis would have been welcomed by most Daoists? 

On the one hand, I am inclined to say that he was in fact very much in line with 

conceptions of the sage found in the Lingbao scriptures, and therefore was not a thinker 

on the fringes of Daoist thought. As we discussed in chapter one, we do know that the 

other Chongxuan thinkers of the early seventh century were interested in presenting 

"Daoism" as a religion that could compete with Buddhism in the court debates, and so, 

through their exegetical skills, they emphasized notions of all embracing salvation and 

Madhyamaka logic that could be "found" in the Laozi and the Zhuangzi. On the other 

hand, do the ideas presented in the debates reflect only the opinions of those involved, 

namely the Chongxuan. Daoist debaters? Or should we think of these commentaries and 
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texts as the exegetical musings of a few elite (but ultimately isolated) Daoists operating in 

the capital and involved in the court debates? After all, other Daoists may have had 

different opinions. For example, in 626 the Daoist priest Fu Yi (555-639) told Emperor 

Taizong ** (r. 626-649) the following: 

"The Buddha was nothing more than a crafty barbarian who succeeded in 
deluding his own cOlmtrymen. Ill-intentioned men in China subsequently 
perverted the teachings of Chuang-tzu and Lao-tzu ... and dressed up [the] 
doctrines in bizarre and mysterious language in order to mislead the 
uneducated masses.,,297 

What is interesting about Fu's reply is that the original question from Taizong was about 

what the former thought about Buddhism in genera1.298 One can only wonder if Taizong 

actually asked what Flll thought of the "conversion of the Barbarians" theory, for if he did 

then Fu's response would seem to make more sense. That is to say, it is unclear whether 

the "ill-intentioned men" in this passage are actually Buddhists. It seems llikely to me that 

the passage is meant to include certain Daoists as well, and thus Fu may actually be 

criticizing Daoists who have tainted their own exegeses of the Laozi and Zhuangzi with 

Buddhist thought. There is even evidence that early Chongxuan texts were already in 

circulation by 626, for Assandri has already pointed out that two of the Daoist texts used 

297 Bracketed words are my own, translation by Weinstein 1987, 12. See Zizhi Tongjian ~mJBi1~ 192, 
6029. f~Jjii8rp~IUR' ,'i1JJi1&:.I:o rp~$IU¥:2.A, Ir~UtL ~.~:~, ~1JilV.RlC:fG.2Ja, mltxlilHfl-o ,i!\f;firl. 
JJ~~ .... 

298 Even if one suggests tha~ we should be wary of taking the account as a complete record of an actual 
"historical" conversation between Fuyi and the Emperor, one still needs to explain what the author intended 
here. 
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in the debates, namely the Benji jing and the Shengxuan jing, began to circulate at the 

b .. f h S . d "99 egmmng 0 t e U1 ynasty.-

Nonetheless, perhaps the most striking aspect of Chongxuan thought is how little 

was recorded in Daoists sources about these exegetes. There is virtually no mention of 

them in the Daoist biographical and historical collections, while the Buddhists who were 

involved in the debates have extensive biographies and details of their encounters with 

Daoists in the debates.30o As biased as the accounts by Buddhists like Daoxuan may be, 

they are virtually the only source of information on the debates and details concerning the 

activities of the Chongxuan exegetes. Is it possible that the Chongxuan Daoists were not 

really prized by the rest of the Daoist community? 

In order to begin answering our question perhaps the most sensible thing to do 

would be to perform an extensive survey of early Tang Daoist literature, but it might also 

be useful to explore sources' for early Tang dynasty policy towards Daoism and 

Buddhism. Barrett mentions that there is some evidence to suggest that Cheng may have 

actually been sanctioned by the administrative wings of the government to write his 

commentaries and have them distributed in the provinces apart from the capital. 301 

Presumably, the state might have been interested in having control over which texts were 

in circulation as well as overseeing "official" interpretations (or commentaries) of such 

299 Assandri 2005, 43l. 
300 Ibid., 2005, 431. 
301 Barrett 2006, 25-26. 
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texts.302 Indeed, on the one hand, having the Laozi translated into Sanskrit for distribution 

in India indicates how far the Tang went to establish themselves as legitimate "Chinese" 

rulers, by advertising that even those who lived in India should know of Laozi's 

teachings (and thus the power and legitimate rule of the Tang). Within their own borders, 

the Tang was also interested in keeping tabs on who could enter the Daoist clergy, and 

during Cheng's time the government may not have even recognized other individuals as 

such which the Daoist church had already ordained.303 If Cheng was well known for his 

connections and co-operations with the political administration of the Tang, who were 

trying to exert control over the Daoist clergy (and define who could in fact become 

clergy),304 then it is lilcely that few Daoists would have been overly fond of him. Thus, as 

a clergy man himself, and later as the Master of Doctrine at the Xi hua abbey, it is likely 

that Cheng's position in the capital was heavily political. 

.102 If his commentaries were being distributed by the government to the far corners of the provinces, then 
we may have a reason as to why, out of all the Chongxuan Daoists, Cheng's commentaries managed to 
survive while the others were largely lost. 
303 Barrett 2006, 25. 
304 Ibid. 
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